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MORNING

THE

Lots ” and Kearney. ..But the hotels are
good, and the Palace Hotel - is about

*' A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
ISSUED

BY

| equal to any hotel'in America or Europe.

It is 350 by 275 feet, covering over two.|.

THE

Preowill Baptist Printing Establishment,

acres,

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

aad

is, seven

stories

(120

high, with a glass-covered court in the
center. Thirty-one millions of brick,
and three thousand tons of iron are in its
walls. For guests exclusively, there are
| 755 rooms, mostly 20x20. feet, ventilated
by over 2000 ventilating tubes. The fur-

ances of
whom all letters on business, remitt N. H.
To
oy &o., should be addressed, at Dover,
unications designed for publication
-ar
Star,
oh Sddressed to Editor The Morning
BL
Dover, N. H.

niture cost $500,000 and the whole

ing about three millions. . This

establishment is owned

@he Worning Star,
SOME TIME. .
night will round into the morn,

The

cease to beat,

storms

The angry

Grief ceaseth when the babe is born.

I could pot keep on with the fight;

the Bastile ; reminding one of Paris. And
there are, probably, more than thirty
thousand Chinamen. But Iam told that

1 could not face my want, my sin,
The baffled hope, the urgent foe,
The mighty wrong, the struggling right,—

the * leading

Excepting that I surely know
Some time, some dear time, I shall win.
I could not hold so sure, so fast,

ET™

+» =»

The truth which is to me so true,
The truth which men deride and shun,
‘Were I not sure it shall at last
* Be held as truth by évery one,

BETTI

wealth,

Some time the morning bells shall chime,
Some time be heard the victor-song,
Some time the hard goal be attained ;

laa

Ab,

are

Jews,

the

sensationalism

and

amusements

are sometimes employed for church ‘increase and support. The Jews, Roman
“| Catholics, Presbyterians and Methodists
are numerous ; the Congregationalists and
Baptists Jess so.
Of the latter there are about 5000 mem-

© Some time—"
‘
Some time all men shall own it, too.

The puzzles shall be clear some time,
The tears all shed, the gains all gained,

merchants

richest miners Irish, and the railroads
and steamboats under the control of
Eastern Americans. Religious interests
must be affected by this'state of things and

Some time—

bers, 75 ministers—and'30 pastors!

.

But

°° ‘the Baptists are not a perfeet unit at presSome time—
ent. The Rev., or Mayor, 1. S. Kalloch
dear time, tarry not too long!
has received a good deal of attention here,
~—Susan Coolidge.
some
esteeming him highly and others
A
A

SAN FRANCISCO.
The most remarkable thingin this city
is San Francisco. Here among these
sand hills, a little while ago,.there were a

few earthen-covered cabins occupied by
a few traders, Mexicans and missionaries.
Now a city of nearly three hundred thousand people, with handsome, broad streets,
splendid mansions and public buildings,
and all the characteristics of a large,

growing city.

The sand hills have mostly

disappeared, and the mountains, surpassing the *‘ Seven hills of Rome ” and thd
Tri-mountains” of Boston, are ornamented with costly buildings and sur- roundings. The writer now sees a dwelling, said to have cost two millions of dollars, while others near are almost as
grand. The elevation
and size give
grandeur, the floral and architectural ornamentations beanty, and the ** California
cable cars” convenience. The street cars
are numerous and well arranged, but
these cable cars are a luxury peculiar to
this city. The motion is steady, a little
more rapid than ordinary horse-cars, with
no puffing horses or engines. Between
the car-tracks two strips of iron about an
inch apart, reveal an opening, through

which
a lever from the car passes to a
wire rope, which is moved by a stationary
engine with such force that one feels a
delight in gliding up these steep, high
hills as though drawn by magic. There
are flowers, and there is beauty here;

but

magnitude,
greatness, is the leading
idea in this country. With the largest

having no confidenee in his morality, say-

ing nothing of piety. A positive division
has been effected ; over half the pastors
and members,
including Revs. H. IL
Parker and G. S. Abbott, formerly well
known in N. E., having refused to fellow-

found

here.

Notwithstanding, it is

probably true that at least ninety-nine
out of every hundred who have engaged
in mining are poor, many of them
wretchedly poor, yet a few have vast
fortunes. And there are princely merchants, and railroad kings equal to
any upon the globe. One railroad company (the Central Pacific) operates nearly

cently been organized by the respective

il

steamboats a thousand tons a day, throughout the year, of coal or its equivalent

wood.

And, then

in

there are twenty-five

connected

with

¢ Kalloch,” so-called,

any

denomination;

is a

Baptist church decidedly, bubuhas voted
to give no invitation to the Lord's Supper.
Any good, earnest

Baptist

too demonstrative either

preacher,

not

way respecting

the Eucharist, would be acceptable. * The
field is very important,” white, wasting;
and may the ‘‘ Lord of the harvest” send
the reaper. There are some
choice
spirits here. One deserves. special notice. A man, eighty-seven years old,
attends the evening prayer-meetings,

There must be

reasons

is translated

different English words,

is an

quate cause.

for all |

by

without

3-0

ade:

As to the verdict ofsthe

people,

it is

an active part in social worship, and has
fead the Bible through sixty-six times.
‘Blessed are they that keep His testi-

fault to find ; but many reasons for grateful memory, especially with reference to
Mr. and Mrs, Knights and the Union

and old friends

from the East. And without assuming to
say anything of the value of stecks and

are known tobe now on their way to this general utilityof different corporations,
harbor;
and this not a very good year it is safe and pleasant to say that the perfor -wheat, nor fruit, either. But there fection of the arrangements, and gentleare immense orchards in this vicinity, and manly bearing of the officials and em‘throughout the State. One of 300 acres ployees of the Central Pacific railroad,
just visited, has yielded this Season
one
deserve respectful notice and public confidence.
:
Even the weather, always noticed in
every salutation, hardly deserves the dis-

strawberries ; and the apricots, peaches, gust sometimes expressed in the fogs and
apples and various kinds of nuts, eceupy- trade-winds of this-city and coast, The
ing most of the orchard, are yet to
| climate and mild wifiters ‘need no eom-

The simple truth is that the licensing
of the liquor traffic is so wrong

tion, the reversion

especially has met and satisfied the -uni-

with'travel and trouble would result;
decisive. In any case, its acceptance and therefore it is well to control such busiadoption, if they come at all, will be a ness by license. But the liquor traffic
slow, if not a tedious process. The Vul- ean not possibly come within this rule,

versal spiritual want of man, has largely

But aside from

this general consideration there are spé-

when

4 gate;—the very text of which is now

cial reasons for it.
which

of feeling,

it

sa-

cred to the Catholic—was at first denounced, and anathematized even. The
«Authorized Version” had a long and
painful struggleto gain general favor.

has

community, but its unrestricted

careless persons might result

exhibited in a metropolis where all kinds
of people congregate, without exception,
and indulge themselves without restraint,

save remotely from the police. The linger-

damage, therefore it is best and
license its sale. Sidewalk venders may
be advantageous to the interests of a city,

but, unrestrained, they

one’ commandment

would interfere

for it brings no good to community.

:
‘buildings appear to be re-

bor more agreeable during

summer, and

with fires in the morning, overcoats and
@ and number; and public furs in the evening and winter flannels all
large when finished. the time, ‘are quite endurable by the
feeble, the lazy and the visitors. May
Heaven grant tne sunshine of pugjty, love

ment, if fot completion.

Even now, the

‘walls serve ag a background to the‘* Sand
‘

and piety to this enterprising people.
R. DUNN,

July 18, 1881, |

:

out of the table, and:

swept away by the irruption of the refuse
of Sabbathless Europe.
Everything is
now in fall blast on the Sabbath, by which:
money or pleasure: can be got, and every
resort of amusement that does not cost.

too much in labor to be profitable on Sun-

day is filled with the beériest, noisiest and.

All

most enormous throngs of all the week.

its results are harmful. Therefore a successful and efficient license law never can
or will be enacted.

The morning papers all do their principal:

sloping upward and out of sight. The
place was intensely dark, only a few rays
of sunlight penetrating through the entrance, and the light of the lantern seemed
but to make the darkness more percepti-

whom this generation loves to be deceiv-~
ed.
Soul-sick with reading all these things,.
and more than can be generalized in any
poor language at my command, in this:
week's reports, I cast about me hopelessly
for some protest as salient as the offense,

day’s business on Sunday, and on Monday ;
been on the increase especially for the
are filled with rapturous accounts of thelast 30 years or more, of the need of revo
universal rush to the steamboats ard railvision. This felt need has largely grown
KANSAS'S MAMMOTH CAVE.
roads, the beaches and beer gardens, that
out of the fact, as admitted by general Should this new version never take the
makes
one day in seven as hideous and
place
of
the
old,
the
labor
spent
on
it
DISCOVERY
OF
A
MAMMOTH
CAVE
IN
KANconsent, that the ‘ Authorized Version”
restless as it was meant by the Creator to
:
SAS.
Shs
contains several important passages that will be far from being lost. It, at least,
The discovery of the cave was made to be hallowed and refreshing.
never belonged to the original text and of “will constitute a valuable commentary,
To a mind not bereft of reverence for
and
will
prove
a
stimulus
to
a
wider
and
about
a month since. Thomas Bunty being
course should be eliminated. To this class
God’s
sanctities by the profane custom of
of passages notably belong the testimony more thorough study of the Word, per- only sparsely settled, fRe discovery was ac- the world and the profaner sophistry of so|cidental
and
made
while
following
a
woundof the three heavenly witnesses,as found in haps, than it has ever yet commanded.
ed wolf, which took refuge there,and finding called churches, it is distress and horror
1 John 5: 7; the closing
part of the Lord's
a human skull and other bones, from which to read the regular Monday morning reprayer, or doxology, so called—Matt.
Unnumbered
the flesh had long since been removed, at ports of Sunday orgies.
6: 12; possibly the story of the adulterous
cars a
Dents crowded to peril of
its
entrance.
The
discoverer,
suppesing
BY E, 8, BURLINGAME.
woman—John 7: 53, and a few others.
it to be a wolf’s den, obtained ‘the assist- life, throng every avenueto the seaside;
The petition for a prohibitory law, ancé of Mr. Hamilton, who happened to the churches are deserted, and all sorts of
But what more especially called for the
last
Legislature,
was be in the vicinity, and the owner of the shows, dances, dramshops and gaming tarevision, was the fact that King James's sent to our
version fails to give the exact sense, if fourd by that body to be of sufficient im- land, and the three, well armed and carry- blés, divide with the surf the devotion of
indeed the sense at all, of a very large portance to merit some attention. So, inga lantern, proceeded to the spot at the miserable myriads whose god is their belly number of passages, and that many oth- after devoting a good deal of time to the base of a high bluff, and pushing aside the and whose hope is annihilation; until
an opening in the night brings back the crowds, excited or
ers are expressed in absolute terms, or subject, the Legislature said to the peo- underbrush found
in otherwise inadequate and objection- ple: *“You do not know what you want. mound, irregular in shape and about three exhausted, often intoxicated and riotous,
able forms of speech. Now there is no You want the sale of liquor suppressed feet in diameter. Into this opening the sometimes with scenes of murderous Vio—~
and you think a prohibitory law. will do party cautiously proceeded on their hands lence and crime. But all this is bearable
intelligent and true lover of the Bible,
in comparison with the hypocritical prewho does not desire to know through the it. - We know better. We will improve and knees a distance of three or four feet,
when the passage-way, enlarging in every tense of needful recreation, and ‘the Saband
make
more
stringent
our
license
law.
written Word, what was the exact mind
direction, permitted them to assume an bath for man,” upon which the system of
of the Spirit,and to have this as nearly as That is what you want.”
lawless public profanation is justified by
erect position, and they found themselves
practicable in his native tongue.
The
When the improved license law—with
in an irregular-shaped room, its ceiling the false prophets of press and pulpit, by

RHODE ISLAND'S TMPROVED LICENSE

change under any

circumstances,

one clause forbidding the granting of li-

would

necessarily be attended by immediate
inconveniences, and even disadvantages,
but these should be cheerfully borne by

the ripest scholars, and soundest

theolo-

must have been very great on the part of
the mass of Bible readers, and Bible lov-

ers. But another reason:
3. , Was the repeated and
assurance,

with

which

we

persistent
have

been

made familiar during the whole progress
of the work, with respect to what its
character should be.

We have been told,

again and again, that special regard
should be had to both the sense and form
of the original languages, just so far as

that sense and form could consistently be

transferred to the English tongue.
Now
these considerations had great weight
with those who have any knowledge of
the principles of translating one language
' of such

a

translation as the one in question ; but with
the people in general it was otherwise.
It is.doubtful whether they called for, or
The

old, in

censes within four hundred feet of a
school-house, and another, allowing property owners to prevent the granting of
licenses within two hundred feet of their
possessions—was sufficiently spliced and
pruned to be called complete, people in

The New Testament is complete, and
the English speaking world is to-day sitting in judgment on it. Already there
have appeared a large number of Periodical articles in review of it; written with
great ability and candor, constituting the
very best reading of the day.

it is allowed,

As a

rule

that the revision scholars’

Passing over the wolf’s

bedy, they

found the floor of the room was covered
favor of the license system said, ‘ See with human skeletons and bones entirely
what a perfect law we have!” Many tem- denuded of flesh, placed in every conceivperdnge people, on the principle that ‘half able position. Some stood upright against
a loaf is better ‘than none,” thought, the wall, others were in a sitting posture,
«¢ Now, if those interested are on the but the greater part lay scattered en the
alert, this evil of liquor-selling ‘can be floor in confused masses. The room was
brought under control.” The result was somewhat triangular in shape, its longest
side being upward of forty feet and the
eagerly awaited by some, while others
went to work to help make the law effec- | others about twenty each. Hung on its
walls or resting against. them, and lying
tive.
on the floor among the skeletons, were nu-

There was quite a stir among the deal-

ers in Providence, who had liquor

stores

within four hundred feet of school-houses.
One man hired three different stores, only

to be told successively that he was still
within the doomed circle. His wrath
overflowed
in
unreportable
words.
School children were seen with lines
measuring the distances from their schoolhouses to saloons. And the Commission:
ers, who have appeared to feel that they
are an abused set of ‘men, because the

temperance people have not recognized
them as co-laborers, seemed in high
spirits, as they aimed

provisions of the law,

to

‘carry

out

the

Ladies and gen-

tlemen interested themselves to some extent in visiting property-owners-with | pe-

titions against having licenses granted in
their locality, and the petitions presented
were respected.
5

But now that the

licenses - haye been

granted and things are in working order
again, we ask, with little Peterkin : ¢ But

what good came of it at last?” - And we
know of no better answer than that of the
grandfather

ks

“ Qhy that I can not tell” said he,

its peculiar forms of expression, popular
“But’twas a famous victory.”
style, and crisp angio-saxonisms,was very
It is trite that the children who live
‘dear
to them. But this was met by the
‘within four hundred feet of school-houses
assurance on the part of the revisers, that
do not have to pass a saloon in going to
‘‘no new translation was contemplated,
or any alteration of language of the Bible, school, but in going on errands or in their
play, they probably pass as many as beexcept such as competent scholars judged
necessary that in such necessary changes fore, and the children who live beyond
that limit pass the saloons before they
the style of the langnage in the existing
_ followed.” |. reach the vicinity of the school-houge,thus
version should be close
giving them the opportunity, when desir‘This wonderfully reconciled the people
ed, of patronizing those places mere unat large to the project of revision, and
observed by teachers or fellow-pupils.
prepared them, in case the pledge should
Some property owners are favored in

be redeemed, to accept it, if not cordially
at least with good grace.

ble.

having nuisances removed, only to have
other property owners, who were not on

merous shields and spears and other ims
plements of warfare of a savage race. .
On the next morning, having procured
two additional lanterns and improviseda
torch,the explorers re-entered the cave,and,

clambering

over the skeletons to the aper-

ture in the wall

noticed the day

previous,

they entered it and found themselves in a
passageway about four feet high and nine
feet wide, arched overhead : the walls were
of solid white rock and covered with moisture. The floor of the hall-way sloped
downward.
The hall-way was about twenty feet long, and appeared to have been
cut in the solid rock by skilled workmen.

At the further extremity

it opened

into

another chamber, on the threshold of which
the party was halted by noises resembling
movements of animals within. Peering in|
to the Egyptian darkness, and discerning
nothing, and thinking they had found the
wolf’s abode, one of them fired his pistol,
and their ears were astonished with a succession of reports, as from a dozen pistols,
repeated from all parts of the room. , An
involuntary exclamation of surprise escaped from one of the party, and his words,
‘ Great God!” were in alike manner distinctly echoed and re-echoed as by a dozen
voices in as many tones, finally dying out
apparently in the far distance."
After their astonishment had subsided
they were convinced that they had discov-

ered a veritable echo gallery.

Leaving

a

light at the entrance to mark its lecality,
they proceeded to explore it, and found it
tobe

nearly

circular

in form

one hundred feet in diameter.
were perpendicular and rose

hight, and had numerous

and

nearly

The walls
to a great

niches, some ap-

parently belng openings into other chambers. , The lights were not strong enough

to reveal the ceiling.

The floor was solid

rock and quite level and smooth, and very
damp. On one side of the room was
found a platform of solid rock about twenty feet square, rising abruptly from the

the alert, chagrined at the arrival of said floor to a hight. of about four feet; othernuisances at their doors. There has been
no diminution either in the amount of

drunkenness in the streets, or in the numberof crimes, accidents and other
able results of intemperance.

misere net

gain may be represented in this way:
Mr. A. sits on his piazza with,
chair tip-

wise the room was quite empty.
Mr.
Hamilton here said emphatically : ‘‘ Nature
might have furnished the outlines of the

cave, but nature never uses a square in its

work and never makes right angles and
never chiseled that platform nor the hall.
way through which we entered the room—
it was the work of flesh and blood.”
, On the other side of the platform. were

have done a good work, and one which ed back and arms folded, and surveys found two openings in the walls, one of
constitutes in many respects a marked with serene satisfaction the closed store on | which resembled the hallway between the
keted. The annusl sales from ‘th
one dfenduion; and the fogs and sea winds
two chambers, but with its floor obstructorchard amount to twenty-five thousand
lieve from oppressive heat, render la. and grateful advance on any and all pre- the opposite side of the street, while he ed with masses of rock. The other was an
dollars a year.

in

ing remains of public opinion unfavorable
to public profanation of the Sabbath have
sale by been simultaneously undermined by the.
in great |Pseudo-Christianity that like Shakes—
right te peare’s ‘‘ sanctimonious pirate” scrapes

result,

comes, will be all the more emphatic and

-

the form of impiety, in this world, is fully

any traffic is to so control that which brings
good to eommunity under some conditions, that no harm shall result under
other conditions. The sale of. powder is
considered necessary for the good of the

and has contributed immeasurably to the
progress of civilization in all lands, and

The general conviction,

GOD'S BEACHES AND THE DEVILS.
The ascendency of. evil, particularly

that no

outset, proves nothing as to the ultimate

If it disappoints raised expecta-

YORK LETTER.
“NEw YORK, July 80, 1881.

that Word, which has survived the ages,

contributed to the result.

NEW

fi

not yet rendered. They do not. write for
the papers, nor havé they any other way
of publicly anneuncing :their judgment.

even desired a new version.

But the secret of this

:

this. Let us hope, that excited curiosity, which feeds on the novelty of change
has had but little to do with it; but on

man's strength of faith, for thus ** enduring to the end,” is this: he always takes

learn a lesson.

He was out of town and did not

see it.

if indeed grammatical,

The same Greek word

unprecedented marvel in the line of book

trade.

paper.

NO. 31.

amount of doctoring can make a license
The want of uniformity is complained of. | law a good one. The idea’ of licensing

upon the

market 4 large number of editions,

the Greek form of expression; the

English is bad,

and preparation

of American publishers to put

into another, and the sources

Europe and ‘Asia this year, for the trans-

plums, nearly as many blackberries and

work in England alone,

tate

copies of this

excuse for not attending evening, religious meetings, while able to attend parties for business, politics or pleasure,

Square Baptist church,

hundred and twenty tons of currants,
over a hundred tons of cherries and

The call for 2,000,000

is

millions of bushels of wheat to be sent to
portation of which, three hundred vessels

FULLONTON, D. D.

gians and critics of England and America.
already abandoned.
The Union Square I do not know as any reasonable ebjecBaptist church, which prospered so finely | tion has ever been raised ‘against a single
under the labors of Dr. Sawtelle, even one of them on the ground of incompewhile he was preaching and practicing tency. It seemed to have been assumed
free communion, has not seemedto pros- from the outsef, that the work would be
per as well since. They are now without faithfully and conscientiously done, as it
The authority of
a pastor and anxiously looking and pray- doubtless has been.
such
a
body
of
men,
and
confidence in
ing for the man who can lead them on to
victory and success. The church is not the result of their work of ten long years,
parties, but the

!
3000 miles
of road, is now building a monies."
In leaving this metropolis’ I have no
‘mile
a day, and uses for its roads and

YO

BY PROF.J.

case$, by attempting to preserve or imi--

ship Mr. Kalloch, who still preaches in
his Temple, publishes his paper and ‘us, if the generations to come are to have
leads the other half of the Baptists. Dr. the Word of the Lord in an improved
Abbott is publishing a new Baptist paper form.
2. Another reason for the rapid circuand seemsto have the largest share. of
lation
of the work in question was the
general Christian sympathy. But, as it
now appears that Mr. Kalloch is not to widely existing confidence in the ability
have much to do in politics, the fight may and character of the revisers themselves.
continue. Two new churches have re- Among them were to be found many of

ocean upon the globe, a harbor 300 miles
an active part in the last one, and
in circumference,“ mountains within and took
exhibited
deep interest in the sermon
around the city, and the vast sources of
wealth,—it is not strange that great men yesterday. Let those who, twenty or
with great ambition and great fortunes thirty years younger, make gray hairs an
are

©

1.

are here. More than 10,600 Frenchmen,
‘with music, flags and good speaking, collected upon the anniversary of the fall of

Some time—
Some time, some far time, late but sweet.

original is often obscured, and in ‘some
instances wholly excluded, and. in other

SION : HOW AOOOUNTED FOR. |

the other hand, that true reverence for The wonderful sale of the work at the

Wm.

In population, the ends of the earth

There comes an end to hardest thing

©

immense

by Hon.

and many are truly pious.

The spent bird preen his wet, tired wing;

‘

build-

Sharon, late U. S. Senator. There are
other establishments, great in numbers.
The city authorities report 9000 licensed
places for the sale ot strong drinks, viz, :
one bar for every 31 of the population.
| And yet, the great mass of the people are
respectable in appearance, comfortable in
circumstances . and generous in spirit;

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1881.

©

feet)

OIROULATION OF THE NEW REVI-

~

vious efforts of the kind.

Of course, ex-

ceptions are taken to some parts,—excep-

blesses the law that rids him of the annoyances that accompany a liquor store. Mr.

arched way about six feet high, the arch

gits at his front window and

passing over a bed of white
water was very
clear and

tions were taken by some, perhaps: in B: with wrathful looks and indignant mien,
cases

by many,

members

of the com-

mittees themselves—exceptions to isolated passages, and what is of greater importance, to classes

of

passages.Jt is

objected that by overstraining the princi
pleof liberalism the ‘true

sense of the

sees the

dray with its 10ad of black barrels back
up to the new store near his residence.
It is little: comfort to him to tell him

he

could have prevented it, after the application for license was published in the

extending

to the floor.

Passing

through

the archa short distance they came to a
stream of water abont a foot in depth,
sand.’
The
cold, and,

though evidently flowing, had but little ve,
locity.
The width of the stream could not
be determined, but as far as the lights
‘could penetrate it was arched over by sol-

id walls of rock, approaching very near its
surface.—Kansas paper.

some contradiction as express and articulate, of this universal fools’ chorus, “ No
God!”
All the prominent good works af
the city (such as get to the public ear:
without a Daily Witness, I mean) are sus-pended, and the wearied workers are scat—._.
tered in secluded nooks, reclined and fan+
ning themselves in the shade. - The proms
inent pastors are gone to Europe or elsewhere; their churches are closed, or halfclosed, and as good as empty; the city
missionaries plod

their obscure and weary

way unnoticed by the public, Christian or
other. All this comes by good reason, even necessity, they say, and I am far from
finding fault with those who, on the whole
do the best and hardest year’s works that
are doce in New York.
But is true religion, with all its wealth, talents and social
power, really able to muster no better oft- set or opposition than this, to the profae

carnival of a New York summer Sunday ?- .
Amid such musings as these, drifting
through the God-forsaken columns of sub.

urban Sunday news, my eyes met an oasis
in Monday’s Times as balmy to them as an

isle of palms

in

a

torrid

desert.

Thank

God for the Methodists of Ocean Grove, of

the New Jersey Highlands,of Sea Cliff, and
of all other Christian suburban resorts,

that have come

out

and

separated

them-

selves expressly to rational and wholesome, devout and Joyal recreation!
Some:

good brother and

‘wise

as

well,

dently brought about in the

had

evi-

Zimes a well-

written, newspaper-like report of that oth
er side of our Sunday life by the seaside,

on

which

the light

falls

from *® above.

Here was the very protest and contradic
tion in the devil’s teeth, for which I was

sighing.

Henceforth

be

it remembered

that
while our
beaches
at
Coney
Island and Rockaway are roaring with
affront
to heaven
louder
than
their
surf, on the holy day, other suburban
beaches as favored of Nature are dedicated
to the honor of God and his law, and the

new extreme of impiety~itself is forced to
do service in emphasizin“as
g never before

the contrast and the separation between him that\serveth God and him that serveth
Him not. There the breakers chant their

glorious anthem all the Sabbath day, unin-

terrupted, but blended with the notes of
man’s reasonable and spiritual worship, or
solemnly sympathetic with the vibrating
tones of human prayer.
The throng on.
the beach at sunrise or sunset is there
to remember the Sabbath day to keen

it

holy

lowed

to

it.

Him who

It

is a

blessed

temple,

and

and

a

hal--

temple

day, cleansed of money-changers and traffic. No greedy car of Mammon breaks the
peace of God with its roaring wheels anc

disgorged

crowd; no steamboat hisses its.

deflance and pours its torrent of revellers.
into the bosom of the Divine Rest.
No.

traveler is permitted to enter within

the.

gates or go forth, unless for necessity or
of mercy. No guest is wanted there, nor:
wants to be there, but those who love theSabbath as their very soul's sanctuary,
and honor it as the law of their God.
These find congenial-welcome and society.
ble

All the inhabitants and

to worship

scenic and

God,

orchestral

visitors

with

assem-

the grandest

accompaniments

of

nature. Neither on this nor any other day
can a single dramseller slyly set ajar a back

door to hell.

In contrast

with the

im-

pious. animalism of the guests and dia—
bolism of the hosts and transporters at the
great seaside Vanity Fair—all this seems
like the purity and peace of Beulah Land,
and an earnest of the millennial day when

the King shall have his own.

°

|

just

opened

A magnificent seaside

rest

ighlands,

Sandy Hook and

in this

Christian spirit is the New Jerse ®

e ocean.

Wes
bn air

overlooking

YipL

SELL

=
(From Rev. R. R. Meredith, D.D.),
What a lesson for God's peopléin every

S. $. Department.
(For Questions

The children of Israel,”

THE RED SEA.
DAILY
The

T.

Departure from Egypt. Exodus 12: 20-39.
Pursued by Pharaoh. Exodus 14: 5-18.
Through the sea. Exodus 14: 19-31.
Moses’s song. Exodus 15: 1-21.

S.
S.

Red Sea.

READINGS.

MM.

Exodus

14: 19-27.

|

Confidence in God. Ps. 77: 1-20.
Ps. 114: 1—45.
Thanksgiving for mercies.

GOLDEN TEXT: —“Speak unto the children
Exof Israel, that they go Jorward.”—
5
dus 14: 15.

BY CHARLES H, TOBY.

art or human voice.

his Word

otent power

|

that

the path to glory lies:
and distress, and that
much tribulation enter

Not less than five thousand twe hundred and twenty Sunday-school Conventions and Institutes and Assemblies were
held in America during the past year—
an average of about a hundred a week,
or of fourteen each day.
In a Sunday-school in an eastern city,
at its anniversary, instead of bon-bons or
picture-cards,

‘the scholars

then

there

-were

packages

distributed

to

of ten kinds

of

flower-seeds, with clear,

southward, till they reached the Red Sea,
which they crossed near Suez.”—Peloubet.
1. The pillar of fire. It is estimated
‘that there were more than two millions

simple

insfruc-

tions as to the sowing and care of them.
The superintendent of the school

offered

a prize, to be given at mid-summer, at

a

the exodus. So large a company could
rotBe kept: together and led successfully
along such-a journey as they were taking
without some signal which could be seen
~ from afar. This. Jehovah furnished in the
pillar of cloud which went before them

for the best result of this gift in cut or

by day, and became a pillar of fire by

if hé be a good superintendent, will al-

potted flowers.— Baptist Teacher.
Dr. Crosby is of the opinion that the
pastor should be in close connection ‘with
the Sabbath-school
— ¢*able “at proper
times, to counsel the superintendent, who,

He is represented as hiding him-

self in the thick clouds, and fire is a sym-

bol of the deity. When they arrived at
the Red Sea, this divinely. appointed signal passed over the encampment to the
rear of the host, and

a

as

down

settled

wall between them and the Egyptians,
‘who in their rashness were pursuing
them. Toward their enemies it was a

cloud of darkness, but towards the Israeliles it gave light upon the entire encamp© ment.
IL.

the Red

The passage through

Sea.

“This event is one of the most remarkable
in history, and could

possible

been

have

«only by an exercisesof divine power in
opening the way. Without doubt, the
crossing took place at a point where the
western arm of the Red Sea is neither
wide nor deep, but no ordinary and simply natural wind could have rolled the

The road-way

waters back sufficiently.

. must have been broad, and kept open dur_ ing the entire night, in order that this im-

mense caravangof men, women and chil
dren, with their cattle and baggage,
.could have passed across in safety. Only
-a miracle could have made such a path
through the sea. It would have been a
most wonderfal thing had this been all,
~but it was only a part.
destroyed. The
The pursuers
IH.
Egyptians, unmindful of the lessons already given them, pressed madly on after
their former slaves, until, just before
sunrise, Pharaoh and his army, in their

chariots, which were famous among all
surrounding nations, were well down
into therbed of the sea. Then the word
of the Lord went forth against them.
Their loosened chariot wheels began to

roll off, and confusion to prevail amongst
them. At the command of the Almighty,
Moses stretched out his hand over the
sea, and the waters rolled together again,
overwhelming the host in: a common destruction. Thus does the Ruler of the
universe defeat the plans of the ungodly,
and appear in unlooked for ways to help

ithem that trust in Him and do right.

=

4-0-0

‘GLEANINGS FROM THE NOTEMAKERS,
4 From Rev. Dr. P. 8. Henson.)

Godis not only a guide to his people,
but a guard ; he not only goes before them,
‘but behind them, which is an exceeding
comfort, seeing that the devil apd his angels are ever dogging their steps, even
-as' Pharaoh and his hosts followed after
Israel. The cloudy pillar which had
gone before them, now, in their peril,
came ‘most opportunely * between . the
camp of the Egyptians and ‘the camp of
Jsrael ; and it was a cloud and darkness
to’'them, but it gave light by night to
these.”

+

And this double-facedness is characteristic of a thousand

perience.

things

in life's

ex-

The look which they wear to

the Lord's people is very

different from

:that which they present to other people.

of all

chord of our instru-

mental ‘system, the true intonation of
which has been scientifically calculated
to be below anything ever beard by mor-

of Hebréws who escaped from Egypt in horticultural exhibition by the scholars,

night.

of the Great Author

dominant seventh

0+

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.

at once besought the Israelites to go
away, and freely gave them the jewels
and clothing they asked for. They left
in great haste. Pharaoh, repenting of
his course in letting them go, followed
them with an army which was destroyed
as told in this lesson.
«The children of Israel assembled
. from all parts of Goshen, and probably
came together at Rameses, marched east-

At times, the thun-

der’s awful roar reminds us of the omnipharmony. The mighty cataractof Niagara is said to give forth no roar at all,
but a perfect harmonic structure—the full

the kingdom.

Egyptian family died, and the Egyptians

and

MUSIC.

to-

to. the skies on flowery beds of ease, but,
God teaches us here and elsewhere in

through. conflicts
we must through

Notes and Hints.
On the same night in which the first Passover was kept, the first-born. child in every

Etham,

marching

ways desire the counsel of his pastor.”
He advises him “¢ to gather up the principal threads of truth which have been
woven by the teachers during the hour,
and light up those with illustrations for
all the scholars.”” Cértainly a pastor
who neglects the Sunday-school can not
expect to rave much influence over the
young people.— Nat. Teacher.
More than one hundred pupils belong
to the school maintained by the Stockton
Chinese Mission of California, which held

tal ear.

This, indeed, must be

the

sub-

limest music on earth. All the beauty
and grandeur, which the imagination can
picture, in music find their perfect representation. As an art, its origin is involved in ‘obscurity.

While, undoubted-

ly,” it originated in’ Egypt, it was in
Greece that it was first truly appreciated,

and ‘since ‘music, heavenly ' muse, was

young, since her veneration began on the
eastern 'declivity of Mount Olympus, the

human heart has ever been ready to acknowledge her supreme power. Ever
has she been “a hovering spirit, girt
with golden wings.”
Appealing, as music does, to the imagination, it has been largely influenced by
its creations. The high, idealizing instinct of the Greeks led to the invention
of the: Orphic legends. When Orpheus
sangto his lyre, the streams stood still,
the stones admired, and the lion and

the

lamb lay down together.
Even as his
bewitching strains dispelled the watchfulness of Cerberus, so will

a love

for

the

divine art soften the hardened heart of
man, drive away his evil thoughts, and
direct him to a higher and a nobler life,
sooner than all else on earth save the
solemn truths of the gospel. But while
we look to Greece for excellence in the
art of sculpture and

the

beautiful

crea-

tions of mythology, it is a high born

Ro-

its anniversary June 19, and of these, two
have been received into the membership
of the Congregational church during the
year.
Over a thousand children took part in
the annual dual service of ‘Praise and
Patriotism” at the Roseville Presbyterian
Sunday-school'of Newark, New Jersey.

man maid, ¢‘ the patron saint

Small flags were

“¢ She loved to swell God’s praise, and sing

distributed among | the

children, and at the conclusion of the ser-

vice all sang the national anthem amidst
the waving of flags.

“Sunday-school

the

London

#

Day

was

observed

Sunday-school Union

Wednesday, June

29.

In

by

on

the afternoon

a choral concert composed of five thousand voices selectéd’ from {he Sundayschools of the city, was held in the

Crys-

tal Palace.
A steady increase in'the success of the

Sunday-school department of the American Home Missionary Society’s work is
reported. The contributions in this department for ‘the official year recently
closed, were nearly quadruple those of
four years ago. The organization of 224
new schools is reported, making the total
number under the care of the missionaries, 1,658. The number of Sunday-school
and Bible-class scholars is set at 99,898.
It should be remembered, too, that these"
reports are defective, and do not show
the complete results of the work.—§. S.

Times.

4
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We need not be unkind to past ages.

In-

«Of Orpheus now, no more let poets tell,

.* To bright Cecilia greater power is given:

‘His numbers raised a shade from hell;
. Hers lift the soul to heaven.”

_ .. 80 sweetly day and night,

That angels listening lean’d from heav en,
In mute delight.”

She alone has inspired the pen of Pope,
Addison and Dryden, thé chisel of Ma-

derno, and the brush of the great Raphael.

:

offsprings

of

fancy

as

these

have brooded over art in its most sensuous, beautiful and sublime
In sunny

Italy,

so

development.

hallowed

with

the

classic associations of the past, the home
of melody, * the true clime of song”, music was carefully nonrished at the altar of
the Christian church. Here Pope Gregory laid the foundation of true church music. . By its side gradually sprang up a
secular

music,

which

had

its

influence

upon that of the church. As a result of
this progress, the opera and the oratorio,
the culminating forms of musical drama,
were both produced in the same year.
But Italy’s excellence consisted in melody. It was reserved for other lands to
witness both the perfection and the reconciliation of

CM

of the

spired”, who has exercised more influence upon music than all other creations
of idea and tradition.

Such

musical

art

with

musical

science. To Germany the world is indebted for intellectual music. Italy pro-

Do you think that we, in the nineteenth
century, with our telescopes and micro-{ duced her two greatest art forms in the
scopes, are living more deeply and more: same year; Germany, her two greatest
essentially than men who lived three| artists. In the year 1856, two men were
thousand years ago? No; nota bit. We born who were. destined to seize, with a
firm grasp, all the musical art knowledge
are having more vehicles to earry out
of their time, and carry their art to a
God's work, but we do not live any more

than the old patriarchs, who sat - at their
tent-doors and eommuned ‘with
than

the

old

felt this dim

Chaldean

mystery

God,

shepherds,

or
who |

among the hills.—

Rev. E. H, Chapin.

!
PUPA

ION

At a missionary meeting at Hamilton,
Ont., John Sunday, an’ Indian preacher,

hight ‘never before, dreamed

of.

Bach

and Handel will ever occupy the highest
position’ in that bright galaxy of stars

which adorns the sixteenth and seventoenth centuries. What a fascination

a way which they knew not, which they
:mever could have found or cast up for
y themselves,

how

they

have

been filled

‘with wonder and with praise—not un-

mixed with shame perbaps—because for
«
<a while hey doubted him.
~—Bapt.
4
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No

:

pm

Teacher.

the ‘beauty,
Hereafler.
Amid

pusliy and
!

such

Serenity. of the

isGugnces

as

these,

who

shall say that music is not a great moral
agency? Its decline, together with that
of the other arts is the herald of a nation's downfall. From the beginning, it
has been one of the ministering spirits

that stand round the throne of God, to issue forth at his bidding

rands

upon

the

and

earth.

do his er-

Says Shakes-

peare,
“ The man that hath no music in himself,
And is not moved with concord of sweet

sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils.”

Poets and philosophers have bestowed

but the feeblest echoes

solarship within their reach and

of the rejoicings

amount of love for each of us, that makes

all we have known of, for our President,
dwindle into smallness. But what is all
the love of all created beings, compared

with that our Heavenly

Father feels for

each of us? The * work of God,” now, is
that we believe ‘the love which God
hath in our case.”
A seco
most - comforting * thought
in relation to our President is that
he will have all the care that human
love, and wisdom, can
provide.
This

we have not the least doubt of, and we
rest calmly in the thought.
Have we not (or may we not have),
the same comfort

for

curselves,

individ-

ually, in the thought of the love of the In-

and educators, occupying

places

of the

of the

work,

largest trusts, and responsibilities of the
most imperative and imposing character
—all within and under the direction of
the College and its connections! who will
question

the

which has

magnitude

within

its possibilities,

yea

probabilities, such momentous results,as

the character of the men who shall shape
the future of the race?

:

This is not the work of a day! Years
of toil, large outlays, if not the sacrifice
of several generations, are required,to lay
firmly the foundations of a college worthy the name, as is distinctly ‘shown -in~
the history of our oldest and best. The

spirit of hurry and impatience, an overweaning anxi
for ety
greatness and popuSays Goethe, ** A‘man should hear a lit- not the truth that our Saviour ever la- larity, at the expense of solid
growth
tle music, read a little poetry and see a bored to get into the hearts of men? Is it and essential
qualities demanding time

upon

it their

most

eloquent

tributes.

fine picture every day of his life, in order
that worldly cares may not entirely obliterate the sense of the beautiful which
God has implanted in the human soul.”

And the late Lord Beaconsfield

uttered

finite One,

and his angels, for us?

the joy and peace of this glorious truth?
Death

can

not

do it,

neither

that can keep

love, and of his attendant

nage of shot and shell—scenes wild
enough to make the angels weep, 1usic
has inspired faltering hearts and caified

“Only believe”
shall ever abide
“ Well,” says
this all to be
‘chiefly blessed

At a critical moment,

during the battle of Waterloo, Wellington was informed that the Forty-second
Highlanders had begun to waver. On
inquiring the cause, he was told that the
band had ceased to play. Thereupon he ordered the pipes to be played in full force.
The wavering soldiers rallied, and brave-

ly pushed forward their part of the line.
The French wavered—broke—fled, and
Waterloo was won.
Thus did music
play some part in that mighty conflict
which fixed the destiny of a nation and
made Napoleon, the emperor, Napoleon,
the exile. While we have such a power“ful art as this in our midst, should it not
be cultivated for something more than
mere sensuous gratification and, as in

can

life,

nor angels, nor principalities, nor anything else,—but unbelief! By the grace

and smoke of battle, and the terrible car-

armiés to victory.

Is this

not a prime truth in God's Word? ‘What,
then, is robbing you, dear reader, of all

this noble sentiment: * Were it not for
music, we might, in these days, truly say,
«The beautiful is dead.’” Amid the roar

of God tear away

this,

out the

the

only dyke,

oceans

of God's

hosts, for you.

and the peace of this love
with you and fill you !
one, ‘‘if I could only see
true;" forgetting that the
are always ‘‘ they who.

have not seen, and yet have believed,” and

that true peace is conditioned upon ** believing,” alone.
God will never fully
justify his ways to “sight,” or at least
in this life,—and yet may not ‘‘sight” get
a glimpse of this truth from she Président's case, when it asks, how can God's
dealings with men be reconciled with

the great love we have been talking of?
Is it not plainly seen that all the great
human love for the President is just now

subject to, and directed by, the condition
in which the assassin’s weapon has placed
him? Even so God’s great love for us

must take its form of working from
position sin has placed us ip! And

the

‘if we

and earnest work to mature,—must be
suppressed, making room for the spirit of

patient waiting, faith, hope and untiring
perseverance.
This is the auspicious
moment in the history of Bates College.

To adopt a ** pay as you go” system of
expenditure, the present freedom of debt,
and consequent ' independence, rigidly
maintained

at

all hazards—the

current

Se

.

outlays of the College never to exceed its
income in any contingency whatever—
will render the success of the College
doubly sure.

We feel certain that such a financial
policy would receive the heartiest indorsement of its most reliable and deeply
interested friends, both in and outside the

denomination, and effectually prepare
the way for more liberal contributions
than the institution bas ever enjoyed,
at least among Freewill Baptists.

The enormous debt on the College, pfor
years past, has closed many a door to
generous gifts, through fear of an utter
failure and disgraceful overthrow of all

that

had

been

accomplished.

By

the

payment of liabilities, and assurance of
their non-creation in future, fear is removed, and confidence secured of legitimate growth and ultimate success.
If
we rightly understand, it is, that the College shall never again be in bondage to
debt! In taking and maintaining such a
position, great credit will be accorded
the President, Professors and Trustees of
the College.

the golden age of Athens, be made an es- start back at the thought of criticising the
sential part of education?
directions of the President's medical adIt is claimed by some that musical cul- visers, and taking his case into our own
tivation is useless where natural ability is unskilled hands; how infinitely more
wanting. The cause of this assertion is should we shudder at the thought of quesnot so much a'want of genius as a want tioning God's way toward man!
of industry. According to Goethe, genAs God seems likely, now, to make
ius is only another word for industry. that which was intended for his death,
A NEEDED REFORM.
Would Michael Angelo have ornamented to achieve in and through the I’resident a
¢ I think that nine-tenths of the time of
St. Peters? would Rubens have startled higher life than the heart of his most arthe galleries of Europe? would Beetho- dent lover ever conceived, so it is surely all the members of the Cabinet since the
ven and Mozart have poured forth their the province of His love and power to inauguration has been taken up considersouls in music—had they sat down and “make all things work together for good,” ing applicatiens for office. I know that
waited for inspiration to come to them? and a good beyond the farthest reach of nine-tenthsof my time has heen occupied
No! Genius is work. Art only reveals human imagination, to those who return in that way. I would be thankfal if I
‘bad not a single appointment to make.”
its deepest secret to those who cling to it His great love for them,
"Buch are the reported words of the
with pure, undying devotion. As Longmramaeer
ot At -Mrmpm——
Secretary of the Treasury in a recent utfellow has well said :
BATES COLLEGE : ITS HOPES AND
terance. They reflect, as the account

STRUGGLES.

‘The hights by great men reached and kept,
Were not attained by sudden flight,
But they, while their companions slept,

BY REV. J. 8.

which contains

BURGESS.

Were toiling upward in the night.”
The Star in reporting the address of
In America to-day, music exists in all President Cheney, to the Trustees of
forms and all stages of development, the College, said, *‘ That the entire debt
from the Jew's-harp medley of the farm- 80 long a burden and grievous embarrass.
boy as he drives his cows to pasture, to ment to the College, had at last been
the seemingly divine
inspirations
of paid.” ‘That this declaration of the
Bach, swelling forth from some great or- President, evidently gave great satisfacgan in a concert-hall and resounding tion to the Trustees, and no doubt would
from amphitheater to dome; from the give equal joy to all friends of the Instiplain song of the school-girl to thé won- tution.” ,The Star expressed its hope,
derfully embellished melodies of Gerster. that the future would never witness again
Among the mountains of Switzerland, the existence or creation of any indebtedit is a beautiful custom for the maidens ness whatsoever. To all this we with
to come forth at eventide and lift their thousands of others, responded a most
voices in song.
Hillside after hillside hearty ‘“ Amen!” and felt like singing
takes up the glad refrain until the very the doxology, *‘ Praise God,” &c.
The struggles of the College have been
hills themselves seem to rejoice. They
many,
and at times almost overpowering :
continue in song until their brothers answer them, from the opposité hills, on From the inception of the Maine State
their return home. Music in all its per- Seminary ; in its charter by the Legisla;- its location at Tewiston, and then
fection will mever be heard until amid the ture
glad harmony of the resurrection morn, on the site it now occupies; difficulties
nature shall change her strains from mi- io building, and large indebtedness folA
means
nor:to major, and, in regponse, the gates lowing its completi yo
to sustain its attenual
nd slender credof the eternal city shall be opened, an
there shall come swelling forth the songs it, and subsequent payment of its debt of
of the great company of the-redeemed, $28,000; the new College charter, cover-

| beautiful,

ing and changing the M. 8. Seminary
into a College, besides embracing the

the

Theological

and the celestial chorus of angels and
archangels

in

harmonies,

grand, and majestic, such

as

ear ‘of

School

and

Nichols

Latin

School, with the creation of a debt of at
least $75,000 ; numerous hindrances, and

man hath not yet heard. ,.
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SOME COMFORTING THOUGHTS.
BY aiid
AINSBORO.

‘We have been thinking of the case of

thoven, ‘Mozart, Haydn, Mendelssohn
and others of almost equal genius!

our greatly beloved President, since his

most painful embarrassment and delays
attending pledges, subscriptions,—and by
no means the least, complications follow-

ing the sudden death of Benj. E. Bates,

them assures us, the opin-

ion of the whole of President Garfield's
Cabinet. They reveal a state of affairs
which
imperatively
demands
reform.
The

officers of

the Cabinet, as

well

as

others in the service of the Government,
have their duties to perform that the
business of the people may be properly
attended
to. It is not fair that their time
should be so occupied by applications for
place that little or none is left for the discharge of legitimate duties.
To seek service under the Government
is, of course, honorable enough in itself.
Practically the trouble is that applicants
expeatappoinument through political influence, irrespective of fitness for the discharge of the duties of the office sought.
Hence has grown into being that system
of administration that makes our civil service a mere displacement and appointment machine. The object in view is
only remotely the actual work of the Government—wbich is, of course, the work
of the people. - The object in the view of
the ‘‘workers,” is the giving or receiving,
as the case may be, of rewards for political

services.

This honeycombs our politics

all the way through. Its evil consummation was reached, as we have heretofore
said, in the bullet aimed at the life of the
nation’s Chief Magistrate.
The remedy is a simple one, however
difficult it may be to apply it. ** I learned
leng ago,”
says
Postmaster-General

James, “that I could not safely depend

upon clerks who had no’ other: endorsements than those of their political backers.” The remedy is to conduct Government business as any other successful

Esq.
assassination, and there have come to’ us
No one has felt these many trials, tribAlthough in the mind of Wagner and gome very comforting lessons, that may ulations, and overwhelming struggles of business is conducted. Let appointments
in closing an address, spoke as’ follows:
‘* There is a gentleman whe, I suppose, those of his school, ‘the music of Beetho- be of equal comfort to you, reader,
hopes deferred, and unexpected difficals' be made upon suitable examination, and
You
have
been
reading
with
glad
and then
ven
way
be
the
perfection
of
mechanism,
is now in this house.
He is a very Jine
ties, if not total defeats, as President promotions on. the same basis,
heart
and
tearful
eye,
of
thé"
universal
‘and
Mendelssohn
“8
musical
spinster”,
long as
so
continue
office
of
tenure
gentleman, but'a very modest one. ' He
Cheney—whose shoulders, though. not let the
does not like to show himself at these the influence of ‘these great men will ex- manifestation of love and sympathy for physically broad have been squarely un» there is honesty and capacity. The polimeetings. ‘I do not.know how long it is tend, like a glittering rainbow, over fut- the President; and then you have thought | der the mountain-weight of responsibili- tician who lives by the present ¢ spoils
since I have seen him, he comes out 80, ure generations. In the Wonderful de- perhaps, that after all only an infinitesi- ties! Those who for a quarter-century, gystem” does not want any change. But
little. I am very much afraid that he | velopment of harmony which these ar- mally small part of all the love and sym- have i
closely connected with Mr. the people are leaning what is needed in
| this direction, und, unless we are greatly
sleeps a good deal of his time, when he | tists helped to effect, nothing played a pathy felt for him, had been, or even

ought tto be out doing good. ~ His. ‘name reser part than {he invention of the ©orwhic! by the perfection of its
is Gold. Mr. Gold, are you here to-night,
ahd the grandeur of its muor
are
you
sleeping
in
your
iron
chest?
‘to God's children, how full of divinest
sic,
is
to-day
justly ranked as the * King
Come
out,
Mr.
Gold,
come
out
and,
help
grope;
they
gloom
the
in
Not
‘radiance!
of
Instruments.
" To appreciate it, in He
us
do
this
great
work,
to
preach
the
'gos/but they walk in the light, singing as
fullness,
re
alr
to the glorious temple of
pel
to
‘every
creature,
Ah,
Mr.
Gold,
‘they go.
the. Most High. There sits the musing
you
ought
to
be
ashamed
of
.
yourself
to
the
of
experience
the
. How often in
sleep 80 much in your iron chest. Look rganist, A master hand sweeps those
~church, how often in the experience of
has it seemed as at your white brother, Mr. Silver, . he; ielens keys and the instrument springs:
‘the individual Christiap,
into life.
He stretches “8 bridge from
{il.i00
if there could not possibly be any gate- does a good deal of good while you. are
sleeping.
Come
out,
Mr.
Gold!
Look,
way of deliverance; and yet when, presby

seborisig

comes over the mind as we think of Bee-

The Christian life itself, to the unregenerate, is but *‘ a cloud and darkness ;” but

ently, God has led his people forward

of musio, the ip

tities ; but in the men these old
bass heaves its surges to and fro like of the heavenly host over many and’
thunder from the mighty deep. And many a single individual here on the Am
have graduated, editors, au.
now comes a soft reverie, telling us of earth? There is then, there must be, an ‘thors, scholars, statesmen, clergymen,

command—were in the path of duty, but
think of the difficulty into. whieh they
Music” is the universal language in
were plunged. It is ever thus. But how which God speaks to man. It is as-old
slow we are to learn the lesson. How as the world itself. Nature abounds
constantly we assume that if we: only fol- with it, © We listen to the mournful, yet
low the divine leading, we shall escape musical, whisperings of the Wind, the
trial and be conducted by a smooth way. ocean's ceaseless dirge, forever chanting
Hence when difficulty springs up and the requiem of every human hope, and,
troubles assail ns, we are taken wholly above all, the wild warblings of the
by surprise, and sink into unbelief and
birds, whose trills,
discouragement, or, doubting the sincer¢Untwisting all the chains that tie,
ity of our own purposes, write bitterthings
The hidden soul
of harmony,”
against ourselves. We would be" ‘carried have never been equaled by instrumental

Exodus 14: 19-27

ward till they came to

in

ward the Red Sea were obeying a divine

see Star"Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

sigotence

Commiations,

Duty frequently means difffeulty.

age!

Sunday-School Lesson.--Aug..14.
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too,

at your little brown

brother, Mr, | closer | draws ‘his

Meri

Marvelous

Copper ; he is everywhere, Your. poor, ‘harmonies, which seem to tremble with
litte brown brother is running about, [an inward thrill of bliss at their own
doing all that he can to help us. Why, grandeur, come Trolling forth upon the
don’t you come out, Mr. Gold? Well, if] soul. ‘The clclear’ notes warble about the
ly iling "and play along the roof.
you won't show yourself, - send us your.
ong-drawn cadences! What solWei
longs
| shirt, that is, & bank note. Thats all I
have to 93y"

‘emn sweeping concords!

Amid this om-

could be, expressed! And you have said | from rio beginning ‘down to the prosent mistaken, will ere long make their deto yourself,"how good it is to so beloved!
To have so many feel such a genuine interest in one!
How many in all the

‘world care thus tor me?

And very likely

you concluded that few, very few at the
most, were thus interested in you.
But
is it not ‘*in our haste,” that we tlitis
‘conclude.
Isit not a fact legitimately
drawn from God’s Word, that there is a
vast multitude, that no man can

number,

hour, have felt and shared

something

of

the burden and anxiety of the situation!
those of us alive, and

heaven,

those dear ones in

now forever at rest, are made

inexpressibly jubilant over past -achievements and encouraging prospects for t;
future, Founding a college, with all
necessary funds, appliances, efficient ofhicers, and fuculty every way: qualified, for
the task of a well-manned New Eggland

who feel a love for, and interest in us,
guch as no man ifr the flesh can feel for

collegé—is by no manuer of meaiis an or-

another? And ‘in us,” not as a mass of

some of the older colleges ‘have accomplished, not only - in splendid grounds,
stly and imposing buildings, immense

_persons,—but as separate individuals

0, surely such is the fact. The rejoicings that go up from the hearts of our
«countrymen, at évery item of ‘good news
relating to the President's situation,’ are

dinary undertaking.

When wé see what

libraries, learned and numerous professors and teachers, ample funds for every

department of university work, and pro-

mands known with an emphasis the politicians can not misunderstand.

To find the best practicable method of
working this needed reform may require ,
some experiment. = But the main’ difficulty isnot in the how,but in forcing upon the
politician's mind the idea that: statesman-

ship§s not a dicker for offices,

but

the

administration of public ‘affairs for the

good of the people.

The nation is awake

to this necessity as never before.

«The

politicians will do well+o be wise in time.

~lliusirated Christian Weekly.

When it was asked how: God could
hear 80 many prayers all at once a little
ohild said: ‘Why! he hay telephones

running everywhere,”

|

=
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izing India.

Gi C. WATERMAN.
CONDUCTED BY REV.
enim

do something, would do that something.

The plain * Statement of Facts” in the

Star of July 20, ought to be enough of itCHINA.
Mr. Nicoll, at Ch'ang-K'ing,
self. No appeal ought to be necessary writes that a Taoist priest has publicly
Bro. Stew-

In the article by

after that.

art in the same issue, the case is clearly
,

The plan suggested by him is sim-

put.

ple, definite, practicable. Without any

formal enrollment of names, let each one
find for himself a place somewhere on

the sliding scale proposed, and as near

the top as possible. In this matter, it is
well to be ambitious to stand high on the
roll. And let some portion of the money

MS.

changed his dress, and untied the sacred
knot of hair, intimating his intention of
serving the Lord Jesus,—Mr. J. E.

for the reception of visitors, and tea pro-

vided. Stated
for it is on most
vice—incessant
dusk. As one

Py

WY

"hr

MN

willingness, if we once get it fairly before
our minds and into our hearts. A care—~=ful reading of the articles refersed to will

services we have none,
days one continual sertalging from morn till
party leaves, of ten or

about which we may safely say, * Where

Now, if

a way.”

there be any doubt about it, let ns take

ing into the very heart of the country.

Its mysterious jungles can not longer be
unknown, Its extraordinary resources,
but partially developed, astonish the nations.
But
a few years since, and how little
was known of this great continent. The
maps of the geographies we studied represented it as almost unknown.
Commerce had found its way along some of
its borders, but its interior was

closed

to

the eye of civilization. What a change
has taken
place.
Discoveries
have

opened to us a new world.

What light

has been shed upon it by the travels

and

researches
of
Barth, Burton, Baker,
Speke, Grant, Schweinfurth, Anderson,

Livingstone, and Stanley!
These, and
several other explorers, have brought before the world a continent of vast importance to commerce and Christianity.
Now, the great question before the

Christian Church is, Shall this dark continent be taken for Christ? Trade and
commerce will enter into every part of
its entire domain, will use its rivers,
lakes, and soil, for accomplishing their

purposes.

Will the gospel advance as

rapidly to bring its vast populations
the Son of God?

to

It is remarkable, that

this thought has taken deep hold of - some
of the leading minds of the church, and

they are moving in the matter with a lib-

[}

erality scarcely known before in the history of modern missions. The liberal offer of Mr. Arthington is well known.
Others have made nearly equally liberal
offers of funds, and four, at least, of the
largest and most successful missionary
organizations of the world have either established missions or are arranging to do
so, in Central Africa.
It is true, up to the present

time, these

efforts have not met with great
at least, so far as we are

success,

able

to judge,

but this is only what might be reasonably expected under the circumstances.

our very life, and then we shall learn to
rejoice in it for others also. Let us rejoice in its progress, even when we do
not get credit for our share . therein, and

and

| even when no portion of its

might be done not only to cultivate this

(yearly

each),

these there are many who pay

and

There are
dues

a

besides

less sums.

It is believed that $200 will be raised

this
the

year, enough to support a helper in
i
field they have chosen.
— Gospel in All Lands.

Selections.
REJOICING IN THE TRUTH.
(From The Decalogueof Charity.
Pakenham

By

Bishop

W.

Walsh.)

(1 Cor. 13: 6.)
:
When charity commanded us to *¢ think
no evil,” it was
dealing with cases
where men's motives were not perfectly
clear, and where, therefore, wei were

bound

to put the md

favorable

.

con-

struction possible on their actions. In
the precept now before us, it supposes
the

good

or

evil

of

men’s

conduct

or

opinions to be beyond
us what our attitude
concerning them. ‘If
been proved, so far

doubt, and it tells
of mind should be
guilt or error has
from rejoicing we

should rather sorrow
cence and truth be

over it; if innoestablished,
that

should make us glad. And, taking a
still wider view of Christian duty, this
commandment teaches us that if sin and
iniquity should abound, so far from attracting our sympathy or enlisting
our
support, they should rather call forth
our
disapprobation and ‘antagonism; whilst,
on the other hand, the triumphs of truth
and virtue should evermore attract our
admiration and joy.
Thus we have a positive and a negative
side of Christian charity set before us.
We are stirred up, as it were, to sympathy with all things good, and pure, and
true, whilst we are guarded against all
fellowship or communion with anything
that is base, ar ‘false, or evil. We are
warned against that self-righteous spirit
which leads men to think better of themselves because the have heard of their
brother's fall; and we are urged to that
nobler superiority of mind Which rejoices

in all his victories over evil, as it they

were

our

own.

The

Apostle

seems

in

this matter to hold at once the pencil and
the dissecting knife—to portray the lineaments of heavenly charity in all its divine beauty, and at the same time to dissect the fallen human heart in all. its
wretchedness of disease.
He had already shown that it.was bad enough to
«think evil,” and worse, to do so without
a cause; but here he goes on to show
that there is still a lower depth, when

men
open
sin.
they

can bring themselves to indulge an
or secret satisfaction in another’s
Concerning angels, we read that
rejoice ‘over one sinner that re-

penteth”;

but it is reserved

for

Satan,

and men depraved by Satan, to rejoice
over a sinner’s fall,
And is there nothing of this spirit to be
observed in the unloving world,and evenin

the professing church? Is there never in
The field was new, the customs and hab- human hearts a secret satisfaction when a
its of the natives but imperfectly under- neighbor errs? Is there notan increasing
stood, and the presence of the missiona- tendency thereto if he belongs to another
ries naturally awakened suspicions and creed, or party, or denomination? Is
there never a scarcely concealed triumph
prejudices, which were not easily over-' when some one whom we suspected of
come. Then, 100,it was not easily as- evil has justified our severer judgment? Is
certained what points were the best for there mo Pharisaic pride that exults over

though that fruit does not grow in our
own garden ; let us give the praise and
glory to God for all triumphs of his grace

for all missionary success of which we
may read and hear.
:
And this leads me to observe how much

spirit, but to promote the cause of Christ

in the world, if the subject of ‘missionary

labor were more frequently brought before our pupils, What more likely to interest them in Christ's kingdom than the
valiant deeds of our missionary heroes?
What moresuited to illustrate and to impress a divine truth upon their minds than
anecdotes taken from the missionary field ?
Whatablessing occasional (and I would say
periodical) addresses on the subject would
be to Sunday-school teachers, and to
scholars, and to the church of God. How
much sympathy might be enlisted among
young hearts in this grandest of all enterprises,
by frequent references to the lives
of such men as Martyn, snd Carey, and
Williams, and Patterson; and what fruit
this might produce in after life! Thank
God, we are already indebted to Sundayschools for having supplied a goodly
number.of our noblest laborers in distant
lands. Morrison became pious when a
Sunday-school boy; so did Wolfe; so did
Morgan;- so did many

others;

but

how

many more might be raised up for this
glorious enterprise, if the link were
drawn more closely between our work at
home and theirs abroad! Oh! if some
humble teacher were the instrument in
God's hand for

kindling

the missionary

spirit in one yoyng heart, and sending
him out as an ambassador for Christ to
the heathen, would not that teacher have
cause to ‘‘ rejoice in the truth” through
all eternity, and would not his heart be
cheered even here on earth by knowing
that his ¢* labor was not in vain in the
Lord ?”
;
o
Charity *‘ rejoiceth with the truth;” so
may our text be rendered (and so indeed
it is rendered in our Revised Version),
and this aspectof the passage teaches us
some important truths. Truth rejoices
when it is justified, when it is furthered,
when it is embraced ; and charity rejoices

children

walk

in

truth”

(3

Charity rejoices in seeing holy

John

4).

lives,

ing innocency cleared and error dissipated, for that is truth vindicated ; it rejoices
to see a soul converted, for that is trath

magnitied ; it rejoices to see a wanderer

restored; for that is truth glorified. Char-

ity will not rejoice in

anything

that has

not truth upon its side, nor will it be con-

for

tent with anything that has not truth

its aim and end.
If charity be the test of
truth, truth in its turn is the test of char-

the

error, nor

compliance

easy

which

fraternizes with wrong.

found necessary Lo make changes in loca-

of “God, I thank

thee”?

for human nature;

to what

The dry and'the liquid
gists.—Globe.

But in all of these, and many oth-

er difficultieg

which they have encountered,

they manifest an unfaltering purpose to

maintain the ground, and never yield to
the enemy, believing that success will
crown their labors. They may be betrayed as they were by King Mtesa, and

meet with violent and cruel opposition,
and be exposed to great sufferings,

Alas!

alas!

depths has it

fallen when it comes to this!
But we turn from a contemplation so
saddening and so humiliating, in order to
dwell upon the conduct of Christian love.

Does it; Fgjoice over iniquity ? Never! It
receives the evidence and proof of another’s sin with

believes

it

in a brother's inconsistency or shame;

it

with regret.

reluctance, and

It can not feel gratification

can not think with satisfaction upon

any-

but they have entered upon a work that thing that injures religion, and grieves
can not-he given up, under any circum- the spirit of God. We might learn a lesstances.

Africa must be redeemed.

It belongs

to Christ, and must be given to him, In
Southern Africa, the gospel has made
great. progress ; on the Western coast,

much hasbeen dons to enlighten and]
save the people.
Now the great center
is reached by as earnest and devoted a
class of missionariesas ever entered a

foreign field, They will succeed. They
have obeyed the divine command, Go.

They feel that they are sent.
Father

+ As the

hath -sént me, so send

I you.”

“And lo, I am with you always.”

Can

they failP’ Never! The triumph, though
delayed, will come. Africa will be re
deended. Difficult as is the work, it will
e done. . Let earnest prayer be offered

or the faithful, sacrificing missionaries in

Central Africa and for the triumph of the
great work in which they are engaged,—

Rev. R, W. Allen, of Malden,
Gospel in All Lands.

;

Mass., in

Missionary News and Notes.

One of the Secretaries of the Wesleyan

Missionary Society in an address before
the Mildmay Conference, spoke of Ceylon

8

son here even from the

heathen,

When

ing.

however,

to

any disciple of Pythagoras erred, his fellow-disciples went through a funeral ceremony, and put on the deepest mournIt

was

possible,

do

this, and yet to be devoid of charity; but

o“

A

of iisese,

it without delay.

Try

are both sold by

drug-

WE DO NOT CLAIM

everythat HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA Will cure
and
thing, but the fact that on the purity

and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor
e
diseas
that
and
,
system
whole
the
of
health

that
of various kinds is often only the sign
bing
nature is trying to remove the distur
sion
cause, we are naturally led to the conclu
remedy that gives life and vigor to
tha at

Apostle,

‘even

weeping,”

those who are gone astray.
Charity i$ too conscious
weakness, too considerate

like

the

‘concerning

of
for

its own
its

neigh-

bor's welfare, too jealous of God’s honor,
to *“rejoice in iniquity.” Is a brother
fallen ?* It will hang its head in sorrow.
Is a man overtaken in a fault? It will
endeavor to ‘‘ restore such an one in the
spirit of meekness.” It will ever be

more ready

than to ask,

to inquire, * Lord, is it” IP
‘Lord, is it he?”

I shall not'deal in this paper with such
a sad and distant possibility as that of a
Sunday-school teacher rejoicing in iniqunity. His temptation is rather to be so

cast down and disheartened by it, as to
be pnfitted for his work,
We read that
when iniquity shall abound the love of

eases, Fever

& |
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Ptyaline
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and
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of the food in the stomach. If
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eating
the fermentation of food 1s pre-
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EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co:, N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver Complaint, "and have never been

ng Hood’s
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particulars, address the principal,
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
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Lewiston, Me.
This institution is

VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof. O.. G. Au,
A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will
address
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.
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PERRY DAVIS! PAIN KILLER never fails (0 afford
instant relief for cramp
pain in
the stomach.
JOSEPH BURDITT.
NigmornvirLe, N. Y., Feb. 3, 188L
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Junius W. DEE.
MoinGona, Iowa, March 19; 1881.
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constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me,
WILLIAM McPHERSON.
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8
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are
the
The courses
of study
Normal},
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
| courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific: I Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week..

Sioux City;

Rapids, Des Moines,

Secretary.

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
0., Ohio. The college’ year consists of feux

terms of ten weeks each.

:

oints in
the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwankee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Huron,
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or college.
For further particulars address the

Bluffs, Omaha,
LEADVILLE,

Three terms per year, commencing om

Principal, or E. 8S. TASKER,

Nevada, and for

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in ‘my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known. When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In my
own case I use it, and think it the best med

Cedar

Principal.
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H. Hutchins, A. M.,, Principal, with
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I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
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OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical. Admits both

Clark Jobnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, bi fui
I had little faith in it; but,to my, surprise, it
soon made a great change
in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had
no sickness since. 1

I never knew
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Pittafield, Me., July 11, 1880.
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~ In 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
‘Beg70 years old, I was entirely prostrated,
with no appetite.
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Dr.
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ourishes, trendthons and Invigorates.
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Theological Department of Hillsdale
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Diseases, Monthly Menstryrations, and .
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i
dy of Pregnancy, it has no eqnal. It restores the
or;
that make the blood, and hence is the best
Next term
and year begm.Sept.7.
There are
Blood Purifier. It is the only known remedy
two courses of study, embracing
the Scriptures,
that cures Bright’s Disease.
For Diabetes, use
Systematic Theology, Pastoral Er heciogs. HomiWarner's Safe Diabetes Cure.
:
letics and Church
History. Theological students
For Sale by Druggists and Dealers at
$1.25
have access to the classes and lectures of the colper bottle.
Largest
bottle in the market.
Try it. lege. Financial aid is rendered to those needing

It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar ofthe
food into glucose.
«A defi»

ciency in
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the Riders, Liver, and Urinary Organs.

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties:
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Hillsdale,

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and isa POSITEVE Tem
ly for all the
diseases that canse pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
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The Best REMEDY. RENOWN to Man!

Why. Suffer with Salé-Rheum ?

is in the city, and it will speak

term
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of the blood.
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Christ wept over Jerusalem; it wil
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A Sure Cure For Piles.
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name or plausible its pretensions.
The
charity which ¢ rejoices with ithe truth?”
is not the cold indifference which endures

tions.
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ity, and whatever can not endure that
‘test is spurious, however dignified its

some despised publican, and tries to
shelter its want of love under the cover

missions, and
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for

that is truth illustrated ; itrejoices in see-
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* 1881.
Spring term begin
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Summer term begins
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pril
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along with it. Their joy is mutaal ; for,
to use the words of Warburton, ‘Truth

and -eharity are twin-sisters,. having ‘a
common nature, and differing only in
name. Truth is charity in statement and
expression ; charity is truth in life and
practice.” And so they go hand in hand.
“[ have no greater joy,” writes the
Apostle of Love, ‘‘ than to hear that my

N. H.

Fall term be,
*| beg
begms Novem
v ber

—for all holy lives, for all happy deaths,

Do you know what it is to suffer with Piles?
If you do, you know what is one of the worst
The most pertorments of the human frame.
It cures
fect cure ever known is Kidney-Wort,
constipation, and then its tonic action restores
prevents rehealth to the diseased bowels and

establishing the

‘

can’

106 full paying members

dollar and a half

.

success

be traced’to our own exertions. Let us
rejoice in the truth if we see but buds and

blossoms, and see: nothing more; let us
rejoice in the truth if we see fruit, even

Africa Must be Redeemed.

What an interest at the present time
The eye of the world
centers in Africa!
is intently fixed upon it. The *‘ Dark
Continent” is openingto the gaze of the
civilized nations. Commerce and discoveries are alive, and are rapidly advanc-

and

made a visit to Kars and there organized
a church, as they found several who were
anxious for this. They can now point to
an organized community in their appeals
to government for liberty.of worship and
freedom of action.
TURKEY. A missionary society has

been organized at Marsovan.

for ourselves the motto of the old Roman
general: “I willy ind a way, or make
one.” The work ought not to stop, nor
to be hindered an hour for lack of funds.
It will not if every man does his duty.
The women will probably do theirs without any hint from us.

ourselves, as our food, our medicine,

and
Turkey,

Erzroom,

of

Cole, both

Mr.

This is one of the things

there's a will, there's

ton,

principal, with é
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in
ew
England.
opts
a specialty.
|
teacher of Penmanship
v, e 8
i
less than in any other of Ii
of 10 weeks each.

him
dis-

trustingly in our work. Let us love the
truth, and value the truth, and trust in
the truth more for ourselves, and then we
shall come to value and confide more in it
for others. Let us rejoice in it more for

evangelistic ngfure. Our gate is open
all day; just inside it is a room fitted up

delay will be unfavorable to the interests more, others take their place, books
of the work. ‘There is no’ doubt of our: tracts often being purchased.”
Russia.
Mr. Robert Chambers
ability to do the work needed, nor of our

help us in that.

his word ‘‘ shall not return unto
void ;” and so we go on timidly and

Cardwell writes from Ta-ku-tang, Nov.
15th : “ Work at this place is more of an

Every day's

be sent forward at once.

7/7707

rie

from a deepening sense of the sin ‘and depravity that surround us, and from an increasing conviction that * the truth”
which we teach, and in which we ought |
to *¢ rejoice,” is the only remedy. against
them?
i
¢ Thou shalt rejoice in the truth™—this |
is the positive side of the precept; and
we shall never obey it unless we have
thorough confidence in the truth. We
are greatly wanting in this: respect. We
forget, or we ignore God's promise that

dered peoples. There
are now on the
island thirty-eight missionaries, eightytwo native ministers, 7,259 communicants and 35,000 baptized adhergnts.—
S. 8. Times.

to
can, and who might fairly be expected.

.
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d ne day-school instruction? Ought we not to
there is.by them carried to ‘widely sun- borrow strength and motive for our work

not be a pressure at all, if every one who
:

island,

and the effective evangelistic work

It would

Shall we flinch under it?

of charity,

would this be so? Was it not the ungo
liness
of the city of Gloucester that led
Robert Raikes to initiate the work of Sun-

All classes of Europeans

and Orientals meet in this small

_ STORER COLLEGE.
Brethren, again the pressure is upon
us.

fully actuated by the grace

the future may be the means of evangel-

<

MISSION WORK.

;

Spiritual Songs,
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found ‘in the
larger beok, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,buf is often used
in churches.
TERMS; $1,50 for Single-conts $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
30»

dents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable:
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this body
of
Christians in New York, till the time of
thei
union with the Freewill

Baptists.

$1.00,

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close:
und volumes embrace
-1of
every session; and the
the Piscsedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including

postage.

The above named
books are sold by the dozer,
at 20 per cent. discount from the price of a Huge
book, for cash with the order, or on receiv
the books.
r
Send your orders to

L D. STEWART, Dover. No H,

For sale also by

\

,
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MORNING STAR,

upon which God has set
guch high value;
in hope it believed
hope.
< In the nature of things,” there was
no possible reason for Abraham to hope
for a fulfillment of God’s promise to him.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1881.
G. F§ MOSHER, Editor.

But the faith that God commends, yea de-

temper of the American
WAS federal} Jogisiation in eleen-

actmentof a law
shall establish a
system with our consuls abroad that shall
protectus from this class. This confer-

ence owes a duty to the public to present
this Jugtior fully and Jajry, 3and urge proaction.

mands,is that which trusts His word | Per I

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORY"

when, “ in the nature of things,”as seen,

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D., ~~

or understood by us, there seems no possibility of performance. ' There is a hope
that springs from what has been, or is,

PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D.D.,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
. REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D,,
PROF. R. DUNN, D.D.,

PROF. J. A, HOWE, D. D.
for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

known;

and there is a hope born of faith

in God, that takes no counsel of what has

ever before been seen or

known!

Such

was the sublime hope born of Abraham's

faith.

:

Just what form

that action shall take it is not yet
possiFos for the committee to say.
There
should be a system of registration in the
ports from which these

people

are

sent,

and a duplicaje system here by which they

shall beidesfified. There should be a strict,

accountabilityof the steamships andsailing
vessels. It might be an advantage should
they bear the expense of the ggturn of
these people.
That Fenians, Nihilists, and seditionists

EAR

DR

Fi, Cama

AUGUST

&

The Woming Star.

A All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
wddressed to the Publisher, Dover,

LL
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pain to the true

Christian.

But

while

the

cause of Christ must suffer by the exposure of
guilt“on the part ofa professing Christian, it

would suffer infinitely more by an attempt to
hide

from

the world, o1 to condone, sin under

any circumstances.
:
The portrait of Mrs. President Hayes, painted for the White House by D. Huntington of
New York, has been placed in an oak frame,
ten feet in hight, which is the most elegant ever carved

in this

Ben Pitman

and

country.

The

the work

by

design

is by

ladies of the

School of Design in Cincinnati.
‘Barrie of
Philadelphia, the well known engraver, has

executed a beautiful engraving of the portrait

and frame in one picture, also of each separately. The plate ( steel) will measure 16 1-2x10

in., printed on India paper, laid on the best
plate puper, giving

a picture measuring

about

of all sorts, should make of our free coun- 30x20. Each subscriber of five dollaf's to the
~ ETTICAOY OF THE OIVIL LAW. { that could ** consider” every obstaéle in try the safe vantage ground from which testimonial fund, can choose an engraving
~ All moral beings are subjects of law. the way of the fulfillment of a promise of to wage rebellion against foreign govern- with or without the frame. Send names and
Notice again that it was a kind of faith

©

‘When man was placed in Eden in innocence he had a law with its sanctions.
But sin brought him into new relations.
Penalty thenceforth was a restraint to the
bad and protection to the good. Some
hold that the only object of punishment is
to reform the offender. This is an error,

‘| ments, may seem

God, * without being weakened.”

O, how unlike the faith of many of us!
‘We think our safety lies in not ‘considering these obstacles, oftentimes.
But a
characteristic of Abraham's faith was that
it ¢ considered,” yet ¢ weakened not ;”

discreditable indeed

to

us asanation,—-and when that rebellion assumes the proportions of criminal intrigue

to the extent

of furnishing the revo-

money

to

Woman’s

Miss

Esther Pugh,

National

Treasurer

Christian Temperence

ion, 53 Bible House, New York.

of

Un-

Benominational Hobos.

Friday, the

9th—Sermon

by

Rev.

W.

us 8 law for the lawless, and requires

its

rigid enforcement at our hands. Flagrant
‘outrage, increasing and boastful, demands

-of society higher regard to the right
anajesly of law.
Ob

+

and

-0-&

ABRAHAM'S FAITH.

“The honest reader of the Bible can not

v

scum of European society, The free air
of this free 14nd, and the facilities here

than fifty dollars
cent.” etc,

offered for money-making, are sufficient
enticement for : poor classes ‘in the old

world; bul it is asserted that some of the

ment

where:

countries from which they comdy—if not
apparent.

commencing:
ry August 9, at 2,
. M., and dosing the following Friday evenAm
rs ¢ngaged to be pres-

of ‘New Hampshire,

Fy Maine, Gen. J. L. Swift
others.

no small portion of the mul-

titudes now

flocking to our shores—is a

which will ere long demand some sort of
a solution.

It is more than a local or na-

tional question : it is of international

Last week .&

sig-

»

national conference of

charities” was held in the city of Boston,
and among the subjects considered was

this question of immigration. Dr. Charles
S. Hoyt, chairman” of a committee who
have had the subject under investigation
a very interesting report,in Which the gvip|

Jostion. of the’ N. H. Woman's Christian Temp.
nion. :
According to a Boston paper

The first annual session of the Nation-

al Association will meet at Winchester,
Virginia, September 7, 1881, and close
on the 12th.
‘Whilé it is true that, persons dre not

R.

Davls,

Pa., will open the meeting.

Governor Rob-

erts of Texas has made - himself odions, especially 80. in his own State, by refusing to join
with the other governors: of the Union in recommending a day of national thanksgiving for
{the recovery of President Garfield. The reason for his course, if there was any, is notstated;

but by a prompt and earnest protest against it—

through the préss, in public meetings and by

The re. who has been convicted of the crime of steal-

ing, affords an opportunity for applying that
principle of Christian charity so admirably set

and the following suggestions were made :

not in iniquity.”

things ocoeasion ‘real

without

J. H, Moxowm, Agent.

New York and Penn.
enn. Yearly Meeting,
. The New York and IPennsylvania Y.M {a
held its annual session with the Gdessa
church, commencing «June
10th, at 1

of Pittsburg,

Sermon by Rev.

M. J. Bailey at 7.30 Pp. M. Subject, The necessity of prosecuting Mission work in remote localities,
Saturday, the 10th—Ministers’ Oonlerencs,
An address by Rev. N. C. Brackett st 11 A. M.

o'cleck, ». Mm.

Conference called to order

by Clerk, organized by making choice of
Rev, G. R. Foster as Chairman and Rev. 0.
S. Brown as Assistant Chairman.
All the
Subject, A higher education of the Ministry. | Quarterly Meetings were reported by letAn address by Rev. B. Kirk at 8 Pp. 'M. Sub- ter and sent delegates.
ject, Pastoral visits. An address by the Rev.
The Chemung Q. M. reports greater
B. F. Fox at 7.30 Pp, M.- Subject, How to care strength
than one year ago. The Y. M.
for disabled Ministers.
®
Sunday, the 11th—Sermon, by Rev. T. H. feel to mourn the loss in labor of Rev. G.

Drake, of Harrisburg, Pa., at 11 A. M.

Sub-

Ject,F'. Baptists of the United States, Temperance meeting at 3 P. M. Subject introduced
through
a paper
by Miss
Laura
A.
Taylor, and an address by

Rev.

H.

E.

Keys.

out afresh In this work, and we believe

in

the right direction, let us not

slack

an

enterprise so

growth

vital

to

our

in

and

progress. Oars is truly a missionary field.
We have a million and a half of souls in

pastor and other delegates?

W. Knapp, pastor of the Elmira

church,

who has been laid aside by sickness just as
success seemed about to crown his hard
labors with a grand victory.
Pray for
him and his people in this hour of trial.
Tioga Co. Q. M, reports ‘gain in fi-

nancial work, some repairing. done upon

the church
buildings.
Two
churches
have been added during the Year. Sabbathschools prosperous.
Tuscarora Q.M. reports revivals in some
of
the churches.
Most of them have
Sabbath-schools connected with them.
Potter Co. Q. M. reports interest in Sab.
bath-schools. Financially weak,
The business of the Conference was
transacted very harmoniously.
Strong .
resolutions upon topics of interest to us as
a denomination were passed by Conference. The meetingsof worship were well

represented In numbers and very strict at-

tention paid to the word ‘preached.
The
Lord's Supper..was administered at the
close of the Sabbath evening service and a
large number Joined in this solemn service.
Invitations of service by other denominations were extended to the ‘ministers of
the Y. M.
Rev. W. H, Peck occupied the

pulpit of the M. E. church, Sabbath morn-

ing, at a village about two miles distant
from Odessa, and report says that he gave:
them a very plain and practical sermon.
Rev. O. C. Hills occupied the desk of the
M. E. church in the village where the Y.
M. was held. The preaching during the
session was plain, practical and spiritual.
The pastor and people did all in their
power to make it an agreeable session for
the delegates and visiting brethren.
During the session the Y. M. was favored with the labors of Rev. Wm. Walker,

Cor.

Delegate

from

the

Genesee

Y.

M., and also of Rev. J. H. Durkee, Cor.
Sec. of the Central Association, who
preached to a large and attentive audience
Sabbath morning.
The Y. M. appointed
Revs. L. Kellogg ‘and G. Donnocker as
Cor. Mess. to the Genesee Y.M.
Rev.G.
R. Foster and wife, Rev. O. S. Brown and
C. E.
wife, Revs. A. P. Houghtaling,
Houghtaling, W. H. Peck and wife, Rev.
G. Donnocker and wife were appointed as

representatives from

this Y. M.

to

the

Central Association.
Next session of the Yearly Meeting to
Rev.
be held with the Chatham church.

G. R. Foster was apg@linted to preach
opening sermon;

the

Rew. O. C. Brows, alter-

nate.

Thus closed one of the est. most profitable and interesting sessions of the Y. M.
which have been held for years.
: GH. FREEMAN, Clerk.

Minnesota Yearly Meeting.
The 24th session of the Minnesota Y. M.
was held at Minneapolis June 24—26.
A
good meeting was enjoyed. After a little
substitution every delegate was in attendance and all but one answered to roll-call
at the opening. Each Q. M. was well represented both by letter and delegation.
The state of the cause is not all that

could be desired.

Our churches are weak;

many of them maintain preaching but a
part of the time and some only semi-occasionally.
Much interest was manifest in Home
Missions, OurY. M. Home Mission Society
effected a legal incorporation at this meeting and is therefore prepared to receive
legacies, etc. We hope to obtain a permanent fund for Mission work.
We have
now obtained a man to take the place of
Bro. Palmer as Y. M. Missionary—Rev. L.

If no dele-

A. A, Smithis Secretary.

church is ‘represented by letter. Each

church representing itself will be consid-

step,—the feet did not strike the ground
with simultaneous tread;
every man
ix gonged' his ain gait.” But 1 trust we
are beginning to develop a greater unity of

ered a member
of the Association.
Churches and Sabbath-schools are earnestly requestedto send a contribution, by
their delegates, or by letter, which will

spirit in our feelings and in our work. Our
weakness is largely the result of our defi
ciency of denominational coherence. It is
not too much to say that so far as human

help- to “defray expenses, &c.

shall arrive, we shall be able to pay all.
want of the Board is the vigorous and |
There are many new and inviting flelds

gate can be sent,

please

see. that your

I would |agency is concerned, the most deeply felt

suggest that you proceed at once, either

Qur churches contribute fairly, perhaps,

but not 8s we hope they now may, since
work is begun anew. We have partially
‘supported three other men in these new
flelds besides our traveling missionary.

Our dues are not all paid.

When, how-

ever, the next installment from, the Parent
Home

Mission Society—now

past due—

“or—by hold={ | sympathetic. co.operation of the pastors whereif we had the men and means ‘we
ing an entertainment,
to {raise what and the churches.
could hope to build strong churches.
Calls are coming to us from various Many of these are in villages and cities.
you can for this worthy” object. All delegates will have the privilege of discuss- parts of the State praying us to send them The harvest is great, the laborers few.
ing the different topics, after they have help, and so, manifestly, is the duty press- Let us pray for laborers and then a:assist
been presented by the persons appointed. ing upon the Board to enter and take pos- with all our ability. This Y. M. has qquite
session of these new and inviting flelds of a number of working churches and also of
‘If on the following programme, you
labor. But the Board and the Agent must working ministers—then there are more
find a part assigned to you, please don’t
be largely powerless unless the churches feeble churches and retired and partially :
fail to perform it. Do your best to make
| and congregations provide the material re- retired ministers.
!
the occasion pleasant and profitable.
sources; the Board is the servant of "the
The attendance of ministers was good,
PROGRAMME.’
y
churches: . they determine its resources.

business session, at 3 p. Mm.

Opening sermon by Rev. J. W.

Dunjee’ at

the preaching

It may plan and devise liberal and aggres.

Will.

Missionary meeting at 8 P. Mey intro-

iN

earnest.

The

general

was, ‘0 Lord, revive thy work!”

cry

There

carry

is & great lack of spiritual Jife and conse-

out those measurés unless the churches
furnish the sinews & war.” We need
money and men for this enterprise. of
‘church _extémsion.
We therefore entreat

quently. of conversions.
May the Lord
visit us with refreshings.
J.D. BATSON, Clerk.

who

CoRRROTION Hr the report of the Seneca & Huron Q. M., which appeared in’ the
‘Star of June 15, it was stated that a 'collectionof $77.63 was taken which was giv-

sive measures

but can do nothing to

you, brethren, by the love of) Him

1, 80 P. M. Subject, The work of the Association." | died for us, by the gregtness of the work
tarns to their native land a certain
{mr an article which we reproduce on an
Thursday, the 8th--Setmon by Rev. J. E. in which we are engaged, by the anxiety
proportion of these improper immigrants, inside page of this paper, Charity rejoiceth Burrell
at 11 A, M. Subject, Freedom ‘of the we profess for the salvation of precious
Such

churchés

Iowa, and the number is rapidly increasGiven, formerly of New England, But lateing, while our church membership is less
ly of Pickwick, Mion. This gives us new
than three thousand.
Oar very weakness
dress a few words, more especially, to. is an argument why we should put forth cheer and we ask all who are interested in
our colored pastors,churches and Sunday- every possible effort for the enlargement this work to help, both by prayer and givschool
ing, All money should be sent to Rev. J.
of our borders.
We need oneness of pur-.
D. Batspn_at Northfield (gs this is the
Deas brbtik on) LIVI you
14 wake a 8pepose. We, as Free Baptists in Iowa, have’
cial effort to have your ehurch represent- lacked esprit de corps; we have been nearest postal money-order office), who 1s
ed at the above named meeting, by your 5 marching in what the soldiers call the rout now, the Treasurer of the Society. Rev.

correspondence, the citizens of the great South
National Association of Free Baptist churchern State have shown that, unlike the Govern-e8 of the United States will meet at Winchesor, their hearts béat in sympathy with the bre- ter, Virginia,
Wednesday, September 7th,1881,
vailing sentiment of civilized mankind.
af 10 o'clock A. M., at which hour an organizaThe sad case of a hitherto reputable minister tion will be affected for business.
The Ministers’ Conference will meet in 8
ofa respectable church in Providence, R.I.,

the State of New York report stated that

several

+000

Fisher at 11 A. M. Subject, Future condition
of the Righteous.
Sabbath-school meeting at
3P.M. A paper by Miss Etta Lovett, and - an
address by Rev. W.

have

known among Free Baptists, by race, or
“color, yelitis necessary for us to ad-

The | by soliciting —subscri

How to deal with this class of persons | ames on the Tast day will be under the di-

—who form

| spoken of above was discussed.
what

gives to

~ Gordon, of Boston, Edward
A Gari, He orate: from Canada, Mrs. Mary

and consideration the past year, presented
od that

recent state-

on the question

and

nificance.

s of Sarah’s womb:

of his position

; or |

chapter of Romans.

!

per

the Journal and Messenger pn opportunity
to declare that the Baptist body in this country
disfellowships Mr, Spurgeon, |
. The sixth annual meeting of the NH. Tem-

be expected to reform, or why they should
be expected to produce a less dem
A

vexed and difficult question, but itis one

+a dead (he being about a hundred years

|** fifty

Amongor with these comes a reckléss
class that forms a dangerous element : Jin
our population. How this element, can ; | | porance Camp Meeting Associgtion will be held

- Upon the -cunvas of the Word of God,
“gn inspired hand has put, in immortal
colors, thespicture of this faith at its high«est reach, which we have in the fourth

‘without being weakened in faith, he
~considered his own body, now as good

read,

question of open communion.

restraints upon them are less, than in the

‘the 18th, 19th and 20th verses of this chapiter, from the Revised Edition: ¢ And

wus,”

London, England, holds liberal yiews on the

governments of Europe are willing to
help not only paupergbut also the infirm
to emigrate to America, where they become a burden ‘upon: the community.

ceedeth out of His mouth.

Let us quote, here,

to

Rev. C, H. Spurgeon, the talented preacher
and pastor of the Baptist ‘‘ Tabernacle,”in

ing effect upon society, here

“Such was the ‘high “water mark” of
{Abraham’s faith, and such the honor God
‘bestowed upon it!

4

acceded to.
- This affair opens up the question of immigration. During the past years America has become the refuge of much of the

fail to mark the importance God attaches
to implicit belief of every word that proIt has been, and is, His purpose ever
-to honor signally such belief !

|

The Journal ‘and Messenger ( Baptist),
published at Cincinnati, O., has completed the
fiftieth year of its publication.
Rev. R. A. Coats desires to make the following correction in his article on * Iowa Home
Missions,” in the Star of July 20: Instead of
the words, “impossible to pay much more

and the request will doubtless be heartily

us. - We

pastors and new fields waiting for help,

P.

Sermon by Rev. T. J. Ferguson, of Lee, Ohio,
lationists at home with infernal machines
at 7.30 p, M. Subject, The true relation befor destroying life, there is need that
But it is effeminate The National Freewill Baptist Assooia- tween Pastor and Deacons.
yea, more, it did not even *“‘waver;” but, something be done.
Monday, the 12th—Sermon by Rev. J. W.
tion.
for it often, perhaps generally, fails of this more surprising still, it ‘ waxed strong” to say that . rabid Irish newspapers in
Jenkins at 11 A, M. Subject, The future state
Being
convinced
that
more
could
be
effect, and so would afford no adequate as it weighed the difficulties in the path America must be suppressed because they done than has been done, in the line of | of the wicked. Woman’s Mission Meeting - at
give expression to opinions that will,
3 p. M., which will be opened as follows: A
of performance!
protection to the obedient.
Mission work among colored Free BapCivil law is essential to the welfare of |’ For each of us there is the possibility of sooner or later, in one way or another, tists in the United States, the ministers of paper by Miss Lura E. Brackett, and an address by Rev. J. C. Plummer, of Troy, N. Y.
- ‘society. Anarchy is the worst possible having just such a faith, and the secret of make themselves heard. It is the duty of the West Virginia and Virginia ‘Associa- Sermon by Rev. T. N. Blackburn at? .30 P. M
the
cool-headed,
native-born
American
to
it
is
mercifully
given
with
the
account
of
condition. In our fallen world the forms
tion met at Storer College, Harper's Fer- Subject, Free Baptist Discipline.
Dr. G. H. Ball, of Buffalo, N. Y,, and Dr.
of vice are endless, and require a treat- it. It comes from a continual ¢ looking show these people that there is a more ry, West Virginia, May 9, 1880, to devise
the full excellent way. .
James Calder, of Harrisburg, Pa., have been
ment adapted to each case. Thence the unto the promiseof Ged,” and
plans, through which more might be ac- invited to be present and to deliver seris able to perform ‘what
various forms of government, suited to assurance that «he
complished within the present limits of mons and addresses, on such topics as they
p~Tar ‘President has stirvived a very
different countries
ages, and states of he has promised :" thus giving God the glothe Association, and the cause extended
may think best suited to the occasion.
civilization. Fosdamental principles do ry pri itall. We become partakers of the critical period, the past week. There has throughout the entire country.
We, the committee, extend a cordial invitabeen
sufficient
cause
for
anxiety,
although
not change, but altered circumstances re- divine nature, Peter tells us, through the
tion to all friends of the Master's work, to be
It
was
there
decided
to
form
an
organiprecious and exceeding great promises some sensational reports from Washingquire change of administration.
present at all the sessions above mentioned.
ton, exaggerating: the. facts, have caused an zation, whose duty it should be to see
J. W. DUNJEE,
Our own civil government, with all its that God has given unto us; and let ts
after
the
affairs
of
the
work
under
considunnecessary.amount of alarm.
To counC. C. WAINWRIGHT,
imperfections, is on the whole the best hold them fast! Christ told his hearers of teract the effect of these reports the state- eration, and a committee was appointed
.
T. N. BLACKBURN.
‘that ever existed, and the best adminis- the parable of the sower, as reported by ments’ of the physicians in attendance at to draft & constitution for that purpose.
Contributions and letlers of representaJtered. It was formed by men of tried in- Luke, *‘ and that in the good ground, the White House have been very reassurThe Committee presented a form of tion, or inquiry, should be sent to the
tegrity, and of large experience. It com-. these are such as jn an honest and good ing, representing
the prospects of the ‘constitution at the next meeting, held at Corresponding Secretary.
B. F. Fox,
bines the excellences of those that have heart having heard the word, hold it fast President's recovery in fully ‘as favorable Charlestown, July 9, 1880, which, after
Cor. Secretary N. F. Bapt. Asso.
and
bring
forth
fruit
with
patience.”
(Regone before, and excludes their wrongs.
light as the circumstances would allow. under-going such changes as the meeting
Shepherdstown, West Virginia, July
It well meets the demands of a people vised Version).
There is, however, good ground for hope, saw fit to make, was adopted, and the
26,
18814.
Dear reader, we all need this faith of considering thé heroic manner in which
highest in the scale of the most advanced
*« National Free-will Baptist Association
Abraham's.
If
‘eternal
life”
were
possiperiod of civilization.
the patient has endured the trying surgi- of the United- States” was formed, with
Yet it is not perfect in form or ‘adminis- ble to a weaker faith, there are hights of cal operations that he has undergone and the following officers—B. Kirk, President ;
Home Missign Work in Iowa.
tration, and we may hope for much im- usefulness, of peace, of blessedness, that the real improvement that has evidently. J. H. Rideout, Vice President; W. P.
Less than two years ago, the two’ Yearprovement in the -future.
One serious can only be reached by just such a faith taken place in his condition. He is in the Fisher, Recording Secretary ; B. F. Fox,
ly meetings in this State were consolidatcare of physicians and surgeons than
evil under which we suffer proceeds from as this, and made possible to us all !
Corresponding Secretary; C. C. Wain- ed and now form one ‘incorporated~body,
whom, doubtless, fio more capable and
dack of enforcement.
Laws
evidently
——,
wright, Treasurer; J. R. Clifford and W. with Trustees elected in thie usual way.
skillfgl could be found in the country.
It
‘needed and approved by the great body
H. Bell, Auditors.
DYNAMITE.
Home and Foreign Mission Boards were
is, indeed, a source of much gratification
of the citizens are but a dead letter on the
The second article of the constitution
appointed and aré elected annually by the
to
observe
the
efficacy
with
which
emiIn
America
the
pistol,
and
in
the
Old
statute books. This is an evil” and a
will better define the work of the Associa- Yearly Meetings. The Home Mission Deshame, not only in itself but in its influ- World dynamite, is the argument of fools nent scientific ability is applied in a case tion than anything I might say; I there- partment is to assist feeble churches as far
like this. - But with all the satisfaction
ence on other legislation. The best safe- and knaves.
fore give it here in full:
as it can, with pecuniary aid and ministerial
A good deal of feeling and much dis- that this fact affords, it should be rememguard of law is the certainty of its enhelp;
advising on questions of mutual
“The
object
of
this
Asanciation
shall
be
bered that President Garfleld, like every
forcement. If violated with impunity it cussion have been aroused’ by a late utterto conduct Christian Missionary and Ed- ‘work; to provide for planting churches in
other
man,
sick
or
well,
is
in
the
hands
of
ance of Wendell Phillips, condoning the
ucational operations, and diffuse a know- new and important places, etc.; to effect
is worse than useless, a reproach and indiabolical plots of Nihilists on the prineci- Providence, and that whether he dies or ledge of the Holy Scriptures among the this they were to urge regular and systecentive to lawlessness.
gets well, under the best human treatment colored people of the United States, and
‘This evil is greatly enhanced when the ple that they ignorantly had recourse to that he can have, it will be according to to establish, sustain and build up churches matic contributions from all the churches
and a hearty co-operation of ministers and
non-enforcement is owing to the threats dynamite and nitro-glycerine for the same God's will. And let us continue to pray and schools.”
«of violators. This is especially seen with purpose as that for which the more intel- that his life may be spared.
The language of this article may make brethren in the work. The Department
reference to much of our temperance leg- ligent American uses the weapons of free
“4
it appear that the organization is based was empowered to employ an agent as the
islation. The rum traffic prohibited by speech and a free press,—namely, to as57 FREDERICK DOUGLASS'S ADDRESS On on selfish principles, that the framers of superintendent of home interests in the
sert the right of individual liberty and to John Brown, at the Anniversary of Storer the constitution had the interest of none State.
enactment in many localties is in numerthrow off oppression and tyrannical re- College on Decoration Day, 1881, is wor- in view, but ** the golored people of the
For the last eighteen months the writer
ous instances unchecked, defiant, insolent.
‘Threats are made that an attempt at en- straint. Such expressions are to be .re- thy of the author and the occasion.
It United States,” That. would be a false has been engaged in this work as finanwag prepared some years ago; has been view of the matter, as the following ex-| cial agent, missionary, evangelist, acting
forcement will bring personal retaliation gretted, and are indicative’ of weakening | was
pastor, -etc. During this period
more
—we must expect the torch of the incen- mental power in the venefable orator repeated in
i several places, was revised tract, from the 8th article will show :
than a thousand dollars have been collect~diary, the steel or bullet of the assassin. who so bravely and so effectively advocat- for Harper's Fore and delivered at the
t While it is not an exclusive colored
ed the cause of freedom on: hebalfof a laying of the.’ cother stone. of Anthony organization, yet, its work will be mainly ed in the State for this work, in addition
What a comment upon our civilization !
people of the to a bequest from a brother deceased (in
“This is a sad fault under which we rave race groaning under the bonds of slavery. | Memorial Hall. Itis now published for confined to the colored
South
and
West.
We
8
de none; all Minnesota), $49.40, and $168.40 from the
7t00-leng labored. And it is producing It is uncharitable and hardly reasonable the first time, and it is in the grand, imare invited to join us in this good work, Parent Society. Several churcheshave been
its fruits in other directions. If one mis- to directly associate with Mr. Phillips’s pressive style of the eloquent man.
He and in the: distribution of our charities ; resuscitated and financially assisted, others
- chief maker and evil doer can go unhagrm- ill-advised remarks, the outrage commitwas intimately acquainted with John we shall pass no suffering child of human- strengthened and encouraged to renewed
ted by Guiteau only two days after they Brown for a dozen years before his raid ity by, of whatever race, or color, whose labor, and several revival meetings have
ed, another may.
One acknowledged
aice tolerated becomes an enticement to were spoken, or with the more recent there, and puts the man and his struggle case we can consistently reach.”
been held and more than a hundred souls
“others. Our
vast
immigration, with crime of the unknown parties. who manu- in a clear and most defensible light possi- _ The time has come, when colored Free. hopefully converted in connection with the
Baptists should depend less on our Home Agent's labors. © We have preached 275
much that is good, sweeps in the vile and factured in this country and shipped to ble. The colored people and others are
refuse of all lands. Visionary theories England a lot of infernal dynamitic ma- trying to endow a John Brown professor- Mission Society, and more on their own sermons, delivered 43 missionary addressspring up and destructive elements are chines, presumably intended for whole- ship in the College, and Mr, Douglass, at resources. They must organize them- es; lectures on Temperance, Sabbathselves into - working bodies, South and school work and other subjects, 24; prayer
generated which would be most ruinous. sale assassinations in Great Britain.
his own expense, gave the address, and
This latter circumstance is a matter of the manuscript to the enterprise; the West, and help to advance the Redeem- and conference meetings attended, 47; reCommunism, Socialism, with every form
er's kingdom on earth,
ligious visits to families, 127; miles travof recklessness and wrong may become grave importance, alike to the govern- price of the published copy is put at
Our
‘Master
is
saying
to
us,
as
colored
eled,
5,000.
The work has been severe but.
ments
and
people
of
both
countries.
smminent. The whole thing needs caretwenty-five cents, and all the profit goes
Aside from a consideration of the danger to the College. Copies are left at this Free Baptists, ‘ Awake, thou that sleep- the Lord has sustained us.
= ful consideration and prompt treatment.
est, and arise from the dead!" If tHe
I have presented the above statements
We as a people glory in the doctrine of to passengers on the ships'carrying such office for sale.
National Association succeeds in stirring for the benefit of those of our brethren
cargo,
the
British
government
is
right
in
equality; in liberty of speech, of the
the colored pastors, churches and Sab- who do not yet seem to understand what
i press, and of influence. But equality asking the government of the Unitéd States
BRIEF NOTES.
bath-schools to work to the extent of their we are doing and have reprqved us for
vidoes not mean that wrong is the equal of for its aid and co-operation in search- |
Two comets at a time seems to be about as ability, it will add strength all along our not writing more about it in the Star.
ing
out
the
conspirators
engaged,
on
this
Vright ;the criminal with the good and
much ag the astronomers can well attend to.
Brethren and sisters, as we have started
denominational line.
“loyal—that liberty is the same as license. side of the, water, in this diabolical work,

There has been too much of leniency in
«dealing with the gravest offenses. Even
-our laws need modification. Think of a
wretch plotting to take the life of a worthy
- citizen, strivingto assassinate our Chief
Magistrate ; then if providentially foiled
of his. deadly purpose, liable to endure
only a brief imprisonment. Vengeance
belongs to God, but he has committed to

the obligations we are under to God for
the many blessings the gospel has brought

duced tthrough 2 paper by Miss, Coralie L.
Franklin, and an add
by Rev.C. C. Wainwright. Sermon by Rev. Ellis Dixon, of N.
C., at 7.30 . M. Subject, The Rise and Progress of North Carolina Free Baptists.

souls,by the sense of duty arising from

en

to

Miss

Nellie

Phillips

personally.

:

PM

Te
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Please allow me to correct. ‘The amount
of the collection was $7.63, and this sum

was to be employed by me, personally, for

work only, not for private ex-

Mission

penses. This, at least, was my own understanding, and with this idea I have reported this amount, with other collec~
tions, as money received for Foreign MisJ
sions.—NELLIE M. PHILLIPS.

the Coridon church, July

was most excellent, and all hearts seemed filled with the Spirit of the Master. Sabbath
morning the people commenced coming at sn
early hour, some coming 15 and some 18
fairly blocked with
miles, and the place was
ple. The Methodist church "situated across

Nine recent converts were baptized June 26
and united with the First F. B. church in New
Portland. All members of the S. 8. are active,

the way, was opened and both houses were ovPreaching in both houses. Af
erflowing.
prayers.
night some 10 or more arose for
Another meeting was held Monday night. Col-

workers, giving. hope and promise to

1he church of being valuable accessions. One
was recently baptized in connection with the

lection, $20.21.

:

;

New

York.

The last session of the Genesee Q.M. was
with the Warsuw church ana was a cheering

one.

The Warsaw charch has been without a

rgb

church

mourns

the

the outpouring

of the Holy

Spirit and the sal-

;

Chemung
Central Kansas
Clinch River

one, and

July

Enosburg

good, kind-hearted people

but spiritually

low

R. Spencer reports a good work in the mission
field in the Sanilac Q. M. He has: traveled 600

Yearly
|

miles in b weeks.
Wisconsin.
Rev, J. J. Hull, baptized
18, and July

more, who were faken into

17th

the church.

13

This

is part of the results of the meetings held last
winter, . The church sustains: two : prayer
meetings a week, which are well attended, and

the chureh is in a flourishing condition.
The Raymond church seems to be well united and hard at work with their new pastor,
J. Westlake. There is great need of a thorough
revival of Christ's eause there, and Bro. Westlake is laboring for that object. On the 4th
of July the church served a dinner in Corner’s
grove, from which they realized about $90 with
which to repair their house.
June 12th, five were baptized and received

into the Mt, Pleasant church.

Others stand as

candidates.
The church bas granted their pastor, B, F. McKenney, a vacation of four weeks,

for much needed-rest,

California.

Prof. Ransom Dunn, of Hillsdale
college,
Mich., in company with Dr. E. K. Abbott and
wife, paid Monterey a visit on Thursday last.
They were the guests of Dr. A. C. Keating. The

Professor was the precepgor of both these gentlemen,

and

came

to Monterey county for the

purpose of seeing his ‘former pupils.

Prof.

Dunn is considered one of the leading divines
in the United States and one of the finest pulpit orators in the world.
He is at present filling the pulpit at the Union Square Baptist
church, San Francisco, and will continue to

do so during his college vacation. All Michigan men, * Wolverines” as they are called,

ought
to be, and are, proud
man as Professor
Catiforn
Soy 18 Hanson

to ‘claim such a
Duno.~— ay Monterey

Quarterly Fleetings.
ProsPRET

&

UNITY

Thorndike,
Tbe
}

last; business transacted in a very
{Dian 10 the
way ; most of the churches rep
by 1ét.
ter and delegate, and some
+. revi
their dst. ithe church apt
eviyals 14

labors of

ditions;

Bro. F, D.

Tasker, has had

the churchin’ Brooks and

some ad-

First Mon.

- Toe has been revived, and there have beén some

additions to the Thorndike church the past
year. We were favored with the presence of

Bros. J, Boyd, E. Harding, J. Couliard and
Bryant, from other Q. Ms., which added much
to the interest of the meeting,

not ‘merely

by

their presence but by the good sermons they
preached

to a very crowded

ost hag seemed to be

house,

The inter-

led by Rev, B. M.

Kansas

ing

Revival.

KE.

J. J.

Hall,

Thurs-

Palmer.

7, Prayer-

Edwards.

71.2,

& So. Nebraska

Root,

Sermon,

Ser.

X. M,

Jobn

17:21.

I.

Stone, The Commission. All others to be prepared with sketch of a sermon.
8. F. SMITH, Clerk.

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
. GRAND RAPIDS Q. M., Mich., will conyene with
the Kent City church. Conference commencing
at 1 o'clock P., M. Friday, Aug: 19.
:
!
. F'. BAILEY, Clerk.
WARREN

&

CLARK

(Ohio)

a

M.,

with

First

Wayne church on Friday and
Saturday before
the 4th Sunday in August, commencing Friday
evening.
JERE. MILLS, Clerk.
CUMBERLAND Q. M., at Gray, Me., Wednesday,
Aug. 31. Ministers’ Conference Tuesday prec!
ing at 3 o'clock P, M,
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk: ROCK. RIVER
Q. M,, with the Inlet church, begin.
at 10

o'clock A. M., Aug.

19, and

continuing

over the Sabbath. (0
. B. FELY, Clerk.
ANBON
Qu M: Change of time. Next session
will be holden at Blackwell Hill, Madison, on Friday before the first Saturday in ‘Sept., ‘insteadof
usual time.
in
Per Order
Avy chu zh wishing to entertain the next ses:
gion of the PARSONSFIFLD Q,
M., please inform
the clerk at once.
AL'S.
HILTON, Clerk.
8. Parsonsfield, Me., July 30.
Y
Oi
JEFFERSON Q. M: with the church in Harris
burg Sept, 28-—25, A gederal attendance is re.

quested: All'who come by R. R. will be’ convey-

ed from the depot in l.owville on
Friday evening
or Saturday morning if they will inform Jobn B.
Navy,at’ Harrisburg, Lewis Co.,
N. Y., the time
when such conveyance is wanted.
.
= 2 Jo J ARLEN, Clerk,
NEW DuraAM (N. H.) Q.M. with Walnut Grove
church, Aug. 16—18.
E. W. RICKER.

manifested in all the

Meet ngs made this session one of our best; the

pi t of God seemed to prevail

in all our so-

Central

Association.

i

und
to those living

SAAN Jotsths intending to attend the Central A
sociation at Apalachin, commencing at 7, P. M.,
Tuesday, Sept. 13, will confer a favor by sending

there were over 80 subscribed for the Star three

-Apalachin, Tioga Co, N. Y., telling how and when
coming.
(3629)

Sia Mestings,

We trust it may be of lasting

Bh nefit iy all the churches

n the immediate vicinity, As a token for
good I will just state that on Saturday, P. M.,

jmonins,
dsm

a postal as soon aw convenient to G. W. Mayhew,

Jur. raver. 2 that the” work of the
hi

love

e whole eirth shall be

ext session with the Dix Mountain church
Sept. 28—25.
Joseru HiGGINS, Clerk. |
VAN BUREN (lows) Q. M.—
ern in the Lock Bag Sd
Yu
on was ba
nd Hnited witty ge charel. By Eider Decker,
ext session with the Utioa
i
.
mencing Friday before the 4th Sore ay

* Business conferenceat’ o'clock P. M., Friduy.

D. K. HELCTERBRAN, Olork,

SHILOKE Q. M.—Held its last session

.2d-Huntington church, July 8-10, ith he
all represented by delegates and letter. 'Brethren pronounced the meeting the best yet

hold-

Post-Office Addresses.
Rxv, E. N. FERNALD
from the churches for our

whom all contributiens
Benevolent Societies should

be sent), Lewiston,
Me. ~~
bB2¢
oy ikon, red gren North Parma,

whom all_mis
Central

money

N.

within

Y.

Me.

(25622)

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com.
munpion Baptist Association, Marion, Qbio,

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom. all
money contributed within the bounds: of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Educa.
tion Societies.
(26t)
Batson,

Northfield, Minn.,

Treasurer

of the Minn. Y, M. Midsion Society, to whom all

en. Our brethren seem to be taking root in moneypo for this,¥. M. work should be EOL. voles)
the work of the denomination. Our old dele. gations ave repl
and better qualby younger
uced young
KE. B. Woman's Missionary Society,
ones, “Three
: {fica
men were licensed to |
b
Receipts for July, 1881.
- Preach the gaspel
inisters’ Conferen
Was organized in the Q. M. There were oh
Maine,
— {rom ail; ** Let us extend our borders.” The | Bowdoinham Ridge—A

Signs are hopeful. Rev: J. H, Jahes is tryin
w raise funds to pay’ the debts of Sot
hureh,

They have a good house and are hard

Drensed to save . Can’t some brother send
y oa few tén-dollar offerings? W. FH. Motem

reasurer, Fundsto build churches is the
great want of ShilohQ. M. We must occupy

Kingfield—Aux
=
Maine Western Y M ~ Collection ut Woanenis Meeting for the Incidental

Norththony
Berwick—
nag!
Mys V G Ramsey for
! An
Richmond Village—Aux

Saco—Mr and

This

€
Ppt-.1

Harper's Ferry
Wilton Me
2nd Ch
D Waterman Laconia NH

PQ

Mrs FL Durgin for FF M

9

an

Throughout Europe and

The New

West

0

I. TANTS VOLTS UD

10.00

i ransportation,

Hall

sports-

and Dixon’s

of Mason

Line, For '75 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and
Towa.
Send for circulars.
H. W. LADD, 108 Fulton St., Boston; 207 Canal
i
St., N. Y.; 927 Arch St., Phila.; and 94 gr
£2

Proofs.

etors-had

12.17

DR. HARDY’S

Sirs:
it

fave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend,

5.00
5.00
5.00

215.82 301.47.

61.67

E N FERNALD, IF. Sec’y.
SCHOOL

FUNDS,

Cont,

Prin.

\

y

25.000

Int.

1.50
30
30
‘a0
30
80
.30
30
1.50

7.95
30

1.00
¥ 95

25.00.

6.40

A
4
E. N, FERNALD, F. Sec’y.
Lewlston, Me., July 29, 1881,
Jr

A NEW

A

Containing the Old and New

columns.

wd [Ll
»

$1.00

are coining money selling it.
¢

ing.

D.

IN-

Po

AGENTS WANTED.
Address

A

pi

all

it

is

I trie

Rev. S. P. Fernald, 4
H., writes, * Your pills

tion,

Please send me 40

iA 07 OO

or

for Ladies vu
Iro
and

Fl

§ oh soup!

e! tend

andIrons

Dr, 8. HARDY'S SONS, Prop's. Cornish Flats, N.H\

and sells

ts

in

Ae
a an

rapidly,

Exclusive

HEAPEST

territ

as

TE Orimi find
'erms vi
-

i

every

pOOKS in the

Macauley’s His-

Sot

JORLD

Taine’s History of

Eng. Literature 1 I'ge
tory of England.
b1’ge 12mo. vols. "¥12mo vol
d
cloth only $2.00
. bound, for only 50 ae.

MaNuATTAN Book Co., 16

Wee

Full de-

scriptive
wa
Free.

h St.,N. Y. P.0.Box 458

you claim for them.” -

.) Melvin Village,
give the best of satisfac.

NEW

boxes.

NO BOOK

RICH

EVER

GAVE

20

yo!

. Send
i. Price,

0a

§

ry
our

Illustrated Catalogue.

Dotares

freaths hose nd
Smith, § W, 11th St. N, X,

1&6

ives information which pro-

Wate

D YrEk.J.

WANT.
NTS
AGENTS
amaoH
Oo

Oiflcinnati,0

e
Arrbvl
pro

HOLD ARTICLES.

The Comparative Edition of the

|.

REVISED NEW

{ BOTH
VERSION
IN ONE
BOOK

TESTAMENT

ull texto “King James ‘and’ Revised
jo
versions in parallel columns. Free from
errors which render many reprints use-~
less. Changes shown ata glance, Only

Time. Saves
one book required. Saves Gives
Satisfac~

Labor, Insures Accuracy,
tion. Needed by all Bible Readers, Nice!
somely Bound. Four Sie, Prices Lo,

jest Edition to

Sell. AGENTS WANTED. Success Sure. Address tonter
J. 0. McCURDYX & ©0., Philadephia, Pa.

BETTER
for

EERE a
gupply

B LO 0 Ij

Blood, and will Sompletely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any
person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to
ks
may be restored to sound health, if such a thins
be
ible. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
« 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston, Mass.
formerly Bangor, Me.
A
ED
t

SATISFACTION

i aupted for Sunday Schools, and so pop-

|:

one:

please

*¥. W. Kinsman (proprietor
of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, ‘ Dr, Dyer’s pills are better than they are
Yoood mended 10 be, and their sales are rapidly in.
reasing.”
DeaconT. G. Earle, of Park St. ¥.' B. Church,
Providence, R. I,, says, * Ihave used Dr, Dyer’s
pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
ceived more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used.
From an honored member of the Sogicty of
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 30, 1878:
“I have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distresced me. My back was so weak
that I had to lean. on the sink to wash.
Feet and
hands were so cold thatI had to warm them in
midsummer.—Death seemed
just before me. I
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s
pjlls in October,
1877, and found relief at once, a
am enjoying
good health, eat any kind of food,
work all ‘da
with ease. I have sold 38 dozenin oke year, an
they have given good satisfaction.
DANIEL AYER.
rom a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—

Bottle.

ts
the

i in

ew
Uo ANY, iox'So8, Pittsburg,ParRE:
keep

DYER’S

pills, for they do more than

GRO. (. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale |
Agents.

parallel

Nationax PusLisuiNG Co. Philadelphia, Pa.

ABBIE HATCH,

a

Versions in

The best and cheapest ilustrated edition

of the devised Testament, Millions of people are waiting for it.
notbé deceived by the unscrupulous publishers of inferior editions, See that the copy you buy
contdins 100 fine erigravihgs oh steel and Od This{s
the onlylarge type cont rasted edlition,
and'Agents
Send for circulars and extra terms.

Mrs. S. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman's
Jiend saved her sister's life when everything else
ailed.
Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any anything like
the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; would
go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with wany thanke for so good a medicine.
MRS. LUCENA A, CROSS,
DEXR
SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
<Hardwick; Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.
for piléssand your pills. I was so low when I com.
. I write yon in behalf of your invaluable medimenoced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
cine, the
Woman’s Friend ; I feel that I can net and Bhysicishe despired of my life. I have been
say too much in its praise as I was a great sufferby your pills, and now enjoy. comfortable
er. Iam satisfied that had. I not used
it as my
health.
They work like a charm. One oi ky
necessities demanded, I would have been a victy in them is, a continugd use requires a Jos doge.
tin to consumptionor the insane asylam. ; but, as
With thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
| itis, one bottle and'a half made all things right
for me; and I am hale and hearty, and I feel to
Sampla packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
say I am thankful that you have been;led to ‘box. b for $1.00. Address all orders to the pre:
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as prietors,
;
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
the Woman’s Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant,
22
Burnham Waldo Co., Maine.
I think it rig! Hy naiiiea.
i
:
ours truly,

' Price

Windows,

circular
and cstimate, A liberal discount

Oraftsbury, Vt. Jan., 1881.

In Pittsfield, N.H., April 9, by Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr, Horace P. West of Chichester and Miss
ary P. Folsom of Belmont.” Also on May 2,b
the same, Mr. Frank P, Green and Miss Fannie J.
Merrill both of P.; May 10, Mr. Walter-L. Swain
and Miss Etta Bartlett both of Northwood, N, H,

Show

ies, Theatres, Depots, etc. New and ele
gant designs. Send size of room.
Get

[BLE
REVISION!
. OONTRASTED EDITIONS. "

TESTIMONIALS.
|, Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me,, says,
“1 take Freat pleasure in recommending your

house without it.

.

Stores,

Parlors, Banks, Offices, Picture Galler-

1. P. FRINK, 531 Pearl 8¢.,N.Y.

Send Stamp and address
EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mads,

t with but little faith. When 1 had used one bottle could attend to my household duties, a thing I
had not done for three months ; took three bottles
and am
pletely cured.
Mrs.
Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she never had anything do her so much good as the Woman’s Friend, She says, in fact she could not keep

-

~ Married

and

IR IRINIKS,
n t Reflectors give
the Most
werful, the BSoftest,
Oheapest and the BestLight known

to churches and the trade,

ving perfect satisfaction.
ill Gearing of all descriptions. A specialty made of
oulded
Gears:
Machine
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
3m26
and Old!!

It should be at hand

for Churches,

pir
heh ere
Screw Cutting, | Price $6 to $50.

is com-

recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely Fave. I was prostrated with fe‘ male weakness 0 eight years’ standing, had tried
several doctors and they did me no good; a Jady
:

England

immediate,

H.F. THAYER & CO.,
13Femple Place, Boston, Mass.

BR
Ea

i

Yo

Tt fs with

is

New

lt is an

Church |

OYFUL News for Boys and Girls!

leasure that I recommend the ‘‘Woman’s Friend,”
or truly it is the woman’s friend;

Address

yee

givenup to die’ with eon- |

SONS,—Dear

100

TON just patented for them,
for Home use!
:

rrdoctors

|

than

orvnonnd infallible cure for

The Great LIGHT.

TURBINE WHEEL,

=

finption, and your father called fo her house and
Jeft
some; and now she has another daughter the
say must diebok he don’t believe it,for she
ays it is
the best medicine in the world; and I
[think shd is right; and I long to have the time
come when I can start and tell whatI know
about it.
8.C. BuzzeLyL.'
. Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
:

:
‘

that

more

Physicians.

AOI,

27eow

(iw
arts
TESTIMONIALS.
eadache
Dyspeptic and Liver
DR. 8. HARDY'S 80NS :—I am doing good busiPills.
b. ness with W..F.
I sold one to-day ‘and three: yesterday, Jd a call for two more to-night bunt did | Heéadnches of 40 Years’ Contihuance have
‘nof have y 80 thought it time I had some 0!
been Cured by Them.
They are the
A lady sent ome Joslerday from Northfield for
some,sayin
g e had two datghters cured with
A
‘Great Mandrake Liver Pill,
it

"

arts lasting vital force.

h One Thousand Wheels
Ey
now in use,

DPR.

uffum
New
ox
City $5.00 A’H Morrell
Chepaghoi lt L$ Park
St Ch’ Providence R I
$11.00 RW Ch Provi-.
dence R I $22.12 Olneyville R I Ch $12.50
Lawrence Mas¢
Ch
$23.13 Ch Haverhill
Mass $20.00
Ch Providence (R bi I
Little . Mission
per
Lowell (Mb V) Mags for
Rev O 1 Clark’s work
Young People’s SocieLy
Pascoag R I for Rev
T Clark’s work
L A DeMerritte Dover
(WSt)
NH
I Winn Greenbush Wis for
Anthony Hall
Mary
Winn Greenbush
Wis for Anthony Hall

This Invaluable Nerve Food
has been tested and approved by

Ell: Ia0 ll

NATIONAL

pounding medicines resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman’s Friend the most suc| cessful remedy ever made: for all: Female Com.
«| Rlgints.

[mania

CEPHALINE.

@0@n,
Tak i

Manutacture the

+ the Insane Asylum.

y

& Co.,

] BRISTOL, CONN,,

A Victim to Consumption or

Collected by A'J East:
an, for
Wozcester Ch »
J H Yoeman Porfs-

BRADLEY, GARRETSOXN
Address
¢ide measure,
No, 66 N, Fourth Street, Philadelplia, Pa.

Til Vir Wiel

Sister'

forty years? experience

Texas—

For 50 cts. extra, with order, I will prepay expressage to any railroad station east of the, Mis-

camp-meetings,

Good for the lawn, piazza, or

Of Consumption.

| Dt. Hardy's

Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska,

Iainfalls;

every section beyond the Mississippis Sells to every class,
Substannq secures the most unqualified endorsements.
10inches in Jength and over? in width, out=tially bound

Urge Jou druggist to get it,
fa every household:
or we will mail it, postpaid, on receipt of price,
Send for Authentic
$2.50.
boxes,
6
hox,
per
50 cta.

offices, cottages,

Two Danghters Cured
5.00

Areas:

all Statistics;

Business;

tile and Manufacturing

Splendid for invalids or
place in the house.”
children. Sent on receipt of pfice. or C. O. D.

Saved From an Outinely Grave.

_.65

Educational and Religious

* coolest

hotels,

men, ete.

it.”
Would Go Fifty Miless forLife.
Her

Social,

Sick, Nervous and Bilious Head.
aches, Evileplic Fits, Dyspepsia,
Laver Troubles, Nervous Prostration, ‘Sleeplessness,
Vertigo.
Is
and all Nervous Pisorders.
ok
resystem;
whole
the
for
Tonic
1
an unequale
news and. nourishes; the Nerve Tissues and im-

of “ Woman's Friend”

Saved

Prices;

ProCondition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils,
dncts, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercau-

NTAATH

© wo

Geo-

Jarge Pages. Retails $8.75 and
, Tells all about’
Mining, Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands:

(50 cts);
and won-

irs?

Prairie

Pa
M H Clough
"
P 8 Palm
at
J R Rhoades
,
WJ Hamlm
H Klinginsmith
Wm Shepard
“
H P Newbold
Vif
Levi Gifford
“
L Williams
Ch Harper's Ferry W Va
Ada Graves Strout Holoke Mass
€
Whittmore Grand
Rapid’s Miss

(50 cts.) ; THE

-

Will always Bless the Name

2.80

3.62

ued, 20 months in preparation by ablest

r=aphical scholar. County Maps of every State and Territory in colors, made expressly, showing every Railroad and
cvery_ important Town.
Beautifully Illustrated. 18123

(wh puel

sissippi River, and north

8onid
ihitd
Lucinda Walker So Nori‘ ridgwock Me for An!

BIBLE

OLIVITTE

!

"} BMY

Pawtucket R 1

-

Operas.—

.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Lung and Throat Affections.

Sheppard,

les ‘York

:

MASCOT (50 cts.) ; BILLEE TAYLOR
are given everywhere.
Fine editions,
derfully cheap.

kind, for

&

sme EpDIRE”

0. PERKINS,

books, each $1.25).

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority. over all other remedies of the

Greenbush

Q M Vt

W.

Amateur Orchestras should send for Win.
ner’s Band of Feur ($1.00), with music for four to
(5
six instruments, or QUINTET ORCHESTRA

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

45

gloss, and is delightfully fragrans, Ve,
Price Scveaty-five Cents in large
glass stoppered Bottles, Sold byall Druggists.

Voices.

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

Soc

“
removes Dandruff, allays all i
tes a
stops falling Hair and
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

A New Book of Trios for Female
BY

erica.

BALSAMUR Qin All)
ZYLO
A lovely tenia and
Hair Dressing.

A New Book For Singing Schools.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Sold b all Druggists.

r
Established ove
40 years.
Enormous and increasing
sales

$

— FOR —

i

Greenbush

1

fine

A New Book For Choirs.

ELIXIR

Ch.Sutton Vt
Wom Mis Soc York’ Prairie ia
;

. thony

and rare,

5

Walter Sands & Robbie
Otis Maiden Rock Wis
Miss MA Gilman Maiden
Rock Wi 8
Miss Alice. C
Jacobs
Farmington
Me for
Harper's Ferry
Mrs Laura Lamson Huntington Vt of which $5
for Harper's Ferry
A Friend of
which $2 for
Havers
rey
'
E S Hallack Shelby Mich
Sayed Dennis Henry Creek
,
8
‘Ch Augnita Me Collected
by
Mrs Penney
Louisa Brice Pawtucket

P

less Hair Dressing.” Its perfume rich

fir Diseases

Mrs R W Baker Shapleigh Me
2nd Ch New Portland Me

E N Chace

sells

A good instructive course, ver,

leasantly, and lies straight.
Folded or opene
nstantly.
Self-fastening. It is just the thing for

Ch E Albany Vt

H”

still

Makes a perfect bed.
No mattress or pillows
required. Better than a hammock,as itfits the bod:

Ch Haverhill Masg

“H

successful book

Price, $2.50,

13.00

tucket BR I for Rev O
T Clark’s work
O&PaYMO
Ch Berry Hill O
Ch Auburn O
E M Haines Biddeford
Me
:
Ch Lowell
(Payne
8t)
Mass

Strafford

1S PERFECTION!

For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to'its youthful
It
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY.
growth.
and
strength
life,
its
renews
Dandruff quickly removed. . A match-

nent. success.

Y. M. Wis

Winn
is
:

"WORLD'S

Music, account for the favor in which it is held.

Amos Eastman Wayne
Wis
O Pitts Deerfleld N H
Ashtabula Q M O
Van Buren Q M Iowa
Ch Pittsfield illage Me
. Ch Harper's Ferry W Va
‘Woman’s Mis Soc Paw-

Mary

Mrs. S.A. Allen's.

largely year after year, and seems to Le a perma-

PULMONARY

B50
2.00

Ch Lewiston (Main 8t Me
Susan Chadbourne Skowhegan Me
:

Isaac
Winn
Wis

pik]

uate from the Telegrap

WORLD.

toned paper, handsomely and durably

wonderfully

;

OF THE

beautifully

gelections and arrangements’of good Reed

Forwarded.

Benevelent societies.
Receipts for July.
F. MM, H M. Ed.
Wom Mis Soe Pawtucket
R
4.00
Walnut Creek Q: M. I
6.00
Fond du Lac
Q. M. Wis
Ch Chesterville Me for

Wisconsin

{Hi

Hampshire.

Adnaration

FOR REED ORGANS.

omy feavn ndi-

Co., New York.

-

THE

IN PRESS AND NE ARLY READY:

Association shouldbe Thal 8 bounds FH An

J. D.

F

Waterville Me

to

All money contributed for the Maine State Misgion should be sent to Rufus Deering, {Fortland,

Rev.

Regaiting

Holeomb—
Libb, s

ong—'

size)

!

Department,
New
Hampton Commercial College,
New Hampton, N. H. (Send for circulars.

" CLARKE'S NEW METHOD

prep-

Sdld only in cans, by all Grog ers.

ROYAL BAKING Pow

J H Yeoman Portsmouth N H
J R Long Oil Spring Ky
R Hayes St Louis
Mo
Robert Hines Buffalo Gap Texas

Ministers’ assigements: Rev. J. Bates, Sancti:
fication. S.F. Smith, Position and Mission of F.
Baptists. J. Westley, Relation of apprehended
Truth to the endowment of the Spirit. C. Smith,
The relation and
position of Woman in the Church
of God. H.M.
More, Inspiration of Scripture.
F. A. Janes, Divinity of Christ. H. W. Northrop,
umanity of Christ. E. Harvy, Relation of the
otional to the Intellectual in Religion. W.
Bradbury, Origin of Moral Evil.
D.
G. Kling,
Universal Salvation.K. R. Davis, Relation of Temperance to Religion. J. M. Nickel, Sketch of Ser‘mon on 1 Cor. 3:9.—Delano, Best mode of promot-

wing

Q. M.~

«session
with the an
attendance was very good

H Parinton

Notices.

F. A,

mon by Rev. C. E. Blake.
Northern

without oar of the A

gestible food.

BY MAIL.
S T Dodge Prairie City Ill
L E Hall Lower Gilmanton N H
¢
‘Martha P Baldwin New 8haron Me
* JT Wheeler Columbiaiville Mich
J Mariner Dxeter Maine
Brown Bros and Finley Sedalia Mo
Rey Wm Walker Scottsburgh N'Y
D A Gammon Exeter N H

day,
Sept. 8—81-2,A.M. rayer-meeting, led by Rev.
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Poetry.
OHRIST AND THE LITTLE ONES.

But it didn't stop,

<¢ The Master has come over Jordan,”

naughty ;

Said Hannah, the mother, one day;

and

everybody

Johnnie

said

was

that,

even

< Is healing the people who throng Him,

grandmg, who thought there was. #obody

With a touch of His finger, they say.

in the world like Johnnie, “and Betty, the

Little Rachel, and Samuel, and John;
I shall carry the baby, Esther,

For the Lord to look upon.”
The father looked at her kindly,
But he shook his head and smiled :
‘ Now

Or dying of fever, twere well;

id

him’ sugar

the moon

‘ Perhaps I shall leave it there.
‘If He lay Bis hand on the children,
My heart will be lighter, I know;
For a blessing forever and ever

here.”

Will follow them as they go.”

|

swered the moon.‘*

Come along.”

« I can’t,” said Johnnie, ‘¢ you

’Mong the people who hung on His teaching,

Or waited His touch and His word,
Through the row of proud Pharisees listening,
‘She pressed to the feet of the Lord.
¢ Now, why shouldst thou hinder the Master,”
Said Peter, ‘‘ with children like these?
Seest not how, from morning till evening,

He teacheth, and healeth disease”
Then Christ said, * Forbid not the children—
Permit them to come unto me;”
:
And He took in His arms little Esther,
And Rachel He sat on His knee.

Was lifted all earth-care above,
As He laid His hands on the brothers
i
And blessed them with tenderest love— ~~
As He said of the babes in His bosom,
“Of such is the kingdom of heaven;"”

And strength for all duty and trial
That hour to-her spirit was given.

— Cottage Hearth.

DEATH.
Daintily she broke the rose-bud from its green
and wiry stem,

Full of hidden beauty’s promise, of Whe promise
of a gem;
While its petals scarce unfolding told of deeper
tints within,
Of the flush of erimson glory that to-morrow
might have been.
Wrong

and cruel? Thus to pluck it with its
promise unfulfilled?
Folly! naught but tender folly such opinion
ever held,
For its prontise is its beauty; pleasure’s sum-

mit ne’er is gained;
prized

~ —N. X. Tribune.

too

stars.
“Where
nie.

are wé

going?” asked Jobu-

ed the moon, and just then they came before a large stone building, and the moon
stopped with Johnnie on its shoulder and
they both looked in through the window.
“Why,” said Johnnie, ‘this is my
and

there’s

our

minister,

and

there’s my Sunday-school teacher, and I
couldn't say my verse last Sunday cause
it rained. What are they doing here?
’taint Sunday.”
:
« Listen,”

said

the

moon,

* and

see

what they’re talking about.”
Just then the minister espied

Johnnie

looking

¢ Why,”

in

at

the

window.

shoutedshe, ‘if there isn’t

ton!

Johnnie Pinker-

What do you-want Johnnie?”

“Come

with

the

moon,”

Johnnie, ¢¢ to see about

this

answered

rain.

What

made it rain when I had my new ball,
and couldn't go out of doors aud play ?”
Then the people all seemed to rise up,

when the new wh

suit had just been

sent home the day before, and he had
learned so perfectly the Golden Text of
«¢ Little children, love one another.”
But then, to

have

it keep

for the next three days

on

when

raining

he wanted

so much to go out of doors; oh, that was

too bad!

There

was his new ball, a

great rubber bounder with “J. P.” printed plainly on its face, that Grandpa Pinkerton had sent him from New York.
How

he

wanted

to

play

ball,

but

he

couldn’t while it would persist in raining.
Mamma would not allow it in the parlor,

Then the minister and’ the people and
the charch seemed to fade away; in an.
other moment Johnnie Pinkerton and the
moon were looking through a window of

a small cottage, where there were only

two persons, an old lady and her grownup son. They stood very still and listened, and nobody in the cottage knew they
were there.
¢¢ Mother,” the young man was saying,
“I am so glad for this day’s rain; it will
bring all my flower seeds up, and 1 shall

be able to bring you lots of money when
I carry the beautiful flowers to the greenhouse. They would have been all lost
bat for this rain, and we

where the long mirrors and the elegant

so much.”

chandeliers would be in such imminent
peril ; nor in the nursery, where the first
bound might be into oeevils n the
3
_
Pa 4 wou Ueln’t

softly.
“Oh

there was’ no room for itHeats for Johnnie's father was a doctor and every chair
and table was filled with medical books
and dictionaries and papers and letters,
that is; when they held no callers; the

chairs, I mean. Bridget wouldn't allow
it in the kitchen, for Johnnie Pinkerton was

no help

there.

sense,” she

‘“Be oft with yer non-

would

say

when

Johnnie's

curly head peepedin at the door. Surely,

there was no place for him there.

And

there were mamma's chambers and the
sewing-room, but there were mirrors and

. gas globes

there too, and

who

ever

" thought of turning mirrors and taking off
gas globes to accommodate any boy that
wanted to play ball and couldnt because
it rained and rained. Once he went into
the attic with the new . ball, but he hadn't

glad

it rained!” and then he told her the whole
story where he had been in the night,
and his mother kissed him and said,
“ Why, Johnnie Pinkerton, you've had a
dream.”— Selected.
a

a

A

PEOPLE

AH A

AND

THINGS.

There was a mew house.

It contained
three

new tables, two or three new carpets and
a cupboard ‘of new crockery. There
And the people?

need the money

“God is very kind,” replied the lady,
exclaimed

Johnnie,

‘that’s

Joe, the gardener, he is lame and can't
work much and they are 50.00OF.

I'm glad

the rain’ll bring the seeds up.”
Then the moon hurried Johnnie

away

through several long. streets into a great
wide avenue, and stopped béfore a hand-

some residence.

:

¢Look through the second-story window,” whispered the moon to Johnnie.
And Johnnie did look 250d |this is what
he saw and heard:
On the soft pillows of an elegant bed
lay a little child, wasted almost to a shad-

furnishedto suit the house or the house
suit

them.

question

to be

could have

“¢ Which?”

decided,

lingered

a

was

and

little

the

if you

(Common and

on the

Public Garden, too,

tle girl

responded, I am so glad,

I

alone,

we

would

and

she shall suffer

amid

and

then

the

tea-ketle

sang

“I’ve heard of a loss that was gain,

ve heard of a peace that was pain,
I've heard of‘a victory so-complete,
It was only another name for defeat.
Ld
If you donbt the song that the tea-kettle sings,
Come back when ten years have taken their wings,
And see who has conquered, the folks orthe things.”

the

bride

entered

to

take

possession,

you

“So

do I,” said

the

tin

pans.

«« She

spent two hours to-dayin scouring us when
she was hardly able to stand.”

except

for dropping’ a spot of water on my face
after it.”
‘And
the whole familyare
more
afraid of leaving a bit of mud, or even let-

oh dear, wasn't it dreadful that mamma

even

when

there

was

house,

he

had

the

no other

for fear

lie down

on

me

headache,

coel

he might

and

place in the
soil me

or

let

flies into the parlor,” said the sofa.
¢¢ And she denies herself books, society,

everything, for our sakes,” said the polished bureau.
¢« She could not even watch with a
sick neighbor, because she had us to do
up the next day,” said the lace curtains.
‘¢ And she would get up at midnight in
December, if she thought we were
placed,” said the mantel ornaments.

¢¢ And, do you know,

mis-

she keeps

Fred

out of doors all day in the street, when he
isn’t at work on the farm, just because
¢ those boys are so hard on things;’ that

was

Perhaps because it had something

the mirror.

The key

masters,

I

should

:

. Tt is, moreover, in America that the popular

be a tax upon kuowledge, has worked
peculiar force against the development

home-school.

“And he got the rheumatism

for

my

with
of a

or hindrance

looking room had been selected as one of
the many

battle-groundsin the world-

wide fight between people and things.
Indeed, nothing could look less like a
fight than the dainty little table, set that
evening, with its two cups and saucers,
two

plates,

four

slices

of bread,

three

cream-cakes, and tiny glass dish. of preserves, ‘‘ Looking for all

the

world

“ Count not too sure your victory,
They only need the opened eyes:

like

Who knows himself a slave is free,
Since there is-given strength to rise.”

newly-married folks,” as one of the neighbors, happening in, remarked,

~The

I shall not describe the months that
followed, how the tins grew dull and little notches came in the saucers, how the

All these aids, I repeat, cume
and magazines.
into service after the scientific restraint of the

They
modern period began to have weight.
assisted us to bear up against it, and alleviated
the special restrictions of an earlier time. The
sweet and various measures of a band of gen-

from their distant foraging-grounds, to seek for
genius at home and make it aviailablé, the sup-

and found

uine singers at length were heard;

the
its

an audiencein whatsoever regions know
English tongue. American poetry took

port of our authors will not be so assured as to
tend ‘* in the end to the advancement of literature,” International copyright at least would
have made it feasible for the poet to earn his

place in

literature, and

entered

upon afirst

term, now drawingto an end.—E. C. Stedman.

in Scribner's Monthly.

living by general literary work, and to reserve
some heart and thought for his nobler calling.

++

OHARLES DICKENS AS JOURNALIST.

last seems

under way toward copyright reform, it still | Only a few weeks before the novelist’s death,
has been so hampered with reservations and I remember perfectly well hearing him introclass-interests that many ask whether

it were

not better to have no change at all than to have

duce to some acquaintance this trusty ally, not
a8 ‘“ one of the oldest, ” but as the oldest friend

one that is partial, and that may postpone indefinitely the one-thing needful, to wit: honest
recognition of an author’s right of property in
his own creations, without any more limits of
space and time than those appertaining to other kinds of estate.
Literature verily has been almost the sole

gentleman who is here referred to, and who still
occupies the position he has long held as her
Majesty’s Court Newsman, preserves to this
hour as vividly in his recollection, he assures
me, as though they were but, incidents of yesterday, the whimsical experiences he passed

he had in the world. Mr. Thomas

Beard,

the

product of human labor thut has not been rated as the lasting property of the producer and

through in the old coaching days, in association

his heirs or assigns.
This want of permanent
copyright has borne severely upon authors in

ing,

with the then youthful, and

Charles

Dickens.

even

His

boyish-look-

earliest

remem-

all countries, but most severely upon those of
Ameriea, who have had to await the formation
of public taste,
to ereate their audiences, and

brance of him is that of a slight, delicate striphng, whose bright, handsome fice and winning
aspect are
fairly shadowed
forth—slightly
idealized, it may be, but, for all that, truthfully

who,

in every line-~through the dainty pencil-draw-

The habit of speaking in pleasant tones
to the sensitive hearts within our care, is

of the utmost importance.

Such things ‘come to all houses, I imagine.
detail the

next

year

we must teach by precept and example in
their early years, while their minds are

when the hing began to, assert {their independence,

If we would

have them learn to ‘speak gently to all,

either,

how floors went “unswept

80 elastic as to be led to paftern after the
and dishes unwashed ; how,soiled napkins influence which surrounds them.
and towels accumulated, till at" last nei-I will relate a little incident of my own
ther napkins ‘nor towels wére to be found ;
experience. I was unusually. busy one
how mold and mildew,

pettey

forms

of

morning preparing for company to dinner. My little son of four years was
amusing himself with his playthings
about the room. He, too, seemed hard

life that try to assert their supremacy
when human energy fails; took possession
of everything ; how, when

the

furniture

was new ne longer, there came a really at work, building bridges, block houses
new, thing in the shape of a baby,whether and churches. He was continually comperson or thing, it was at first hard to
ingto me asking questions, and requirdetermine, but . gradually, whatever its ing assistance. After a little time I noantecedents might be, joining only too ticed he had left his play, and was back
evidently on the side of ** things,” in the against the wall under the table, sobbing
general work of confusion and rebellion ; as tongh his heart would break.
how the change in-doors had its parallel,
1 said, "Gough
dear, what is the
though in less degrée,

out of doors,

while willing to suffer

iu their own per-

not comprehend it. A few of the great publishing houses, grown rich upon the system of
free re-prints, of late have felt this wrong, and

guinea copy of Gurney’s Handbook,

Dickens

went at it,
as all through

went

the men

thoroughly mastered its difficulties, thanks,
wholly and solely, it should be said, to his in-

of heart

and

culture

them are generously atoning

thein leaders in

artistic

who

control

it.

We see

literary

move-

for

and

ments, the friends of authors

SPEAK PLEASANTLY.

carpets lost their freshness, and occasionally dust gathered on table and bureau.
1 shall not

Watchman.

and

artists,

re-

ceiving for their public and private humanities our warmest tributes of honor and affection, It is said that every wrongin
world is surely, if slowly, righted; and

this
the

wrongs of authors doubtless will be set right.
But who shall

pick

up

water

spilled’

to the

ground? "The writers of a new generation will
never realize how bitter was the bread eaten
by those. who went before them and made
thelr paths straight.
Critical periods

are sometimes

yet there is little doubt

that

uncreative,

our

poetry

has

suffered, also from the lack of those high and
exquisite stundards of criticism which have
been established in older lands. The peet,

till

him.”
All this story has been told often
enough.
;
In five years typhoid came, and the lit
tle mother died. ‘‘ A mysterious dispen-

* Well,” said I, “don’t cry; come
tell me about it.”

and

So he came to me; I took him upon

nituret and every pan shore clear
though with a subdued Take

as ever,
In two

hand, a rude,

selfish,

or

unkind

word

and loving. If we would gain respect
and esteem from our childred, we must

ward me are alfays most respectful, kind

and carry on his fishing and hunting “out
of doors; in three he had learned never
to bring weed or flower or blade of grass
nearer the house than the oufside edge of
the neatly-swept stone walk ; within four,
the whole appearance of yard and farm
was transformed.

y

to-

|

An idle reason lessens the weight of the
good ones you gave before.— Sfi.tw
2

life

he

everything, with a will; and in a year

at

or two

domitable perseverance.
Jt was early in September of 1834 that Dickens, in company with Mr. Beard, went by

packet round by way. of Leith to Edinburgh.
And in The Morning Chronicle of Wednesduy, the 17th September, in tracking their
solve thither; I have been lucky enough to
hunt up, and identifyas a veritable treasure-

trove, the very first bit of descriptive reporting
ever penned by Charles Dickens and printed
in & public newspaper. It occupies, in small
type, alittle less than half a column. Writing
88 “ Our own Correspondent” qu Saturday,
the 13th of September; 1834; Dickens; in that

ear}y dispatch from Edinburgh, says:
“+

A promenade’

in St.

took

place

this

morning

Andrews’s square for the benefit of the

Blind Asylum, the Deaf and Dumb Institution,

censorship and the tonic of that just apprecia-

and the House

tion which is the promise of fame.

spectably

American’

of Refuge.

attended,

but

It was most
a

lamentably

redull

verse, within recent meniory, has experienced,

affuir.

first; a popular favor gained by ite weakest
and most effeminate sentiment, and secondly,

of a parched bit of ground, witheut a tree or
shrub to intercept the rays of a burning sun.
Under it was a military band, and around it

a rude exaggeration of its defects, a refusal to
acknowledge its value as
that of the foreign product,

compared
with
or to consider its

higher aspirations as practicable
ahd worthy

or painter sensitively feels the wang and the

error, and, though he makes
miptaint,
they tell upon his buoyancyan aration,
Only of late have we begun to look for criticism

among ourselves,
OM
Se
de

J

ER

hi

Al,

BEE

First of all, as I have shown, the American
with an eye for natural beauty, led by his se
clusion to cloge and musing

observation,

had

a subject for poetic expression In the landscape

also speak to them in a kind and courte-. of the New World; by turns impressive, beous manner. As we teach, so they will ‘wildering, reposeful, but always beautiful and
strong. If its primeval aspect stupefied the
learn. — Selecied.
>
toilivg settlers, while its grandeur seemed to
go i 0

his

the artist, alike need the correctien of a fine

of respect. The
people at large have passed
from sham emotion to irreverence, and to's
matter?”
relish for what is’ flippant and ephemeral,
No reply.
Then, too, our most sincere. and painstaking
When ‘I repeated the ‘question, the authorities often seem at a loss to estimate the
nature of art, and criticise it from metaphysianswer came between broken sobs, “You
| eal or doctrinarian points of view. The poet
didn't speak pleasant to me.”
°°

to drive his horses, make his mud-pies

Then they lookéd through the widow

a few of themto gain a sure
not ing
and enabl
foot-hold by labor upon the great newspapers

of

own fortunes.
Until u state of law shall exist
that will induce American publishers, driven

Now, when a serious movement at

Journalism also lent its

‘ That's so. They are our slaves. and sons, are less ready to devote life-times to the ing made of him in profile but a very few years
they know it. Why, only yesterday I production of what will be Yalueless to those afterward, by Maclise. Speaking to me of
heard somebody ask him what he lived whom they hold most dear. The want of in- Dickens as a shorthand writer, Mr. Beard not
only reiterates the emphatic assurance already
ternational
copyright has been a
grievous
for, and he answered, ‘To take care
of |
givenby him fu six wordsto Mr. Forster,
this farm.’”
complaints are just; their cry has gone up for * There never was such a reporter,” but adds,
¢“ And she lives to. take care of the years. Great as the spoliations have been in one word of still greater emphasis, that
which they have endured, the effect. upon our "Dickens's ‘eommand of Gurney’s system was
house. Well, I'm satisfied.”
Then all was silent, except that the native literature and authorship has been no nothing less than -periect. "Having treated
less disastrous. Our authors themselves do
himself, at the age of seventeen, to a halfclock ticked very softly.

months Master Fred Evans had learned

all asleep P”

of our own literature.

aid, paying critical attention to native authors,

wife took possession. And to their pleased eyes there came no hint that the quiet-

ng, with a gréat yard all around it; and

aa ohne Pinker came in- then said he, as they looked in the win=
He had built the blocks, dow at the rows of little white beds ini the
great dormitory, Are the little children

said, took heart, and made ventures in behalf

So long as our purveyors could

avail themselves without cost

have

as I

publishers,

American

sistence,

sake,” said the hoe from outside.

o| when he saw it Johnnie cried opt:
r and look ut your picture-books, 5 Why, this is the home for little children,
your blocks, or play with the I came here once with mother,” And

to, your catch cold there ; come into

ly ‘to the

build~

nest and fervid sentiment our heroic verse,
Lastly, it must be observed that, about the
time from which I date the appearance of a
group of noteworthy poets, a material support
was afforded to ideal work. Both artists and
writers began to be paid, and found their ree
spective gifts to some extent a meuns of sub-

turned in the door, and John Evans and

never passes his lips. | His attentions

should say, « You musn’t
stay in the »

aig"

This time it. Was a large square

of them. Such disorders seldom are ; action is.
a substitute for the ideal, and
thinker’s
or dreamer’s life seems ignoble and repugnant.
But we shall see that the moral and emotional
conflicts preceding the war, and leading to it,
were largely stimulating to poetic ardor; they
broke into expression, and buoyed with ear-

were required by the people; and how should
poetry, that looked from the printed page for
its welcome and sustenance, be naturally composed? We are speaking of an ethereal art,

my lap and asked him to tell. me just which applies both knowledge and self-knowlbeen gove ten minutes before mamma shall get well quick now, and you know sation.” 'In a year more h Dew mother what I had said. Years have passed edge to the test; which is penetraive and
missed the noise that was inevitable with | the doctor aid J should when the grass came,a still more mysterious dispensadexterous, but only probes to cure; which ensince thén and I have forgotten all but
;
J
tion to those that knew her. t* To think
Johnnie's presence, and called, ‘ John- eame up an
ters into the soul and purpose of a work, and
the
impression
it
made.
A
few
pleasant
Oh, my,” wlidpared Johnnie to the of putting Amanda Jane Barber into that
considers every factor that makes it what if 15;
nie! Johnnie!”
words, the tears kissed away, and he was ‘—the criticism which, above all, esteems it a
Now Johnnie could be discontented and moon, * that is Nellie Bancroft. She’s in hole. Land sakes alive! A Well, I guess
comforted
and happy, and soon at play cardinal sin to suffer a verdict to be tainted by
miserable, but be could'nt, be dishonest, my Sunday-school class, you know, and | there'll be a fight.”
again ; but I had learned a lesson never to private dislike, or by partisanship and the inshe
will
get
well
now
’cause
it
rained,
And there was. In one month every
and of all persons not to mamma; who
stinct of battle with an opposing clique or
be forgotten.
5
v
was, as he confidently explained #0 papa, and the grass came up. I mush go home carpet was ripped, cleaned, turned and
school. Such eriticism is now essayed, and in
He
is
now
grown
up,
and
1
would
no
mended ; every fly-speck had disappeared more think of speaking unpleasantly or the spirit of a select art, but often is too much
the ‘dearest and bestest mamma in all Bos- and tell mother.”
¢ Wait a bit,” said the moon, ** till you from window or ceiling ; every scratch or unkindly to him than I would to company occupied with foreign or recondite subjects to
ton;” so when mamma said, ¢“ Where are
¥ you, Johnnie?" Johnnie answered, # Here, have seen through one more window, » mark of tiny fingers from walls and fur- who might bg visiting me. On the other search out and foster what is of worth

in the attie, bouncing my new ball,” and [ And away they. went. . ..

cause of better work in the next. The late
Civil War was not of itself an incentive to
good poetry and art, nor directly productive

school-books

Instinct, which resists whatever is asserted to

think.”
¢¢ Her hair grows gray very fast,” said

was a hush.

few books

Out

.of some of these traits came, it is true, a commonplace and widely diffused product in lits
erature, But if a host of writers ended in
mediocrity, this, too, was in the order of evolution. The poor hooks of ane generation are often
horn-books for the people, the premise and

sup-

but quietly examining the law of its activity.

we,”

to do.
And then there

an adventurous habit of experimenting with-

Not long ago, in

and she nearly snapped John's head off

shows that things are

silent.

this country,

The

poetic

out much regad to precedent or training.

not pre-

stove, ** with her side aching all the time ;

through the whole house and farm, ‘¢ Nor
clock

rule.

ply answers to the demand.

a

of many

ambition found among no other people; finally,

‘We now know that in art, as in life,

is poetry an exception to the

impulse’

blood

makes an American stand erect and believe
himself the peer of any man, the audacity and

that any vigorous and prevailing flood of poesy
should be sustained in toiling, practical, frugal

Literature thrivesas a meansof subsistence, nor

the

our

the

freedom, hatred of oppression, respect for an-

ished by the good or great to whom he dedicated his song. Happily this kind of support was
from the first impracticable in a liberal republic. But‘it long was impossible, on materia)
grounds alone,-—although certain enthusiasts
might attempt to live upon love and.fame,—

I think we may be satisfied, » ’ said the
table.

stirred

marked

cestral faith, the sense of independence which

‘he minstrel, was at least protected and nour.

America.

which

warmed

es of the founders and preservers of liberty.
Hence our strongest emotional traits--love of

common wage

ideal productiveness follows and does

eloquence

and which

youth, as he read in his school-books the speech--

that enables a laborer to do his work. The
rewards of authorship have been sufficiently
doubtful and varying in times before our own.
In older lands, the poet, like his predecessor

should Be quite silent.

the tea-set.
‘And John couldn’t

they won't set themselves above us,” said’

Only the

firmity of noble minds, and the

patriotic

and

sympa-

the

achievement:

thetic applause which ministers to the last in-

Let'us come back in ten years, Again
it is a burning July day, but listen and
you will hear the same old murmur when their cities were the richest, when their
galleons- sought out distant ports, and their
which makes it impossible, even when | nobles and burgesses, sure of life's needs,
every leaf is. motionless, that any day craved for the luxuries of taste and emotion.

the time, for fear we might be hurt,” said

as you please) goes on in a very subdued
whisper in every newly furnished -house.
*‘ Do you suppose we shall be masters,
or servants?” murmured the tin pans.
«I shan’t give up without a struggle,”
‘said the broom.
“ We things came into the house first,
and it's ours by right of possession,” said
tke chairs.
P
* What are folks good for except to
take care of houses?” said the carpets.
«Of course we'll treat them well if

we.”

that results in fine

the

oratory,

of foreign master-works, they scarcely could be
expected to risk their means in behalf of natyphoid itself,” said the parlor carpet.
tive authorship. Pure idealists, men like Poe
© % And she eats on cracked crockery all | and Hawthorne, are little able to push their

would have heard a lively little discus#ion. Just
such a one (believe me or not

“ Nor

Strange, indeed, if the material wants of
New-World life, its utilitarian test of values,
and the general conditions of a: primitive democracy, had vot forced our early ‘idealists into & struggle for existence which éven the
stardiest found it hard to prolong.
Two
things are essential to the poetic aspiration

cede material security and wealth.
The ‘most
creative eras of historic lands were those

cheerful silence df those ‘waiting apart‘ments, before John Evans: and his ting in a ray of sunlight, on me than

ow; by her side sat a strong, handsome people said of her, ‘“ An amiable woman,
man bowed with grief.
but so shiftless;” and of him, * It's pretty
‘“The grass is growing green on the plain the fare getting the better of
Nellie,” he whispered to the little girl.
“The rain has helped it along wondérfully.” The thin face brightened as the lit-

us

‘“ And two in blacking me,” said the

Well, they. were newly

the tables.
¢ But I won't be trampled on,’’ said the
mirror.
and all speak, but it’ sounded like ome |. “Nor I,”¢Nor I,”“Nor 1,” said shovel
great voice saying :
and tongs and mop. And then as the spirit
« Oh, Johnnie Pinkerton, you ought to
spread, there was a gentle murmur
be ashamed of yourself! Don’t you know

been praying for

«If she had let

applause,
gently,—

| to

did rain, Johnnie Pinkerton?”

And Jobnnie Pinkerton was miserable.
It was bad enough to have it rain Sunday

indeed, they looked ; nnd yet, standing in

happens to rain, but when it does, it is
because God wani$ it to rain. Now, you

were a few other things too, all new.

before

Sunday.

the things
Very meek

reverent anthems of the father of our choir...
' Next, and most vital of the elements required
for the promotion of a , home-school, a national:
feeling grew up when the ‘compactness and:
growth of the United States, as a nation, became assured. Half a century was needed to.
bring this feeling to the blossoming form of art,
Meanwhile, it had beén strengthening and finding expression in other ways; for .6xample, in

POETRY IN AMERICA.

to be

for it,” snapped the tongs.
Then there
was a faint, but wide-spread, murmur of

and all in his little night dress, too. It
didn’t seem to rain at all now, and the
sky seemed to be full of bright little

WHAT THE MOON SHOWED JOHNNIE.
Oh, such a day! Nothing but rain and
rain, from morning till night; and not
only that but it had rained all the day betore, and the day before that, and the day

was

“ And remember,” said the moon, ** re-

a dozen new chairs, a new lounge,

weeks ‘for rain; for rain to come and
bring the crops up, and don't you know
we shouldn’t have anything to eat if the
crops didn’t ceme; and don’t you know
the crops wouldn’t come up if it didn’t
rain, unless God said it might, and so
that is why the people asked him to let it
rain; and don’t you know that} is Why iti

which

Amanda knows how

¢¢ But she didn’t,

taken out of bed by the moon, and out of
the window, and out in the city streets,

that the people have

family Circle.

Yes,

member, Johnnie Pinkerton, that it never

«All right, then,” answered "the moon,
and in a moment Johnnie found himself

church,

.

fruition palls in ripening, only
while unattained.

are

far away, I can’t get to you.”

“s¢ To find out about this rain,” answer-

And the heavy heart of the mother

that day,

’ Oh, no, sr answered. Tote,
am very, very glad.”

“Oh, mother,” he said, *‘I am so

“ What for ?”» asked Johnnie. «1 want to show you soniething,”. an-

So, over the hills of Judah,
Along by the vine-rows green,
‘With Esther asleep on her bosom,
And Rachel her brothers between,

wife.

have let her alone,” they looked rather
I | than said.
i

week PP

days. Just as he had cone to: the eon:
clusion that the rain came because it can run home and tell mother.”
And Johnaie called, ** Mother! mothcouldn’t help itself, and for no other pur-pose, the moon advanced a step - towards er!” and just then hé opened his eyes to
find the sun flooding the room, and his
him: and called out:
_...
¢<¢ Hallo, Johnnie Pinkerton, come up mother standing beside him.

¢ Nay, do not hinder me, Nathan—
I feel such a burden of care;
If I carry it to the Master

Hope's

mistress of things. ».
Did she know it, and had
yielded in quiet submission?

a flash from the bright tin pans drying in
the July sun, which was not all the reflection of sunlight.

brought

thinking abont the rain and’ wondering
why it had rained so hard all those four

Or had they the taint of the leper,
Like many in Israel.”

‘ This rainy week has been a perfect,
God-send!
You know,
the Jadies. of the
‘society have made an agreement to devote
the whole of rainy days to sewing for our

that spotless kitchen, we ibiglit have seen

girl, who

came round the corner and-looked through
the window straight’into Johnnie Pinkerton’s face.
And so Johnnie ‘lay. there

* If the children were tortured by demons,

the neighbors. «“ He's ‘certainly getting
the betfer of his land ; he may thank his

ithe array of apparel before them, ¢¢ is the
plums.
That night, after mamma had tucked result.”
‘Johnnie-Pinkerton,” said the moon,
him in’ bed and drawn up the curtain and
gone away saying, *¢ It looks: as though it ‘‘are you very: ety that it Fained this

was going to clear off now,”

who but a doting mother

‘Would think of a thing so wild!

was fall of little garments of all sizes and
shapes; and they were just in time to
hear the matron $ay to a caller:

home, and this,” glancing around upon

errand

‘ And now I shall carry the children—

Fiterary Whiseellany. -

«I declare, he'll be a farmer yet,” said

of the room below and saw that the room

e baby though scarcely six months
and
as quite old to Johnnie. Oh, if he
ol
only/could play ball! Why didn't it stop
raining?
:

belittle: humanity and to defer the ‘proper -stu- |

dy of munkind, it afterwards compelled our
ideal

recognition,
and inspired the early

and

A marquee was erected ii the center

were the company.’ The bund played und the

company walked about; and when the band
r played by way of variation,
were tired, a
about again ; and
eh
and then lg

when the piper was tired, such of the visitors

as could find seats sat down, and those who
could not looked as if they wished they had
fiot ‘come; and the poor’ blind-school pupils,
who oceupled the warmest seats in the enclos-

ure, were very hot and uncomfortable, snd
appeared very glad to be filed off from a scene

in which they ‘could take little interest, and
with which their pensive, careworn faces pain-

fully contragted.

« To describe the bustle and animation and
beauty of the city would be impossible, The
advantages of its situation, the magnificence of.
the

ublic bulldog

1

pu

appearanceof

many historical ER

W

po local EE

are connected, would form materials for a volume at any time; but thronged as the streets
are now by a continued srowd of well-dressed

strangers and bustling visilante, they present
and exhilarat
appearan ce which
imagined by
who have not

an exeiting

can Tein

been fortunate enoughto
lish paper.

ess it.” —Knge-
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oy hfttie is recreating in the White Mount.
alns,
is one of the best abused
The poet Tupper
he says his enemies are
men of b OD
e is soventy-one
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‘been udded

na:

edition
of Spur son's “ John

ET

Boma oo
fot dp
of three hundred ¢hou-

ready Frodo

sand,

v

wry

instruction and text-books for intending
travelers, it is not too much to expect
that withina short time the few remain-

Will

ing vexed questions of geography

receive satisfactory solutions. It is true,
that, apart ‘from those’ connected with
Africa and the North Pole, there are none
of very general interest or present importance; but there are still unknown coun-

tries of great extent to be explored,
which may reveal wonders of nature

grander than any which civilized man
has yet seen. The Falls of Niagara were
for two centuries supposed to be unsurpassed for sublimity until Livingstone
reached the maryelous abyss

Vie-

of the

now

d

Zambesi.

toria Falls of the

- ‘the supremacy of both is threatened. by

the passage of the Sanpo through the
Himalayas.
ER
This river rises in the sonthwestern
Thibet,

at a hight of

15,600

feet

above the sea, and flows easterly through
a lofty table-land for about a thousand

miles, during .

h .it ‘descends about

‘seven thousand .feet. The chain of
mountains separating China from Thibet
“bars 1ts farther progress eastward, and it
tarns to the south

mountain bar

of AssamOF
maputra or the.

of

and

,

bursts through

the

plains

India into the

eithr as the Brah-

favor

of

of evi-

the

former

istoryof the attempts to

discover the source of:the Nile can hardly
surpass in romantic interest that of the
efforts to trace the course of the Sanpo.
Probably not more than a score of Europeans have ever seen its waters; in this
but a single one. This was Thomcentury,
as Manning,
the friend and correspondent
of Charies Lamb. When he was contemplating this adventurous journey Lamb
wrote to dissuade him in the following
terms: ** For God's sake don’t think an
more of Independent Tartary. . . .
‘tremble for your Christianity. . « + There
is a Tartarman now exhibiting at Exeter
“Change. Come and talk with him and
hear what he says first. . . . Iam afraid

‘tis the reading of Chaucer has’ misled
you: his foolish stories about Cambuscan
and the ring and the horse of brass.

Be-

lieve me, there are

tis

no

such

thmge:

all the poet's invention; but if there
were such darling things as old Chancer
sings, I would up behind you oun: the
horse of brass, and frisk off for FPrester
John's country. But these are all tales ;
a horse of brass never flew, and a king's,
daughter never talked with birds! The

set.

“Look there, up there!” The
remained silent, but on being

po more complete

are a cold, insipid, smouchy

You'll be sadly moped (if you hre

passes, terrible cold and snow.

‘- At one

chasm, the sides of which were

so

place,” says an account of one of these
travelers, *‘ the river ran in a gigantic

habitually costive, your liver has

become

ES

tor-

pid, the same thing ails your kidneys and you
are just used up. Now be sensible: get a package of kidney-wort,
take it faithfully and soon

second time he answered that he perceived nothing.
“What!” replied the
Emperor, ‘‘ you do not see it? It is my

you will forget you've got any such organs,

you will be a well man,—Albany d 130

star, it is before you, brilliant; then, animating by degrees, he cried out, ‘It has
never abandoned me, I see it on all great
occasions, it commands me to go forward,

:

|-

for

~ @bituaries.

and it is a constant sign of good fortune
tome.” It appears that stars of this kind,
so frequently spoken of in history, and go
well known as a metaphor in language,
are a common hallucination of the insane.
Brierre de Boismont has a chapter on the
stars of great men. I can not doubt that
fantasies of this description were in some
cases the basis of that firm belief in astrology which not a few persons of eminence

LYDIA

at the rate of FOUR
words.

CENTS

PER

formerly entertained. The hallucinations

of great men may be accounted for in part
by their sharing a tendency which we

sustained her to the last.

themselves, and

by:

which they

rise:

meonomania of insanity.

Striking instan-

Her funeral was at-

her funeral, which Yas attend
be ds

close

minister

could be seen roaring below in its narrow
. . . Itis, of course, quite

impassa-

ble for ponies or yaks, and but’ very féw
goats even go by it,

though

it

!

RELIEF SEAVEY died

and

tdined
a consistent Christian

18 days.

life.

The

F. B. church of Epsom, Nov. 30, 1834, from
which time he ‘was a living disciple ‘of the
Lord Christ.
After his conversion, he sus-

tained family
attendance on
church,

terested.

dévolion and was constant in
the regular meetings of the

in whose prosperity he was

He was a kind husband

much

in-

and loving

father, and was esteemed of all for his strict
integrity and unwavering
purpose.
In his
death the church and society sustain aloss
which can not be readily repaired.
Bro,
Yeaton had strong attachments to earth, yet
could sincerely say, ¢ Thy will be done.” - He
leaves a family who deeply feel their loss, but

most of them

have

learned

by happy

exper-

fence whom to ‘trust and to whom to look for
grace and strength in reed. May God com=
fort and sustain them and help them to so live.
that they may meet. this dear. one and others
gone before ** Where the wicked cease from
troubling and the weary are at rest.”
N. A. AVERY.
CHARLIE A., son fof Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ricbardson, died in New Market, N. H., May
22, of consumption, in the 220d
year of his age.
His Christian life began in childhood and cone
tinued until death. He never spent a day in
his life without prayer; but did not publiely
put on Christ by baptism until about four years
since, His life was so thoroughly good that it
drew to him many friends, who deeply mourn
their loss. The afflicted are sustained by the
cheering hope of a happy reunion in heaven.
© B. Fu JEFFERSON.

Her death

casts
a shadow

over the home

ough

this precipitous channel, the San
ended
in an immense waterfall,” This report
‘gives a greater degree of eredibilit to

but not without hope. Her remains were
brought to Sutton for burial, and, funeral services attended in the church where she 80 long

worshiped.
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pleasure in recalling incidents of travel
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before the Royal Geogiaphical Saciely in

car shops at Denver City, Col:
yonng

and

man, has a sweet

3

He

baritone

is a’
voice,

has been singing at Young Men's

Christian Association meetin
for a year
Mr,
Moody
head ro. whily at
Denver on his way
heme from California,

| or two.

1879, that *‘the complete discovery o the | and secured him
still unknown portion [of the Banpo] will |
Of the condi
. probably disciose a scene of wonderful Abyssinia,
Colon

E.

Pi

HAM’S

VEGETABLE

COM.

POUND1y prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

* ‘Lynn; Mass. Priced

FIVE

‘freely answers all lettersof inyuiry. ‘Send for pamphAddress as above.
.

M. C. HENDERSON.

was a man who was held in
ull who knew him, and will be

inthe church and community. He

hurch at Chicago,
bg Bohannis of
iB tho African

BETSEY LOVELESS, widow of the late Elder
John Loveless, has also lately passed to the
spirit land at the ripe age of 77 years.

4 ying go

SWM FULLER.

plagueSort res

J

Mention this Paper,

A
————

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LIVER PILLS. Théy cure constipation, biliousnesg,
and torpidity of theliver.

| i ga

25 cents per box.

Seld by all Druggists.
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I hope

you will let it become better known.

Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers at all points crossed by this

line, and transfers areavoided at Council Bluffs,
Kansas City, Leavenworth and Atchison, connections being made in Union Depots.
The principal R. R. connections of
this great Through Line are as follows :
At CHIOAGO, with all diverging lines for the
Fast and South.
Fi ENGLEWOOD with the L.S. & M.8,, and P.,
t,
W.
J.
R. Rds.
0
bi WAsHINGION HEIGHTS, with P., C. & St.

hington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and Knox-

The

Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.

“Great

Rock

Island”

is

of enjoying

your meals,

while

passing

over

Through

Trains.

You

get an

and Rock
Peo. Rds.
Division
:
ag
& N.R.R.
R.

MOINES, with D. M. & F, D. R. R.

At CoUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R.R.
At OMAHA, with B. & Mo. R. R.R. (in Neb.)
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B,C.R.&N.R.R.
AtOTTUMWA, with Central Iowa R. R.; W.,
St. L. & Pac., and C., B. and Q. R. Rds.

the

At KEORUK, with Tol., Peo, & War.;

Dining Cars that accompany
all

Express

EEL. B.&

At RoCK ISLAND, with “Milwaukee
Island Short Line,” and Rock Isl’d &
At DAVENSORL with the Davenport
C.M. &St. P. R.
‘At WEST LIBERTY, with the B.C. R.
At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R.

‘At DES

magnificently

heautiful jeairiesof Illinois and Iowa, in one of

our magnificent

At LA SALLE. with IIL Cent. R. R.
At PEORIA, With P.P.&J.; P.D.

W,; T1l. Mid. and T. P, & W. Rds.

equipped, Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
track is laid with steel rails.
What will please you most will be the pleasure

York.

tic

ining
Cars for
eatin,
rposes
only,
Taal feature of our ‘Palace Cars is a SMOKING
ENTOON where you can enjoy your “Havana”
at all hours of the day. |
J

ville; Keokuk to FATminglon, Bonaparte, Bentonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumw:
Edadyville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des
Moines;
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des
Moines to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to
Griswold and Audubon; and Avocato Harlan
and Carson. This is 3 oively the only Railroad, which owns, and operates a through line
from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
Through
Express Passenger Trains, with Pullman PalaceCars attached, are run each way daily
between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCH1SON, Through carsare alsorun between Milwaukee and Kansas City, via the ** Milwaukee and
Rock Island Short Line.”

til she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her.
She is now using her fourth
bottle, I told our druggist how excellent it was,
and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known remedy for sick headache.

47, W. 22d St., New

ee

Its main line runs from Chicago to. Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Gene!
Moline, Rock Island, Dayenport,
West
. Liberty, Iowa City, Marengo,
Brooklyn,Grinnell,
Des Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlantic, and Avoca:
with branches from Bureau
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield Eldon, Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas City;

Nervous: diseases without number; resulting, if
wnchecked, in paralysis, ‘insanity, or death. Dr,
Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but never found any relief un-

He says it is not advertised half enough.
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The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do. 'Ttis intimately connected with the digestive
and
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THAT

MAP,

THIS

XAMINING

bY

Ser

jandreat

Louis & Pac., and St. L,, Keo,

entire

Wab. St.

& N. W. R. Rds.

At CAMERON, with H. St. J. R. R.

meal, as good as isserved in any first-class hotel,

At ATCHISON, with Atch,, Topeka & Santa Fe;
Atch, & Neb,, and Cen. Br. U. P. R. Rds.
‘At LEAVENWORTH, with Union Pac. and Kan.
Cent. R. Ras,"
;
At KANSAS CITY, with all lines for the West
of this line warranting it), we are pleased toanand Southwest.
/
nounce that this Company runs AS
Palace
to PEORIA.
DES
MOINES,
8
are run throu
S CITY, ATCHISON, and LEAVENWORTH
CO
ats via this Line, Known as the ¢ Great Rock Island Route,” are sold by
11 Ticket Agents in the United States and Canada.
a For i risk
not obtainable at your home office, address,
for seventy-five cents,
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the
people prefer separate apartments for different
purposes (and the immense passenger business

EXEHEA RALACH C

R

R.

B.

CABLIL,

Vice President and General Manager.

ST.

JOHN,

General Ticket and Passenger Agent,
CHICAGO, ILia

HALF A CENTURY OLD,
—

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
+ »THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
, Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,
Croup,
Every

!

and

ob

affection
of the

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including
CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN

PHYSICIAN WRITES: *

“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

(WAS ELLER!
Js a sure

remedy

]

for

Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, ‘and all Lung diseases, when used in season:

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Cons
stmption.v Under these ¢

of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

"IN EITHER LIQUID OR DRY FORM
That Actsat the same time on

3 78E LIVER, THE BOWELS,
\| AFD TEE KIDNEYS.

lwiy Are we sick ||

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or lorpid, and’ poisonous
® humors are’ therefore forced into the blood
that shouldbe expelled naturally.

;

WILL SURELY CURE

INKIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER

ing similar names.

Be sure you get

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of ‘I, BUTTS” on the wrapper.
B50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos«
ton, Mass, Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

THERev. 8.STAR
AND BOOKS FOR- SALE.
M, Weeks, of Milford, Mass., has the
Morning Star complete, from 1836 to 1880, 18 vols.

are bound;

also

the

Register

from

1833

to 1852

Rank first
8 vols. of ¥. B. Quarterly, 6 vols, of
Oldashausen’s Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols.
Bromfleld’s Greek Testament, with’ notes, 2 vols.
Master of Pulpit. Eloquence, &o,, &e., which he
would gladly rell, being,ih poor health.

FREEMASONRY

HENRY
& JORNSINS

Use KIDNEY-WORTand rejoice in health. Y

*

It is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin
cans one package of which makes six quarts of
medicine. Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.
t#It acts with equal efficiency in either form.
PRICE, $1.00 PS
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.

Y

Qin send the dry post-paid.)

For Man and Beast.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,

a

I

D—N
: and all Skin Diseases. Rub
4 é, well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 and 500 per bottle

L

by causing free action of these organs and
restoring their power to throw of disease,
Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?

LINIMENT

=

COMPLAINTS,

PILES,
CONSTIPATION, URINARY
“DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear

Clarke’s Compound Mandrake Bitters
Cures Sick-Headache, Constipation of the Bowels, |
anaal Sillions and Liver Complaints: It purifies
the.
Blood, Promotes Digestion,
0
d_makes
the |:
‘gkin clear and fair. Large
bottles
only 60 cents,
;
ByiRev. Cs Gi Finney, D. D.
Kor sale by Druggists
generally. ' Prepared by
'' A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
v. Walter Olarke, ‘proprietor of the
Kuropean
late President
of Oberlin
College, Ohio. - He re
Jough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.
16eow
nounced
Masonry’ soon ‘after
his conversion to
Christ. - Messrs. EB. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
Bells of Pure G
r and Tin for Churches,
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-MasonBohools, Fire (Tabmo Farms, eto. FULLY ]
00; |
Cunogute, a
ic Books, and publish the C
WARRANTED, : ©
19.pa40 weekly paper opposed to secret
societies.
VANDUZEN &
1yl
'
1y1
.

= BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

2

urchasing elsewhere.

a
leetinstrument in person.
rd rs en; a Ae Ar eloono.
ATTENDANT, MEBTS ALL TRAINS, pg=Enter tainment during the day
DANIEL Fe BEATTY,
) Washington, New Jersey,”

A
A EE COACH WITH POLITE
Addressor call upon

Six bottlestor$5. ‘Sent
by mail

in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
let.

be n
can bie fairer

Race

both;ways by me, if not as represented.

so

long mide pleasint dnd happy by her presence,
but the bereaved family are comforted with the
assurance she is with her Saviour. = Aged parents, an affectionate sister and brothers mourn,

nwfu) split in the ‘hills, where it flows
Mr. Moody has discovered another
overhung . by perpendicular rocks; he Snect singer of gospel hymus in ‘Mn. E.
was told by people of the country that, | F. Miller, who hus been employed in the
after flowing for some distance

LYDIA

or;
Ioney re
strument has

E
Ben yorkLEadnthe
before
Catalogue,
Tllustrated
for
write
to
sure
Be
3&8.

.

ADELIA, wife of Reuben Ellis, Esq., of Sut-

have strong “individuality, are well-bred

and of her life in Washington.

Compound is

For sale by all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or six
ton, Vt., died suddenly,
May
14, aged 45 |
bottles for $5.
years. A few weeks
previous to her death,
delicate health induced
her to visit Boston for
medical treatment, but in an hour least expected to herself and friends, the Master called.
She was one of the excellent of of the earth,
and greatly beloved by all who knew her. In
the Sunday-school she was an efficient teacher,
in the chureh an earnest worker, and for 25
years a prominent member of the choir. It
was her pleasure to show Kindness to the poor
and misniter to the sick and dying.
Many
will remember her earnest prayers, faithful
testimonies for Christ. and exemplary life.

.
5
# JOHN ASHLEY.
The news of the shooting of the Presiover precipices which may far surpass in dent greatly shocked Mrs. Abraham “LinMRs.
BETSEY
FEATHERS
of Fort Edward,
hight those of Niagara or the Zambesi. coln.
Weeping;she Topostadly) murmar. Washington Co., N. Y., daughter of Deacon
This conjecture, which is purelya dedue- ed, ** Poor Mre. Garfield,” and" retired to Johu Peck of East Poestenkill,N. Y.,and a
‘tion of geographical science, has recent- her room, remaining. there pro:
ed un- worthy member of the East Poesteakill church
for over twenty-five years, died November 18,
Jy been confirmed by the reportof u lama’ til the next day, ie
Tht
nd i k 1880,
in the 45th year of her age.
'

giety.” The lama stated that the *Sanpo
takes a southerly direction: through un

Beatty's & B
p
:s
DER Letter
W.Bank TODraft,OR
rder,
Registered
or by Express
HO
Prepaid. Money refunded and freight hArgod pa

harmony with the laws that govérn the female system.

ly, supported by the grace.of his Divine Master.
He became a Christian ard joined the

coddled, and requires of them strict ful,
fillmentof their duties. The boys, who

ally growing stronger, and sees

tly cured byits use.

., For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

JOHN YEATON died at his home in Epsom,
N. H., June 10, aged 76 years, 6 njonths and
10 days. He had been (though an aged man)
enjoying comparative health until a short time
before his death, which was caused by
gangrene, resulting from the amputation of a toe
which had been crushed.
He suffered patient-

it falls with an immense volume of water

80.

is alwayspe

mem-

eft a companion who is greatly afflicted, and
she anticipates soon to follow him—and two
sons and two daughters, who expect to meet
him on the evergreen shore. Funeral services
attended by the writer. Text, 2 Tim. 4:7,

thie" ¢¢ Pro.

backache,

It will at all times
and under all circumstances
act in

She

tween the last observed point on the north
and the plain at the foot of the Himalayas,
is about 8,000 feet and it is, to say the

number
‘ of

.

April

example.
He
high esteem by

ceedings of the Royal Geograph

:

J. NoRicH,

r. ‘The daughter of the Queen
but far more in the natural features.of.
its
course;
for the difference of hight, be- @bes not think it beneath her dignity to

given in the May

and

ory of her prayers and counsel is very precious to her four sons and one daughter; may
their influence lead them each into sweet communion with Him who was their mother’s
friend and portion.
E. P. MOULTON.

this couutry, it is said that he never, save
on one or two occasions, and those nonpolitical, spoke in public,

it is brought in.

t

That feelingof bearing
down, causing pain, weight

|.

MRS, MALINA YIALL died .at Manteno, Ill.,
is constantly passed by men with loads.”
A suggestion of (he life of peace and May 6, 1880, aged 54 years: i Blessed ave the
No oneof these explorers, however dedead
which
die in. the Lord from henceforth :
termined, has'been ‘able to ‘follow the simplicity thapex<Fresident Hayes ismow yea, saith the: Spirit; that'they' may’ rest from
southern course of the river. And equals} leading, is furnished ya 6quibin A West: Vhelt Jabors; and ‘their’ works do follow
Hayes has
em,
4
o die
ly unsuccessful have been the efforts of ern paper announcing that Mr.
the English travelers from the south. finished the fence dnd is about to begin
Dea. JOUN BLAKE was born in Me, 1792; |
$e
erection.
of
two
chicken
cogps,
and
a
was mirriéd to Lucinda Howe ia Clarkson, N,
The unknown portion has been’ reduced
g houses
¥,
i g
Vis.
st
Y., 1823; a few years later théy mowed to
to about one hundred miles, butithis is in
Clarendon, Calhoun, Co.; Mich, He died May,
some respects the’ most important part of
Thomas Fitzgerald Callaghan, the new 20,
1881, ntter, a brief illness. Father Bi be-of the whole course. A well-earned fame | G overnor, of the Bahama Islands, died |vamé
A Christian when a child and never abanwill be his reward who first. succeeds in suddenly about half an our
er his. ar- doned the ‘ Saviour. ‘And ‘when ‘the F. B.
following the river from the point where’ rival in the city of New York, few days church of Uook’s Prairie wag organized he was
it Bally dorves the table-land ot Thibet to ago: He had been. ill for several months | one of the eight members of whom it was comthe place where it emerges into the plains and was on his way to England oan sick posed. At an early day he was elected deacon,
and faithfully did he fill that office till death
of India,
leave.
h
Our dear brother wns always very conscienThe interest does not lie simply in the
Mra. Frechette describes the Princess tious in his Christian life and faithful in all the
solution of the problem as to which of Louise
relations he sustained.’ Im his punctuality at
as not.only an artist bat a model all
the meetings of the church he set a worthy
the two Indian rivers is its continuation, housekeepe

least, highly probable that in its descent

NEW STILE,io, 210 PIPE TOP.

20Frice,
SHOEL TSR
oc Sotaly Fours
only $126.75.

General Debility, Bleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion,

united with the F. B. church in Lebanon, Me.,
when
22 years of age and for 64 years main-

to

go into the laundry and instruct’ the
maids concerning their duties, or to give
an occasional eye to the marketing when

11 (3
Ben
Special Low
iif | lhundred different
ORG.
5

34

by a large

in Barrington,

11, aged 86:years, 1 month

Mr. Jidison has received the degree of
Ph.D. from Lewis University in Vermont,
Mr. Herbert Spencer, it isagain reported, is coming to this country this summer,
A Georgia judge predicts that the Sec-

English

, my Mid.
for 1880 ily decidedly

quent

congregation ; services conducted by the writer, assisted by Revs Mr. Weavér of Richmond,

active worker in the temperance cause.

ward Thornton was

and the

an early stage of
develo
t. The
tend
to can
cerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall eraving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

till the messenger ' came to take her home.
Conscious to the. last, she. could:‘say, “It is
sweet dying.”
She made all arrangements for

ces of great visionaries may be mentioned,
who had almost beyond doubt those very
nervous seizures with which the tendency
to hallucinations is intimately connected.
To take a single instance, Socrates, whose
datmon was an audible, not a visual, appearance, was subject to what admits of
hardly any other interpretation than cataleptic seizure, standing all night through
ini rgid attitude.— Fortnightly.
HES SORT
PERSONAL.
King Kalgkaaa of the Sandwich Islands
is in England.
:
Secretary Windom is mentioned as an

in

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

survive she found grace to give up husband
and the little’ son and look from earthly
to
heavenly seenés, trusting and resting in Jesus

eminence, haye much in common with the

nts,

Change of Life.

olina, R. I., died July
12, aged 32 years and
9 months.
She was converted in- 1866 and

to

Onl

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly. adapted to the

late
H.,
she
hope

and several others was
of their lives. A man in the position of the ‘baptized bycompanion
Rev. J, Burnham Davis and joined
firat Napoleon could have no intimate as. the Curolina church, of which she remained
sociates ; a great philospher who explores a worthy and active member till death. She
ways of thought far ahead of his contem- was always ready for every good word and
work "and of ‘a disposition ‘that endeared
poraries, must have" an, inner world in her
‘to’ everybody.” About two’ years ago
which he passes long and solitary hours. consumption began its slow but fatal work,
Great men are also aptto have touches of depaiving her with the hope of recovery
madness ; the ideas by which they are until & few weeks . before her death, but
haunted, and to whose persuit they devote when it became evident that she could not

provements, with cover, stool, book and music:

‘plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera

ed by the writer.
y
Amy C., wife of Leander W. Tucker, of Car-

man race, and which, if it happens to be

No. 1019. Bean

Ror
a
Co ims Fee
er ong
1t will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Come

tended by Rev. Mr. White of Deerfield, assist-

hu-

STYLE,

Upright Piano. obey Rosewood Ci
ction; Carved Trusses and Consoles;

———

tion, Falling and Displ

Mrs. Lizzie MANSON, widow of the
Rev. B. 8. Manson, died in Raymond, N,
aged72 years. For two years and more
had suffered greatly, but the Christian’s

—

Price,

LINE of elt

VERSES are inadmissible,

E. PINKHAM'S

{{ZGETARLE COMPOUND.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Siar it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy

to one another that a bridge of twentyProfessor Robertson Smith has been
four paces was sufficient to span it. . . . requested to continue his lectures on BibNear this bridge the precipices were so licul criticism. He has already agreed to
impracticable, that the path had of neces- give four lectures in Inverness next winsity to be supported on iron pegs let into ter op ‘‘ The Spirit of Hebrew Poetry.”
the face of the rock—the puth being
Prince Milan, of Servia, apparently
formed by bars of iron and slabs of stone
stretching from peg to peg, and covered thinks that he can become a king as wall
with earth. This extraordinary path is as other people—as the Prince of Roumain no place more than eighteen inches nia, for example. It is believed that he
and often not more than nine inches in will take on that new dignity in Angust
‘
width, and is earried for more than one- or September,
third of a mile along the face of the cliff,
President Garfield is an eminently judiat some 1500 feet above the river, which cious father.. He won't let his boys be

sheep and

Be Sensible,
allowed your bowels to become

You have

pot eaten) among them. .. . Have a
cave, my dear friend, of Anthropophagi!
Their stomachs are always craving. lis retary of
War, who is the son of Abraterrible to be weighed out at five pence a ham Lincoln, will be the next President
pound ; to sit at table (the reverse of fish- of the United States.
es in Holland), not as a guest but as a
Mr. Chiang Tsan Yii, who has for sevmeat. . . . Talk with some minister. . . .
past been a distinguished civil
God dispose all for the best.- I have dis- eral years
officer in
China, is mentioned as the new
charged my duty.”
Notwithstanding Lamb’s remonstran- Chinese Minister to America.
Prince Bismarck and General Von Molt.
ces, as sincere as they were quaintly homorous, Manning persisted in his enter- ke are the only other living personages
rise, and in 1881 succeeded in reaching besides Dr. Schleimann upon whom the
’hassa, ** the only Englishman who ever honorary citizenship of Berlin has been
entered the holy city.” In his journey to conferred.
and from this place he crossed the Sanpo
General Grant hag, it is reported, sold
several hundred miles above the spot his farm in St. Louis County, Missouri,
geogwhere it turns to the south. What
to Mr. Jay Gould, for $75,000. The
raphers know of the river has been de- fara contains over 200 acres and is well
rived entirely from the reports of the improved.
nameless native explorers in the employ
of the Indian government, to whose: laMrs. Ida Lewis Wilson of Newport,
bors we referred the. other day.
These R. 1., has been awarded a gold medal by
men have been remarkably successful con- the government for brave and heroic darsidering the obstacles which they have had ing in rescuing a number of persons from
to overcome, not only from the vigilant drowning.
:
;
hostility of the Chinese and Thibetan offiDuring the fourteen years that Sir Edcials. but also from frightful mountain

bed.

|

from one madness to another.

General
asked a

bave seen to be not uncommon in the

despotism could exist.

It can not last; for the King will go on

i
i
,
19013
their over-wrouglit brains by the isolation. with her

aohief weight

Tartars really

will shelter you without his order ; in fact,

ed. The General, seeing the
Emperor
continue motionless, thought he might be
ill and purposely made a noise. Napoleon immediately roused himself, and,
without any preamble, seizing Rapp by
the arm, said to him, pointing to the sky,

natural to them is liable to be developed in

tion, which 0

stream.

hot tallow into tem, Yon can buy nothing without the King's order; and no one

so absorbed that his entry was unperceiv-

T

parp of

speak to the Emperor, entered his study
without being announced. He found hin

"M3N SV 0009 SV 13A ONV

of

schools

its

Write for Beautiful illustrated CATALOGUES or order

$0109 GNY.SH3A0I 00000}

Since traveling has reached the digni-

does not, however, take life. He cuts off
the feet and hands of people who offend
him. He puts out their eyes by pouring

In 1806 Gen. Rapp, on his return from
the siege of Dantzic, having occasion to

IBEATTY'S

is the Hope of the Race.

THE STARS OF GREAT MEN.

AN UNDISOOVERED COUNTRY.
ty of a profession, . with

B

Health of Woman

: hgh 0-0-5
gn on no

ympathize with Woman,
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secrets.”—Bos-

can 8

the grandest, of natures
ton Advertiser.

i

explorer, writes: ‘“ He'is rapidly growin
mad. He cuts off the pose of = i
take snuff, and
lips of those who
smoke. The King is hated more’ than
Theodore was.
Cruel to a degree, he

AY

The Blorrang Star.

E

sublimity—one,of the last, and perhaps

3

Sn

il,

BURLINGTON, VT. j J
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De

JONES!

Barefanks and his agents d——n Jones, Shocking profanity, just because Jones sells and war=
Ton Fay Scale for
rants for 5 years a better 5
$60, and Jones, he pays the freight, than old
“ Genuine” ever made. Buallziow prices on ull

izes.

Send for free book,

Address

HAMPTON,
JONES OF BING
BING! HAMPTON,N. Y,
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Hefos Summary:

AT

4

Xt is said ‘that Celorado will this year pro-

It is

duce $35,000,000 of the precious metals.

A Railroad

Legal agitation is to be organized throaghout Italy by the various republican associa-

War.

A “war” of passenger rates is Row going on

tions for the repeal of the Jaw of Papal guaran-

between the different railroads leading from
Boston and New York to. Chicago, Cincinnati
and St. Louis. The Pennsylvania, Boston &

tees.
Several

roads

are

competing.

hnes

principal

the

Through tickets are issued over the last named
from Boston to Chicago at the ruinous
route
at
price of $5. The rates from Chicago remain
rate, being

a much higher

Forty-seven

from the ticket brokers.

It is reported that unauthorized parties in
this country and in England are endeavoring
to form a syndicate for the readjustment of the
Mexican national debt now held in England.
Tt is reported that France has invited Kngland to resume negotiations for a treaty of
commerce at Paris,

Evans,

have

posed

has

which

no existence—and

John Lawson, who

is

loining rare books

Defeated.

The army of the Ameer of Afghanistan was
totally defeated by the forces under Ayoob
Khan at Karez-i-Atta,on Wednesday.
Dur-

ing the engagement a portion of the Ameer’s
troops deserted to the enemy, and the remainder fled, leaving their guns and baggage on the

field, all of which subsequently fell into the
.bands of the victors. The defeat of the Ameer

implies the complete overthrow of the only remainining representative of British influence
in Afghanistan.
;
‘It is believed that Candahar
is Ayoob
Khar’s immediate destination. The Ameer’s
defeat can not effect the British policy, as the

Ameer was clearly informed

pastor of the

been charged with

pur-

from various public libra-

The President, despite his sufferings, keeps
“his good humor.

the avowed Fenian programme.
Ameer

‘must flourish. We hear the doctor is to
the Hotél Brunswick, Boston, Monday,
day, Wednesday and Thursday, and -the
mouth Hotel, Portland, on Friday of

be- at
TuesFalnext

erties when combined with a suitable climate enable the cultivator to proddce upon a given area

of ground a larger amount
the potato

ity who can not travel so far as New

York.

His reputation is national and from facts we
have learned of his-special work, we must say
he is fully entitled to the adjectives which. that
well known paper, the Philadelphia Record,
applies to his cures, ‘ wonderfal, matchless

than

from

of human:

any

of

the

Jr

food from

cereal

mon

as in some European

countries.

Asa

oats, tobacco,

maize;

potatoes

and

that, on the de-

parture of the British from Candahar, he must

rely entirely on his own resources.

Urging his wife to go

riding

before the sun was too hot, the other morning,
he added with a faint smile, * I would go with

you if I didn’t have so much business to attend
to.

You will excuse me, I am sure.”

‘Thirty houses belonging to Jews, at the

vil-

lages of Borispol and Birizan, in the government of Poltava, Russia, have been destroyed.
The

troops

fired

upon

the

rioters,

four

whom were killed and two wounded.

of

The Western Union Telegraph Company has
secured a ninety-nine years’ lease of the lines
of the Northwestern Telegraph Company, of
Wisconsin, operated in the States amd territories and the Dominion of Canada.
Crop reports from fifty counties in Minnesota
and Dakota show that, while the average yield
per aere in Minnesota will not be quite equal
to last year, the increased acreage will bring
up the total yield to fully that of 1880.

The Irish land bill was finally passed in the
British House of Commons Friday night by a
vote of 220 to 14, the minority being
composed
exclusively of Conservatives. The bill re-

ceived the first reading in the House
the same night.

i

of Lords

“ie

The remains’of the late Dean Stanley were
buried in Westminster Abbey on July 25.
The funeral was attended by a large number
of distinguished persons, including the Prince
of ‘Wales. Among the decorations on the
coffin was a wreath of roses sent by the Queen,

with
a note in her own

handwriting

bearin,

the words,
“ A mark of sincere affection
igh esteem from Victoria.”
There were

an
also

reaths from well-known Americans in Lon-

dgn. ' Matthew Arnold, the eminent writer,
the. Right Hon William Henry Smith, the
shop of Exeter, the Right Hon. William E.
Forster and the Duke of Westminster were
am¢ng the pall-bearers. The Archbishop of
Cagterbury presided at the grave.

wheat, the

In the treatment and Cure of Cancers of all
kinds; Consumption
1 ita ‘Stages; Asthma,
Bronchitis, Throat a
Catarrhal Trouble;
Heart Diffi culties, both organic and function-

for tobacco.

880 pounds

per acre

As sulphate of ammonia has 20.5 per

cent.
of azote, and

nitrate of soda

but

15.5 per

cent. when the former is used, the quantity

Spermatorrhea, with all its attending ills and
difficulties; Scrofula, with its multitude of ter-

this Jelly
oil, and

HOT WEATHER AND HARD WORK.

reported.

It

therefore

behooves

Monthly.

parilla.

to

a

comsequence

of

this

injury

often

great majority of the fatal cases of sunstroke
in our cities occur with persons of intemperate
habits. Those who have ice, as many farmers
do of late years—and it is a great blessing when
properly used—should take the precaution when
drinking to first temper the ice-water with warmer
water, especially in the harvest field, or if over

efficient public servants shall not be turned out

merely to make vacancies for others, as they
are now every day. That would be a great
gain. The Administfation, or the Congress,

that secures so much

will immortalize

itself.

No removals except for cause specified, and aftera Beating ue appointments except to va-

he force authorized by
law, with
promotions from the. lower to the higher
grades for merit,—if this could be established
as the rule of the ciwil SeIvicS » late part of
the injustice
now complained of would be remedied. Competitive examination of candidates
for appointment to the Jower-grade clerk-

ships, would follow soon,”

;

The French Chamber of Deputies has, been
«dissolved by government decree,

3

The two new treaties between China and the

United States have been finally ratified.
Senator

Cornwall

was

on

Wednesday

and yellow at 59 @ 60}¢c;

of the revisers of the New

* 1t is estimated that 330,000 persons will leave

o

Germany during the present year for America.
Judge W. L. Rober{ston has taken the oath
4 . of office as Collector of the port of New York.
Three vessels were wrecked at East London,

« «Cape Colony, on Tuesday, and thirty persons
_

Ex-Goy. Bagley of Michigan and Col. John
«. Burch, Secretary of the U._ 8. Benate, died
1st week.

|

to take things as easily as possiblé and * make
the two stars, and nearer Beta than Alpha is. haste slowly” while the temperature is torrid and
Many’ farmers are
Tt will soon pass into the constellation of the and the blood at fever heat,
Lynx, and then into the Great Bear, when it intemperate in working at this season, and a little
will be brightest.
It will then pass through - salutary reform in the premises will prove bene-

Virgo, and disappear south of the

equator,

‘When nearest
the sun, it will also be nearest
the earth, and, fortunately, the moon at that

time will be absent.
attended the extreme

The same conditions
brilliancy of Donati’s

fiaal.

In fact, Hard Work and Hot Weather

O00
+o

AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.

The President starts on ‘the fifth week of
his suffering with remarkably favorable symp-

toms. He was able, both on Saturday and
Sunday, to take a reasonable guantity of solid

food, increasing his strength very perceptibly
thereby, He rested well both days, and is
himself conscious that he is slowly’ recovering.
The surgeons feel quite confident that the bul
let now lies in the front wall of the abdomen,

about fivé inches below and to the right of the

(From the Am#Hlvan Cultivator.)

navel and immediately over the groin.—The

Manure from grainsfed horses, free from straw,
unexposed to weather, will weigh aboat 4500
pounds per cord.
In six years trees of the eucalyptus globulus

planted in Jamaica have become one foot in di.
a
ameter and six feet high.
Cows can not be cheated into giving liberal
quantities of milk. That which they give is in

[ proportion to what they receive.

Three million'dolars a yedr are paid out for cut
flowers annually in the city of New York, two-

Chinese ministers to this country have been

thirds of which sum is spent for roses.

withdrawn, and will be succeeded by a single

Inthe territories of Dakota, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Utah, Idaho and Montana, embracing an
area of 438,119,680 acres; about six-sevenths, or
873,748,118 acres, remain unsurveyed.
Beet sugar is suggested by some of the English

tion.—Nearly the entire business portion of

Whitehall, Michigan, was destroyed by fire
Friday night; probable loss, $133,000.—~—The
Govergor of Arkansas has proclaimed martial
law in Perry County, where a reign of lawless-

ness has prevailed for some time.~——It is ex-

pected that the Irish land bill will have a

landlords as an industry well calculated for the
English farmers, now that so serious a depression
exists there in’other branches of agriculture,

_ Take care that the calves do not fall off in condition during fly-tite.

of the immense amount of water which is absorbed
‘by the land yearly. Usually there are bout thir.
ty inches of rain and melted snow per acre,

The British Houseof Commons has endorsed

which would give, in the aggregate, upwards of
800 tons
acre: All this water contains ammo-

814 to 205.

| nia, which if one of the most valuable fertilizers

The wholeof the crown diamonds of France

«are to be sold, the proceeds to be devoted to the

‘once

i Museum find,

Mormon

h standing:

gugh

and

and the ex-

King Kalakaua has been made honorary

in

carries

the growth of créps, The water also

tld, which contaios about twenty-

one per cent. of nitrogen,

~~

G. DeCrombeque of France is the proprietor of
a farm containing
686 acres, which annually fat.
‘tens 400 herd of beeves,
worth $68,000,and produces

member of the English order of St. Michael

- and Bt. George.

9625 bushels of wheat and 6000 tons of beets,

Another plot has been discovered to agsassin-

besides a great variety of crops.

of

time,”

!

i

The

averdge

of

wheatis stated at forty-six bushels per acre,

kill me sooner or ater,
he

lots at 21

20

at

@ 22¢, but

Since the first of May

17 @ 18¢c.

machine

May,

1881, compared

last

with same time

ipts

For past week, boxes. :«e.ese
Same week last year....

9.306
8,858

197

37,962

Same time 18st yeariccees.cs

EGGS.

that the

Market in an unsatisfactory condition.

Strictly choice are very

HAY AND

Speakers

gigantic

should

Downs’ Elixir, as it
oves hoarseness
increases the power of the voice.

use

and

STRAW.

The

railroads

are

SPIRITUAL

storing

:

SONGS.

This book of Hymns and Tunes, re-

have been made at $12 @ $14 # ton.
Rye Straw is
dull and prices are lower, it being hard to make
sales at over $18 @ $20. Oat Straw is quiet at $9@
¥
ton.

cently offered by the Printing Establishment, is issued in two separate volumes.
The one for

Rendered,

¥

B

65

@

6Xc; Grease

"CHURCH AND CHOIR,

onary

silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit,
as one of the number.
The
hymns
which
both
THE

THOUGHTS THAT BREATHE,
—FROM~—

DEAN STANLEY.
With a Note from Dean Stanley.
Introduction by Rev. PHILLIPS
BROOKS.
Biography by the
compiler.

16mo.

Cloth.

$1.00.

To those who know the writings of Dean Stan.
ley, it need not be said how largely his character
pervades them, and the power which this charac.
ter involves is felt in these extracts, even peparated, as they are, from the historical events by
which they ‘were suggested, as a great portralt

Mayor Beatty.

BOSTON:

+

D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers.
ze Lv:
WANTED
yrepite nt SpectalBuitznade
7
ep Be, OS COLLEGE. Painearle.0.
2t31eow

smaller book contains half of the
and tunes of the larger one, from
it is abridged, and is adapted to

Some

CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP.
con

ns

t Measure.
The Pocke
BY
PANSY. 1

noticed upon the street, some ‘distance below. the

delighted readers,
12mo,
575 pages,

sey: * Thursday evening last it happened we
were on the passenger train that reached Wash" ington at about seven o’clock, and while stopping
to change engines a splendid span of horses was

DinielF, Beatty, the Organ King, was spoken

with the familiarity of a housebold word, and in

A

D. Lothrop & Co,

i
- fii

-

:

=

«$150,
‘Boston.

PENMAN
HIP Fees:

it to

the

selected for post purposes, and are es-

devotional.
.
pesaty wanted for examination, with a
view of supplying the congregation, we
send one of either, or both, at one-third of:

the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.

So far as we know, every church that
has used them is entirely satisfied with:
them. Send orders to
I. D. STEWART,
l
Dover, N. H.

{THE
TERMS:

advance ;
days, and

This new story of Pansy’s will find thousands of |

track, drawing a carriage containing two gentle.
men neither of whom was recognized by us until
a hum passed through the car, and the name,of

prefer

omnis furnished at half
Sisal
the hymns and tunes are
and
the price,

MORNING STAR
$2.00

re

if paid strictly in

36 If vat Within ‘the first thirty
ifnot.

'or 25 cents received we will send the Star

three months on trial
will please notice the date:
sul
paper, and not
of payment on the label of his
allow 1t to be in arrears.
paper,

The Star is not discontinued when the time
ree
hich

_ In the subjdined paragraph will be found a compliment to Mayor Beatty, of Washinton, New Jer-

We share the ex-

press expenses with the purchasers.

Vegetine is Soldby all Druggists.

deepens the Interest felt in his literary productions.

yr i

{

ring, including a large number found in
the Gospel Hymns. ' Price, $1.50; .or,
when aghurch is supplied, $1:20, with a

PAIN AND DISEASE.—Can we expect to enjoy
good health when bad or corrupt humors circulate
with the blood, causing
and disease,
80
humors, being deposited
through the entire
y,
produce pimples, eruptions, ulcers,
costiveness,
dache, ne
3nd auméious other Somplaibisl
Bo
use
ng
N
most reliable
remedy for bY ning bi. piers Li the blood.

the living face which it portrays.
y
kyl
The recent death of this distinguished author,
the Dean of Westminster, awakens anew. and

het 20 Coo Matias El laid te
y

Six copies

a
-—

‘makes its power felt even by those who never saw

' If you desire J0sY Cheeks and a fair complexion,
purify the blood
by the use Baxter's Mandrake Bitters.
4t31

it Poticves Croup instantly.

RECORD.

well as those which are new and stir-

KEEP IT ON HAND. No Farmer or Teamster
should be without He
& Johnson's Arnica
and Oil Liniment.
1tisinvaluable in cases of
hurts, either on man or beast.

Public

hd

Contains 1,086 hymns, and about half as
many tunes.
They constitute a choice
and comprehensive
selection, having
those which are, old and substantial, as

ly, no one whe really desires to see the
West, will forego this opportunity
to do so, by
tick:
ver dy Ober. shan
e ‘ Albert Lea
Route” via West
Liberty, The Great Rock Island
t is the most central of any in Chicago,
in the very heart of the city, close to the
hotels, post-office, and leading mercantile houses.

and

~
™

large quantities. For the bulk of the receipts $13
@ 16 ¥ ton is a full range and only occasional extra lots command a b her range. Some sales

TALLOW,
4@06X%.

through daily trains, leaving Chicago at 12.05 and

Singers

Address

for $5.00, and 60 cents for postage.
I. D. STEWART,
Dover, N. H.

steady demand at 8 8 10c ¥ Bb.

Rock Island

on the most

Catalogue sent free,

cents additional as postage.

APPLES, BERRIES, &C. New Apples are quité
Pluntifal, with sales ranging from $200 @ $2 5 ¥
bl as to quality. Blueberries command $3 § $350 ¢# bu, Currantsareslowatb @ 8c ¥ quart.
Watermelons are selling at $15 @ £30 ¥ 100,
DRIED APPLES. There has been a good demand
for quartered and sliced, and New York and Eastern command 43% @5 ¥ B. Evaporated are in

9.30 P.M. This new line is known as the * Al
bert Lea Route,” and passes through the very best
sections of the States ot Illinois, Iowa and Minne.
sota, afford
travelers
a view of the great har‘vestdads of bur Souliizy, and a section peopled
most
ve and
prosperous of our
fr sded
ei
We
tand that round trip excursion tickets
to points in the great wheat
on of the Red River of the North, and Missouri
River valleys, will
be
tely ut on Sale, foul or 40 146 Poin
date of issue.
will enable Eastern farmers to
visit the greatest wheat country on the globe, and

dome

description in

ble, the progress of our work during its

Route” opens a new line from Chicago: to Minneapolis and St. Paul, July 17th, running two

see the harvesting

and

c
z
m
o
>

successive periods.
ELEVEN STEEL ENGRAVINGS
of prominent ministers deceased, are
themselves worth more than the price of
the book, -which is One Dollar, with ten

Fields.

* Great

y

This book, just issued, is a historical
work. It gives a brief, but comprehensive view of the denominational work for
the century, including its Missionary,
Educational, Temperance, Sunday Schoo! -.
and Anti-Slavery work. It contains
TWENTY TABLES,
of great value for reference, and they
show in the most compact manner possi-

year:—,

Total since May 1, 188l..

of this country,

CENTENNIAL

xports

656

for {linstration

NMINARD HARDER, Cobleskill, Schoharie Co., N.Y.

Co., choice 11¢; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 12; Wor
cester Co., common 5 @ 8c. The following state.
ment shows the receipts and exports of Cheese at
this port forthe week,and the total dince the first of

general

peo!

given by the New York State Agricultural

nited States,

cx-

the

Hid

% Appleton’s Cyclopedia of Applied Mechanics,” re.
cently published, thus adoptingit asthe gtandard

to

Fair

price.

Choice, full cream,¥ b 10 @ 10Xc; Fair
CHEESE,
to good, ¥ @ 10 ¢; Common 3 @ 8c; Worcester

People traveling to the North-West will be gratis

fled at learning

e

which are speciall

only Thresher selected from the vast number builtin

very

omly

'

Society on Horse-powers and

and

2lc,

@

standing. I have tried many mixtures during
that time without success.’
:
Wheat

oF

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Medals

poris of Butter irom Boston, New York and Monreal show a decredse of about 103,000 packages
as compared with the same time last year.

Women that. have been bedridden for years have
been entirely cured of female weakness by the use
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western
Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for Pamphlets.
231

Great

ty

\

good dairy lots range from 17 @ 19¢c,and where the
quality is off, it is hard to find buyers. except at
low figures. Very choice Western ladle will still

Give them some oats and

This fact will serve to convey some idea

moderately

fine qualitywill bring the outside

The Rev, Charles E. Piper, formerly of
ground feed so that before winter sets in they Pittsfield,
N. H,, but now of
Wakefield, R. I.,
may have a good start. If the fliés’ bother them | writes: Ihave used
Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters

surface.

been moving

have

conversation with a number or gentlemen, a short
time since, said: ** IT have received from the use
of Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure very
marked benefit, and I\can most cordially recommend it to others.”
1 2631

The

diuretic,

|.

little late made Western creamery will command
over 22)c. New York and Vermont dairy lots

speedy passage through the House of Lords. to6 much, shut the-calves in a darkened shed or | in my family for over two years, and as a result
not
calleda
physicianin the whole time, My
——The ninth triennial conference of Young stable during the day, letfing them out af night have
wife had been an
invalid for years, but these BitMen’s Christian Associations of all lands, is in only to feed.
.
ters have cured her.”
rs i TL
session at London. About 500 delegates are
Present sixty from the United States und Can- | An inch of rain weighs over 100 tons per acre of

;

Czar, and many persons in Sb.
the
ate Russian

do

not work well together and the mixture should be
avoided so far as consistent.—Christian at Work.

;

the government’s Transaal policy by a vote of

3d

and'is far above one hundred in the blazing sunshire: Thereforewe advise all who can afford it

a

_ 753 FEARLESS.

butivery

Bb,

is selling at 23 a 2c ¥

ern creamery

Opinion.

in

2
@

48c
¥ bu. Market closes quiet and some forced
sales of No 2 white have been made at lower
ri es.
..
& BUTTER. There has been a slow and unsatisfactory trade most of the week, and the tendency
of prices is slightly in buyers, favor. Fine North.

part

in infants

Testament.

230

and no grade at 45 & 55c,

OATS.
Noland extra white 50 @ 53¢c; No
white 47 @ 48¢. No 2 mixed and No 8 white, 46

Greek in the University of Rochester, and was one

|’

is probably

uman race suffering from kidney
complain
They show themselves in almost
x
n p
s
but Always to the in;
of the
tient.
ey
cause in
bable july y.
Toe
raence of
thirty years shows that the best remedy for this
class of diseases is

down to 40c for poor.To arrive, high mixed Corn is
heldat
59 @ 60¢ ¥ bu.
;

The eminent author, Prof. A. C. Kendrick, D.D.,
LL.D., who is professor of Hebrew, Latin and

comet is now below Beta, almost in a line with

representative.-—8ecretary Lincoln has invited Major-General Han
to act as commandlast
n eentennial celebra.,| er-in-chief at the York

sworn in Governor of British Coldmbia.
Mr. Conkling’s friends’say he has mot with.
drawn from politics and does not intend to.

\

meéroury
ranges among the nineties 'in the shade

Latest News.

Domingo Santa Maria has béen elected President of Chili.
.
Calderon has been elected constitutional
.
President of Peru.
,T. H. Tibbles, the ndvocate of the Poncas,
has married ¢ Bright Eyes.”
The French Chamber of Deputies has passed
the compulsory education bill.
‘

{

star,

Alpha Auriga.
Just below the star to the left,
about six degrees down—is another star, much
less prominent, called
Beta
Auriga.
The

comet in 1858,

Miseellageous.,
Justice Nathan Clifford is dead.

/

and there will be seen a bright morning

phere

market, and a large
to arrive out of condition. The sales of mixed
and yellow have been at 5S ¥ 6lc; steamer mixed

3

A Testament Reviser’s

results

from the immoderate use of.cold water when the
system is over-heated, and it is averred that a

A

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

command

or

IN.

Ave

Its properties are

Don’t suffer from sunburn or prickly heat when
Pearl's White Glycerine will alleviate it at once.
Try Pearl's White Glycerine Toilet Soap.

An attack of sunstroke generally occurs without
any particular warning, and hence the wisdom of
adopting every precaution,
and necessity of
prompt action when one is prosirated. Every one
should avoid the use of liquors and be carefal in
Great

For eale by B. F. Ri 8d gLEY, Dover, H.H.

GEO. C.GOODWIN & Qu GENERAL AGENTS} 3
5

& CO., Commission
and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar Ne. 8,
y Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, July 30, 1881.
FLOUR. There is no improvement in the market
80 far as sales are concerned, but a better feeling
preyate, with a fair prospect that prices will be
heras soon as trade becomes more active. The
of Patent spring wheats have been at $6 50 @
$8 ¥ bbl, favorite brands selling at $775 @ $8.
Winter wheat Patents are selling at $650 @ $775
¥ bbl, and choice brands of this description are
scarce, but there is an abunqani sappy of medi-

Fraoklin County

ble, even when not suddenly fatal.

ice-waler.

every

CEPHALINE will prevent convulsions

recklessness. In all such cases of exposure an
ouuce of prevention is worth a pound of cure;
indeed, in many instances the attacks are incura-

drinking

than by double the quantity of the liquid
most delicate stomach will not reject

adapted for such cures.

while teething.

those

igmorance

For sale by druggists, or sent by mail (free of postage)
on receipt of the price—Regular
Pad, $2.00; Special Pad
(extra size), $2.99; Chlld’s Pad (for incontinence of urine),
£1.10. Our book, “Low a Life was Saved,” riving the
Lirtoryof this now discovery,
and a large reco: of most
remarkable cusos sent free. Write fords.
Ad
DAY KIDNEY PAD Of Toledo, 0.
sunElwmmw

Reportad b, HILTON BROS

for $5.

who continue laboring as hard as usual, and all
who persist under such heat, ridiculing the idea of
precaation, as some in it do, are liable to suffer if
not dieas

DR. A. J. STONER, Deeatur, TIL—* Your Pad is
dons great Fond here, It sells every day and gives uni-

JELLY:

a»

of the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy. $1 per bottle; six

farmers

g
:
Policeman, Lancaster, Pa.
r from Kidney complaint,

and after wearing your Pad 2 days
I feel better than I

-

1t works like magic, reaching

Mich.

dave
in 35 years,”

Boston Produce Report.

Wr

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is designed to meet the wants of those who need a
medicine to build them up, give them an appetite,
purify their blood, and oil up the machinery of
their bodies. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like Hood’s Sarsa-

the sun’s heat,
observe every
circumstances.
air equals or

exceeds that of the body there is danger

remedy we ever sold.”
+ CASPER WEITZEL,
haye been a

given
two of

eT helt

ED

adults.—Dr. Dyce Duckworth, in Popular Science

fhany (if not most) of them have proved. fatal.
Though cases of sunstroke are comparatively rare
in the country, they do occur, and many cases of
suddenly fatal or wasting sickness, brought on by
severe work during the heat of harvest, are annually

OIL

England are exactly fitted to create disgust for
what should be a most excellent
and delicious part
of a wholesome dinner for both children and

numerous cases of sunstroke have occurred and

and other laborers exposed to
whether m country or in town, to
precaution possible under the
Whenever the temperature of the

EP

tried.”

THE MARKETS.

a small sonp-plate, is used for this course. The
dry messes commonly served as milky puddings in

The recent oppressively hot weather, extending
nearly all over the country, has caused much sickness and many sudden deaths. At many prominent points in the East, West and South the thermometer has registered from 95 to over 100 degrees
in the shade. Af Cleveland
the mercury rose to
106 degreec, Chicago, 105 degrees, and St. Louis,
102 degrees. As a natural result of such extreme
heat, followmg
comparatively
cool weather,

done me more good than any remedy I ever
R, BISHOP, 8
0.—“The doctors
had
me up with what they called Bright's disease, and
your Pads have entirely cured me.” LuBIN {ORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles,
in
Se

New
1y34

For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRU
Platt St, New York.
156,

ing them, or poor, skimmed milk is used.
Abundance of new milk should be employed, and more
milk, or cream, shouldbe added when they are
taken, - In Scottish households this matter is well
understood, and a distinct pudding-plate, like

Boral and Bomestir,

per week selling goods

LIVER

“I

have now used DAY’s KIDNEY PAD thirty days,
and it has

secured to the patient by a ‘single teaspoonful of

is pro-

portionally less.
The quantities mentioned are
sown with each recurring crop, besides . the
spreadingon small areas each year of marl dug
on the farm.
The quantity of stable manure
applied annuallyis also very large from horses
and _fatteping sheep, also from a dairy of 150
COWE.
:

al; Female Difficulties, Disorders of all ages
and standing; Kidney and Bladder Dificuls
ties, irrespective of causes, age or standing;

COD

DER, URIN:

ARY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.
CHAS, DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street, Boston:

A

EOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St,
for their Catalogue and terms.

QUERU’S

soda, 160 pounds per acre for wheat or oats, 440
pounds per acre for beets,

CANVASSERS

For Discases of the EIDNEYS,

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronehial and tubercular
consumption,.scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
“Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary
heated elsewhere.
Farmers who can do so, avoid
The difficulty obstructing the negotiations
passages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchuhegyy work during the heat of the day—doing
paiba. Druggists. Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
between the British Royal Commission and
the lighter labor then and takinga long *moon- | Dover, N. H.
the Boers has been removed.
The principal |
etails of the assassination of Deputy Revenue ing.” Whenever one feels. a weakness or prostraconditions of the convention are, the right of
Collector Brayton, at Central, South Carolina,
tion suddenly coming over him while at work
BED-BUGS, ROACHES.
passage of British troops through the Transvaon the 20th instant, disclose that the people of during very hot weather, it is generally a warning
Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, inal; the Suzerain’s control of foreign relations;
the abolition of slavery and the maintenance of that place were wholly indifferent to the fact which should be heeded immediately. - The wisest
sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on Rats.” 13c,
religious liberty. If the Volksraad does not
that a murder had been committed in their courseis to stop work at once, rest, and employ boxes at druggists.
>
ratify the eonvention within three months, the
proper
means
to
necuperate
an
enervated
system.
midst, the coroner’s jury even rendering a
Queen’s sovereignty will revive,
verdict that Brayton met his death “ at the In case of actual sunstroke the patient should be
BRAIN & NERVE.
hands of unknown parties,” although McDow,
placed in as coolandcomfortable a position as posWells’ Health’ Renewer, greatest remedy on
Civil Service Reform.
the assassin, had openly declared on the day of sible,aud
ice orice-waterapplied tothe head withearth for impotence, Jeanness, sexual debility, &c.
the murder that he had killed a revenue officer.
outdetay; whilea' good physician is being sumThe Advertiser has obtained, and publis bed
The State authorities, it is reported, have taken
$1, at druggists.
Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
moned. The chest should also be bathed with cool
at length,the views of Massachusetts Congressno steps to apprehend the murderer.
Dover, N. H,
water, and mustard plasters applied to the feet and
men on this subject, which is just now receivThe new comet is approaching the earth in J calves of the legs.
In such cases delays are daning a good deal of attention; and the following
From Frank J. Pierce, Periodical Depot, 138
almost a direct line, and it can be seen very
gerous,and prompt and decisiveaction often saves
Water Street, Augusta, Me.
is that paper’s ‘summing up”:
‘ The only
distinctly with an ordinary opera-glass.
To
the life of the ‘prostrated. . 5
I am pleased to say that two bottles of your
point of reform about which there seems to be
find it, look in the northeast early in the fotn- . Finglly; though fully believing in the Gospel
valuable Adamson’s Botanic Balsam has enany kind of agreement, is, that the tenure of ing—before sunrise—low down on the horizon, -of WorkWe do mot think it gvise to perform
office should be so fixed that experienced and
severe manual labor during these hours when the tirely cured me of a cough of a nearly a year’s

The Transvaal Negotiations.

i cnown

Have Wistar’s Balsam of wid Cherry"
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
ox
37

single

yearly purchase of nitrate of soda and sulphate
ammonia is from $3000 to $3600." The quantity
sown with each crop .is as follows: nitrate of

maintains the meritorious title of The Great
Healer and Master of the
New Art of Healing.

AND

$55 to $50

for E. G.
York.

illustration: on the farm of M. Millat at Merchines
in France, consisting’ of 750 acres, 500 of which
are under the plow annually in lucern, beets,

:
:
vigorously

AGENTS

Make from

grain

Crops.
The use of artificial fertilizers, though increas.
ing in the United States, is by no means so com-

week, to meet several patients from this vicin-

Arabia,—

ries, has confessed his guilt, and announced his
determination to retire from the ministry and
the church.

tious
person. It was found that each machine
contained eleven cartridges each of which was
charged with nitroglycerine,
and a compound
of the nature of and similar to gun cotton.
One of the sup
d cement barrels had in all
fourteen
pounds
of this dangerous explosive
. material in it. The machine is enclosed in an
oblong case of zine, of which
it occupies the
upper portion. There is a clock-work ar‘rangement, which, upon being set, runs about
six hours, when it becomes a lever to descend
upon a tube bearing a eap and communicating
with the lower half of the case. The tube is
filled with the explosive material, which, upon
being fired, sets off a detonating cap placed
in the middle of the dynamite compound in the
bottom of the case.
The presumption is that
the machines were intended to be used for the
destruction or injury of the public buildings
throughout the country, in accordance with

The

in

Whitcher,

dence, R. I.—who has

to

a ficti

to ElHedjaz,

The Rev. W.F.

it is sup-

doubt

seut

Matthewson street Methodist church of Provi-

Another

consigned

without

Eng-

where they will remain in exile for life.

consignment of the same sort was made by the
steamer ‘‘ Bavarian” on June 18th; 1t was
shipped in the name of the Phenix Manufactconcern

been

ge

gentleman. The Mayor gracefully acknow
the compliment, and removing his white silk
hat
manurejs also manufactured from refuse matter
bowed
repeatedly to the occupants of the train.We
established
been
recently
upon the place. The yearly product of sugar is do not note
York city, which has
this fact as an advertisement, but as a
principles
900 tons.
.
and is operated on strictly business
pleasure.
By strict attention to business, this
comparatively young man has built up a-business
by a joint ktock company, having paid-up capi | Dr. J. B. Lawes, of Rothamsted, England, says
of
colossal
proportions, and is at present giving
tal of $500,000. It was established by some . that the potato possesses the property of convert-. employment to as great a number of men, if not
ing
a
very
much
larger
.pprijon
of
the
manure
treat
the
for
greater, than any private individual in the county.
well known medical gentlemen
Enverprise is what we most admire, and whether
ingredients of the soil into human food than any
ment and cure of all charaeter of diseases.
or organ busi.
it comes from the
of
the
cereal
grain
crops.
For
instance,
to
every
ness, it is just the same to us.
e say success to
Dr. R. C. Flower, late physician to the
bushel of wheat about ome hundred pounds of | Beg tty, the Organ King, and long
may he live to
a,
Philadelphi
of
Lung and Hygienic Institute
straw are grown, while the haulm of the potatoes
fill the world with music and
the pocket of the
has been chosen President of this Sanitarium
skilled
mechanic
with
money.
Would
that our
when dry‘is so light that in experimenting we do.
Co., and we feel sure that under his auspices it not think it worth while to weigh it. These prop- Sousiry had more such men.”— Blairstown (N.J.)'
Tess.

EW

to,upon arrival in Liverpool,and found them to

uring Company—a

1, but that

view of the elegant turnout pre

rors; Piles of all kinds, including Chronic
Bloody Piles; Rheumatism, Paralysis, and all
have hitherto been unsatisfactory.
:
MILK is insufficiently used in making simple
Midhat Pasha and all the others - ¢onvieted of: kinds of Seciatie trouble, Dr. R; C. Flower has
the murder of the late Sultan, including the two provéd himself a master hand, and before his puddings of such farinaceous foods as rice,tapioca
and sago. Distaste ' for theseis engendered very
actual assassins, but except Tzzét Pasha and effective treatment these terrors disappear. =
.| often, I believe, becaase the milk is stinted in makSeyd Pasha, wha, were implicated mn the crime,

of

the authorities there seized the casks. referred
“ machines.”

August

land has declined unless fresh bases can be
Suggested in lieu of the preliminaries, which:

of that country was informed, three weeks before this shipment was made, of a consigament:
from America to England of infernal machines; and being consequently on the watch,

expec

bas

toward the adjustment.

"the British Home Secretary, the government

contain. the

in the

Republic

Argentine

the

tween Chili and

Machines.

According to the

thirty-three

been settled by treaty, the United States Mincontributing much
tas in’ bot ries

It appears that among the cargo of the Cunard steamer ¢ Malta,” sailing from Boston on
the 17th of June last, were ten casks shipped
as “ ten barrels of cement,” by a person giving
Liverpool.”

Sanit arfam. © |
: The yield of sugar beets is estimated at twenty8 per acre. Four or five thousand tons
four1
The Atlantic-Sanitarium and Health Insti- of maniire are saved upon the farm. Artificial

rated by Mr. Cyrus W. Held, instead of by the’ :
New York Chamber of Commerce.
and almost ineredible.” «
be
question
He has successfully won and
The long-disputed boundary

nas already announced a reduction in its rates.

statement

and

Marquis of Lorne in the North:
’
It seems that the fund whieh is being raised
for President Garfield’s family, was inapgu-

The amount received
ent routes to the West.
for through passengers is divided pro rata
among the roads, so that a reduction in rates
affects all in equal proportion.
:
;
The indications point to a war in freight
rates as bitter and exciting as that now being
waged in passenger rates.
The Grand Trunk Co.

to “Joseph
Mills,

conservatives

sworn in as Deputy-Governor-General

ing Niagara Falls the choice of several differ-

as John

from

absence of the
west.

rivalry, if it exists, is between different lines
from those involved in the contest in Boston.
The management of the Boston & Albany road
have the right to fix the rates from Boston,
and they offer thé€ir passengers after reach-

his name

bone—probably

Sir William Ritchie, Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the Dominion, will be

The reason that the rates from Chieago are
not the same as those from Boston, is that the
lines there are under different control, and the

Infernal

of

liberals have been returned to the Saxon Landtag, and the conservative majority in the Bavarian Chamber of Depaties is much larger.

variously reported

al $14 and $16, although a slightly cheaper

rate may be obtained

splinters

the rib which was struck and broken by the
ball—have been removed a: Agnew from
the President’s wound. \The
locality ‘of . the
bullet has been determined.
Se
A

Albany, Fitchburg, and Grand Trunk Rail-

an instant many of the in
were Jointed; Hon
© passengers seeme
nt upon.
a

vw

tute is the name of a new iastitution in New

at the head ‘of the silver-producing States.
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